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CARL GOLDBERG
f R ET R A C T  P O W ER  S Y S T E M  

FO R  4 -C H A N N E L  FLY E R S !At last! A way for 4-channel flyers to 
easily get into retracts! Our new Power 
System is ready to go - just add 2 pen lite 
cells, mount the switch assembly on the 
side of the fuselage or on the throttle 
servo, connect the retracts and that's it! 
When throttle and trim levers are both 
moved all the way up or all the way 
down, the retracts will do the same!

Heart of the system is a small, powerful 
servo, geared down for heavy work, and 
with thick strong output gears. Transit 
time under load is about 3 seconds.
Easily handles tri-gear retracts with 
power in reserve.

System comes wired up with plug connec
tors and needs only batteries. 2 nickel 
cads may be used, or penlite dry cells 
which are good for many hundreds of re
tract cycles when using a balanced 
system such as CG  Retracts.

POWERFUL NEW SERVO. SPECIAL SWITCHING SYSTEM AND 2-CELL 
BATTERY PACK-WIRED UP READY TO INSTALL. LIGHT! COMPACT!

FLIGHT PROCEDURE 1 . Take off using 
throttle stick fully advanced in normal 
manner. After take off, advance trim lever 
to limit, and gears w ill retract.

2. Leoving trim at maximum, perform flight 
maneuvers as usual, retarding and advancing 
main throttle stick os desired. Even with 
full retard, gears will remain retracted.

3. On preparing to land, first bring trim to 
full retard. When ready, retard throttle 
stick fully and hold for 3 seconds so gears 
will extend and lock. If necessary to add 
throttle to lengthen approoch, gears will 
remain extended.

Complete system weight with 
batteries (not furnished) - 3 oz.

Joe Bridi and his new Super Kaos; a beautiful paint 
job topped off with DJ Multi-Stripe.

K E N T  Ν 0 6 Ϊ  J 0 E  B W 0 \
„0(1 Dtwc lt0(tAR0

f l «  BOB \Μ01ΕΠ

M lž i multi-;
lt's an mstcmt hit! When the famous modelers named above tested D J'S 
Multi-Stripe and liked it, the word got around. Now modelers every
where are finding DJ's Multi-Stripe fulfills its promises. It bonds per- 
^ e n t l y  and sticks like paint. Very thin, with a special expensive 
a esive, the final fuelproof bonding fakes place in sunlight. There's 
no other tape like it! No more shrinking, lifting, and getting dirty. 
For the strip,ng tape that solves these problems, ask your dealer for the
one and only - DJ s Multi-Stripe. Exclusively marketed by Carl 
Ooldberg Models,

-STRIPE

5 COLORS - RED, WHITE, 
BLACK, G O LD , DARK BLUE

P.S. for best service, see your dealer for items you want. If not available, 
write direct; odd 50p per item |$| outside U .S .). Minimum order $1.

4 SIZES
1/16" W ide, 36 Feet Long - $1.98 
3/32" W ide, 36 Feet Long - 2.69 
1/8" W ide, 36 Feet Long - 2.69 
1/4" W ide, 36 Feet Long - 3.69

ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE 
IN CANADA

C A R L  G O L D B E R G
2546 W EST  CERM AK ROAD ·

M O D E L S  IN C .
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60608

Carl Goldberg Models Inc.
2546 W. Cermsk Rd., Chicago, III. 60608

|laomwfthn<ii"o 25t ,or 8 Illustrated Cata- 
'°« * * “ )· . Recommendations in Starting in 

B « .c Explanation of R/C Equipment 
and Radio Control Definitions.
Name

Address_

City____
State -Z ip .



WINGMASTER
A NEW KIT FROM KRAFT

A new concept in R/C flying. Build it 
in 5 hours. Fly it for less than 
$200.00 total investment including 
all R/C equipment.
RADIO: 2 OR MORE CHANNELS 
WEIGHT: 4 TO 6 LBS.
WING SPAN: 56"
POWER: .40 TO .60

COMBAT FLYING CLASS PYLON RACING ■CUSTOMIZED”  W IN GM ASTER

Ks.
—■ Wri t e f or Free Catalog 

A F T  «50 W ES T  C A L IF O R N IA  A V E N U E , V IS T A , C A L IF O R N IA  930S3

World's Largest Manufacturer of Proportional R/C Equipment

SIG BALSA SWEEPS THE NATIONALS
80% OF FIRST PLACE WINNERS 
AT OSHKOSH WERE SIG USERS

In top competition, where quality counts, year after year SIG 
BALSA WOOD is used by more fliers than all other brands com
bined. The wide range of sizes and grades of wood available 
make SIG the Choice of Champions!

A S K  YOUR HOBBY DEALER 

FOR THE B E S T - S I G  B A LS A

SUi AiANIIFACTIIItlNC CO., INC
401 S. FRONT ST R EET  MONTEZUMA, IOWA 50171
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THE CHOICE IS
(alm ost)*

OURS IN 1974
♦  A statement in AMA's Monthly Mailing for August, 
1973, is slightly misleading. It implies that a subscription 
to AAM, as part of 1974 dues for Open members, is only 
$4.00 extra. THIS IS N O T TRUE. The subscription is 
actually $6.00 extra. . .  EXACTL Y THE SAME  A S  OUR 
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER TO AM  A MEMBERS!

In truth, the basic dues for Open membership is $10.00, 
but then you are required to make a mandatory choice 
of paying $2.00 extra for AMA News, or paying $6.00 
extra for AAM. In other words, you are obligated to pay 
at least $12.00 . . the other $4.00 is the difference to get 
the magazine, n o t the special subscription rate implied.

NOW YO U  CAN  R E N E W  Y O U R  M E M B E R S H IP  W IT H  A M A  (or 
join for the first time) AN D  R E C E IV E  A  O N E Y E A R  S U B S C R IP 
T IO N  to M O D EL  B U IL D E R  (Starting with the January, 1974 
issue) for the S P E C IA L , LOW , C H R IST M A S  SEA SO N  R A T E  of 
$6.00, which is a 40% D ISC O U N T  off the new subscription rate.

Remember, starting in 1974, Open AMA members are 
no longer required to take AAM as part of their dues. So, 
as a SPEC IAL CHRISTM AS O FFER  to A LL  new and 
renewing AMA members, MODEL B U ILD ER  is making 
this convenient package deal available.

Simply fill out the form below ( If  you are renewing, use 
the form you are receiving from AMA), and attach a 
check for the total amount required. That amount will 
be $6.00 plus whatever you have indicated on your AMA 
renewal form, or the one below. Send the whole ball of 
wax to us, NOT TO AMA. We’ll enter your subscription, 
or if you’re already a subscriber (Bless you!), we’ll add it 
on to your existing one, and immediately forward your 
membership form and payment on to AMA. Be sure you 
mail it to us on o r before January 14, 1974!

AND . . . “ YOU A IN ’T H EA RD  N U TH IN ’ Y E T ”  . . . 
as a SPEC IA L CHRISTM AS BONUS, new and renewing 
members may purchase additiona l subscriptions (as many 
as you want) at the same special price (and until Jan. 14, 
1974) for friends on your Christmas list. How’s tha t for 
a good deal!? Use the extra address forms provided, and 
please p r in t . . . some of you write worse than doctors!!

Now then . . .  ya say ya don’t want to join or renew with 
AMA? . . .  come on now, ya really should . . .  but, tell ya 
what we’re gonna do, just to show there’s no hard feel
ings. We’ll s till give you a CHRISTM AS SPEC IA L DEAL! 
Through Jan. 14, 1974, you may purchase your own and 
gift subscriptions at 20% off of the regular rate, or only 
$8.00 each. Just fill out the form below, bypassing the 
added information required only for AMA membership.

If you're a magazine saver, and don't want to cut out the forms, just send us all the required information on a separate sheet of paper.
Γ

Name

Address

C ity

Name

State

Address

C ity State
---------  I

Zip ______ _  _____  ______

APPLICATION-1974 AMA M EM BERSH IP
AMA, c/o MODEL BU ILD ER , 1900 East Edinger, Santa Ana, California 92705

Zip

FOR THOSE 19 OR O VER  BY  JU L Y  1,1974 Open
Includes all membership and competition privileges-and

□  monthly AMA News (required) . . . . .................S12.00
□  Add difference for A A M ................ ..............  4.00
□  Add extra for M ODEL BU ILD ER  . . ................  6.00

flN ew  Π  Renewal (number ) TOTAL S ...........

_Yr..
FOR THOSE NOT 19 BY  JU L Y  1,1974
F IL L  IN DATE OF B IRTH  Mo_______Day_
□ JU N IO R  OR SEN IO R —No magazine .................$ 3.00
□ Add for monthly AMA News (O P T IO N A L )........ S 2.00
□ Add extra for M ODEL B U IL D E R .......................  6.00
□ Add extra for A A M .............................................. 6.00

TO TAL $.............

M AIN IN TER EST  (Check on ly  o n e ) :__ Cl____F F ___R C ___INDOOR— SC A LE— A L L 1974 Membership expires Dec. 31, 1974

name

• Address

CitYj State 7ip

HQ use only
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Cover: Jack McC acken. Nor alk, Cali ornia, was winner of Open F/F Scale Gas at the 
1973 AMA Nationals with this 1 inch scale Sopwith Triplane. Powered with an 
.035 D. C. Dart, using Quickstart diesel fuel, and equipped with pendulum ailer
on control, the ship is an excellent flyer. The 26-1/2 inch span, 10 ounce model 
was built from plans drawn from Aeromodeller 1/72 three-views, and detailed in 
factory finish per original photographs and additional research. Winning flights 
were made early in the morning . . . before the daily wind storms arrived.
Photo on 35mm Kodachrome by Fernando Ramos.
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' f r o n t

B H  t  i U o r + h r o p 's  w o r k b e n c h  · · ·
GOING WITH THE T IDE

Well . . . have you recovered from 
the shock of not getting 15 cents change 
from your dollar for this month’s issue?

It really shouldn’t have been too  
much of a surprise. About the only 
thing that hasn’t gone up lately is a 
1973 Nationals free-flighter’s estima
tion of Wittman Field’s F/F contest 
site . . . and its downwind environs.

Actually, the fault is mostly with 
you, our readers. You keep telling us 
what a great magazine we’re putting 
out . . . and it just went to our heads.

You’ll notice we did feel a little 
guilty about it . . . and threw in 8 more 
pages. On a sheet for sheet basis, we 
still come out just a little higher in 
retail cost (seven hundredths of a cent 
per page) but there’s also extra labor, 
more material costs, and of course, 
added postage to consider also.

Anyhow, the timing seemed appro
priate. We needed more space in this 
issue to give you lots of Nats pictures, 
and besides, we had a chance to jump 
in between Phases 3 1/2 and 4 7/8 with
out getting stomped on by the I.R.S. 
A IRBO RN E PRO BLEM S

As you may recall, we announced 
several months ago that we’d be distri
buting the new Australian model maga
zine A IRBO RN E. In fact, we’ve re
ceived many dealer and subscriber orders 
for this publication.

Up to this point we are sitting on 
all orders until we can be sure of consis
tent delivery from overseas. To date, it 
hasn’t been so good. Not only has it 
been taking too long, but a large percen
tage of the magazines have been arriving 
in unsaleable condition. As soon as 
these problems are cured, we’ll be send
ing sample copies to your MODEL

First female Nationals R/C Judge! Sally Brown, wife of Class C Expert flier Dave Brown, 
judged Class A and B fliers on Sunday. Experienced, confident, she did a darn good job.

The General Manager receives her Cox "Official Junior Pilot" certificate from flight instructor 
Dale Kirn. Cox Mfg. Co. gave free C/L flying lessons to any and all during the 1973 Nationals.

A family affair. As their little daughter was upset about having to stay on the sidelines while 
Mom and Dad were flying, Duane Brown, line official, very effectively solved the problem.
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AM A's "B itty  Buddy," president Johnny Clemens, models a new jacket for the benefit of diners 
at the R/C Banquet.

B U ILD ER  dealer. Check with him from 
time to time.
SPORT SCALE CONTINUED

One of the bugaboos of being a maga
zine editor is finding out that some 
secondhand information you’re using is 
not correct. In the August “ Workbench” 
column we commented on Maxey Hes
ter’s “ win” in Sport Scale at the South
western R/C Championships. Truth is, 
Maxey, who’s with Sig Mfg. Co., not

only d id n 't win, he wasn’t even there, 
and as a matter of fact, has completely 
retired from  R/C com petition ! Charley 
Reed, Raytown, Missouri, called this to 
our attention, and to fully set the 
record straight . . . along with adding 
some comments on Sport Scale, we 
quote Charley’s letter:

“ You goofed this time, Bill . . . 
Maxey wasn’t even at this contest. I 

Continued on page 66

U  ϋ ?  -

A duplicate prototype of our "Big John" design, built by Graham Lomax (left), is a regular per
former on the AMA Demonstration Team. Pioneer modeler Leo Weiss (right) also digs biplanes!

You never can tell who's going to show up in 
Central Park, New York City, especially as far 
back as 1937. Our "Mystery Modeler of the 
Month" did. Can you name him?

m

Henry J. Nicholls, internationally known mod
eling authority from England, spoke at the R/C 
Banquet. He's always a delight.

The MODEL BUILDER 5



OVER THE COUNTER

•  Usually, when someone tells you to 
“ Go fly a kite,”  it’s not exactly an invi
tation to do the Ben Franklin bit (un
less, of course, they're figuring you 
won’t be as lucky as Ben when the 
ligh tning hits). On the other hand, the 
suggestion may be coming from Craig 
Stratton, who is currently marketing 
a line of airplane/kites. His company, 
Stratton Air Engineering, 12821 Mar
tha Ann Drive, Los Alamitos, California 
90720, produces four colorful, four 
foot span, scale-like kites in kit form, 
which, when built up in a matter of a 
few hours each, look very much like 
(1) the Fokker Tri-Plane, (2) the Sop- 
with Camel, (3) a multi-colored sport 
biplane called the Super Star, or (4) 
a Navy Grumman F3F-2.

flighters have also found that they make 
excellent thermal detectors. The kites 
will fly right up over the line in good 
lift. Adult modelers will find them to be 
very useful as a means of keeping the 
kids entertained while at the same time 
helping to “ bridge the gap” between 
kites and model airplanes.

Kits sell for $6.50 (except for the 
$6.95 Red Baron’s Tri-Plane), and if
not available locally, may be ordered 
direct. Add $1.00 for postage and ship
ping charges.

* * *
Cal Aero-Model, 7142 Bluesails Dr.,

Huntington Beach, California 92647,
has added two more .020 Replica Old 
Timer kits to its line, making four in 
all, each selling for $7.95.

The .020 Playboy Sr. spans 36 inches, 
and has already had an important con
test win . . . first in .020 Replica at the 
1973 SAM Champs. The 33 inch span 
Strato Streak also took 2nd at the 1973 
U.S. Free Flight Championships.

The two new kits . . . like the other 
Cal Aero-Model .020 Replicas, So-Long 
and Brooklyn Dodger . . . include sharp 
die-cutting, saw-cut plywood parts, strip 
wood, wire, covering tissue, full size 
plans, flying and adjusting instructions, 
wheels, etc. It also seems worth men
tioning that Cal Aero’s proprietor, Bob 
Oslan, figures that customers are getting 
the labor that goes into the kits for 
about 7 cents an hour.

Like anybody will tell ya that’s been 
there, you gotta be nuts to ruin the

Cal Aero-Models' .020 Replica Strato Streak, originally designed by Lou Garami.

Squadron Kites by Stratton Air Engineering.

The airplane/kites consist of a built- 
up profile fuselage to which single, 
leading edge wing spars are attached, 
using molded/wing-foot pieces. Single 
spar tail surfaces complete the struc
ture. To all of this, you glue pre-colored 
"kitespan”  covering material to pro
duce a 4 foot span kite/plane which 
weighs about 4 ounces.

“ Flying” on the end of 200 or 300 
feet of fine, invisible nylon monofila
ment line, the kites look very realistic, 
and can be flown in formation, stunted, 
made to simulate combat, etc. Free Cal Aero-Models' .020 Replica Playboy Senior, a Cleveland Models design.
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Victor Model Products' "V ictor," an AMY A 
Class "M "  design. Also called 50/800.

hobby for yourself by going into the
business . . .

* * *
Sig Mfg. Co., Montezuma, Iowa has 

now added a new aileron ship to it’s 
R/C trainer line, called the “ Komander.”  
(Hmmmm . . . first the Kadet and now 
the Komander . . . wonder if the de
signer of these two ships will change his 
name to Klaud MkKullough?)

Somewhat reminiscent of jack Staf
ford’s Weekender, the Komander is a 
shoulder wing model with the main gear 
mounted in the wing. With the canopy 
placed well forward and wheel/strut 
covers on the main landing gear legs, it’s 
quite a snappy looking design. Span is 
62 inches, weight 5 1/2 pounds, and 
suggested power is .35 to .50 engines.

The $29.95 kit features foam wing 
cores, bubble canopy with molded 
framing, molded plastic cowling, printed 
fuselage sides and bottom, sheet balsa 
wing covering, sheet balsa tail surfaces, 
pre-bent torsion bar main gear, formed 
5/32 inch nose gear, step-by-step in

Tachometer by Royal Products has 3 ranges, 
will read to 30,000 rpm.

structions with isometric drawings, and 
complete hardware package which in
cludes; molded nylon control hinges, 
nylon control horns, nylon nose gear 
bearing, nylon nose gear steering arm, 
tuf-steel R/C links, aluminum motor 
mounts, and nylon screws for bolt-on 
wing attachment.

The brochure also says that it “ Builds 
Kwick”  . . . honest!

Two of the twelve new Royal Hiness engines. 
Twin 40's and 60's are also coming! A 2 0  R/C 
and .09 Standard (btm) are shown.

Judging by Al Vela’s experience in 
testing the new Rossi .15 (see his 
F/FAI column in this issue), he could 
use one new product announced by 
Royal Products Corp. The Royal Photo
cell Tachometer has 3 rpm range settings 
(0 to 6,000, to 15,000, and to 30,000).

Continued on page 66

Rubber powered Velie Monocoupe by Flyline Models. Bellanca Skyrocket for .020 with radio, or free flight. Also could be 
rubber powered. Kit by Flyline Models.
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Rhett Miller, Jr., 1973 AMA Nationals Class C Expert Pattern Champ! 
The Class C Best Senior trophy was sorta anti-climactic.

Second and Third places in Class C Expert were won by a couple of 
"Old Pros," Don Coleman (left) and 1971-72 winner Ron Chidgey.

'73 RADIO CONTROL NATS
A summary of R/C Pattern and Scale at the 1973 Nats by Bill Northrop, followed by a short Radio Control 
Report by R/C Editor Frank Schwartz. Frank will have more Nats details next month.

It was just a little spooky.
The stance was the same throughout 

every flight . . . feet slightly apart, toes 
pointed straight ahead toward the land
ing circle, body straight with the weight 
equally distributed on both legs, similar 
to the military “ At Ease.”

The transmitter was held the same 
. . . single stick type, cradled in the left 
arm, about waist level, antenna pointing 
toward the circle.

The maneuvers were called out in the 
same manner . . . clear, precise, out
wardly calm, complete with that familiar 
southern accent.

And most important of all, the Hy
ing was the same . . . the plane went 
where it was supposed to, when it was

supposed to . . . large, smooth man
euvers, no wasted turn-around motions, 
the whole Hight being performed as 
though it were one long maneuver that 
was being judged at all times . . .

Wc were watching Rhett Miller Jr., 
age IS, win Class C Expert at the 1973 
Nationals . . . but we were also seeing 
Jim Kirkland’s ghost in action . . .  it 
was just a little spooky.

But let’s not take anything away 
from Rhett. True, he was the late Jim 
Kirkland’s protege, and Jim taught him 
all he knew about pattern competition 
Hying. However, there are many of us 
with whom Jim could have worked ‘till 
the end of time, and we’d still only be 
run-of-the-mill, weekend duffers. Rhett

Bob Karlsson doesn't look at all pleased to win 
3rd in Scale and a place on the 1974 FAI team!

Rhett Miller appears relaxed as he shoots a touch-and-go for the judges during the finals. Many 
of his mannerisms reflected the training he had received from the late Jim Kirkland.

Judges Three (I to r), Don Lowe, Sally Brown, 
and MB's editor. Chief Judge Bill Northrop.
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Class C Expert - 1, 2, 3. 4, and 5: Rhett Miller. Don Coleman. Ron 
Chidgey, Don Lowe, and Bill Salkowski. R/C CD Bob Scott in back.

Class C Expert * 6 . 7, 9, 10, and 8 : Mike Mueller, Jim Whitley, Jim  
Martin, Dave Brown, and Jim Oddino.

Class B winner and Best Class B Junior, 12 year old Steve Brooke, 
with R/C Pattern official Hugh Waechter.

Class C Expert · 11, 13, 12, 15, and 14: Steve Buck, Bob Smith, 
Phil Kraft, Alan Dupler, and Ralph Brooke.

Class C Pattern Best Junior trophy winner 
Brian Richmond.

The Curtiss OX-5 engine in Charles Nelson's 6th place scale Jenny looked real enough to run! 
Dig that radiator and leather straps with buckles, too.

already had what it takes to be a cham
pion . . .  Jim happened to recognize 
that, filled in the gaps, and honed it all 
to a fine edge.

This seems to be the year of the 
“ Youth Movement” in R/C. Mike Muell
er, a Senior from Chicago, has been a 
contestant in the R/C Nationals for a 
number of years. This time, he sneaked 
into the finals with a 19th place in 
qualifying and then went on to join a 
3-way tie for fourth place with Don 
Lowe and Bill Salkowski, ending up in

6th on the basis of having the lowest 
3rd flight of the three. Mark Radcliff 
was, if Mark will excuse us, somewhat of 
a dark horse to most of those who are 
familiar with the names of leading 
pattern fliers. The young college student 
was twelfth qualifier out of the 116 
Class C entrants, and finished 18th in 
the finals. Steve Buck, a dental pre-med 
student from Arizona, qualified 11th 
and finished 10th.

There’s another young man who will 
be entering the Class C/D pattern battle

next year, if for no other reason than 
the fact that he has flown himself com
pletely out of Class A and B! Steve 
Brooke (that’s the Brooke with a lot of 
hair) is only 12 years old and flies with 
the same calm confidence exhibited by 
Rhett Miller. Last year, at 11, he easily 
topped all Class A contestants, and of 
course, also took home the Best Class A 
Junior award. This year he repeated the 
performance (and both trophies) in 
Class B. In case you don’t know, Steve’s 
father Ralph, a Seattle dentist, was

The MODEL BUILDER 9



Sandra Smith, one of three gal R/C contestants, gives judge Tom Lynda Day, Canada's MAAC Sec/Treas, flies, while MAAC President,
Ewing a close look at her taxi demonstration. Pop Weldon watches. Warren Hitchcox does the calling.

Bill Bertrand's 9th place scale Aeronca LB  on a takeoff run. A very realistic flier. Ralph Brooke checks the paint job on his 
Gladiator as it comes in for a landing.

twice World Champion just a few years 
ago, and still retains the knack, being 
top qualifycr and finishing 14th at this 
year’s Nats.

And while we’re talking about young 
fliers, check the report on the R/C 
Soaring Nationals in this issue. Jeff 
Mrlik, age 12 (twelve, got it?) topped 
132 entires to become the U.S. R/C 
Soaring Champion for 1973. Play that

on your transistorized nickelodeon!
All of our 1973 FAI team members 

were competing this year; Norm Page, 
Jim Martin, and Jim Whitley, as well as 
team manager Ron Chidgey. Though 
none of the team placed high, it was 
not too surprising . . . getting “ psyched 
up’’ for one win in a five week period is 
enough, and surely, the World Cham
pionships in Gorizia, Italy, is a hell of a

lot more important‘than the Nationals.
Of all the team members, Norm 

Page had the most demoralizing exper
ience in Oshkosh. Apparently Norm and 
the Transistor God had a falling out. 
After putting up with a series of “ fun
nies” during qualifying, in which he 
still placed third under Ralph Brooke 
and Dave Brown, Norm watched help
lessly as his airplane bit the sod just

The powerful Ross .61 made its Nationals debut at Oshkosh. This 
one is nestled in the nose of Jim Whitley's Daddy Rabbit.

Norm Page forces a smile as he checks controls on back up ship loan
ed him by Dave Brown. Norm had radio crash on first flight in finals.
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Best Senior in Class B was Mike Shafer, who also won 3rd overall. 
Mike is from Parkersburg, W. Virginia.

Best Senior in Class A was Eric Podzielinski, Ft. Wayne, Indiana. 
He also won 5th overall in the event.

Dick Straw, Nats R/C Official for many years, 
kept a close watch on frequency clothespins!

Wanna bet it's a Cuban Eight? Ralph Brooke points to crossover spot as judges Jack Fabbri and 
Gary Chaddock (with pen) watch carefully. Steve Brooke looks bored with the whole thing.

after takeoff on his first flight of the 
finals. Though he finished out the day 
with Dave Brown's back-up Phoenix, 
Norm left for home and workbench the 
next morning, with a lot of building and 
testing ahead of him for the next few 
weeks.

Let’s play with some statistics on

the top 20 in Class C Expert. In radios, 
Pro-Line dominated with 15, followed 
by S&O (2), Kraft (2), and Blue Max 
( I ) .  The S&O (Salkowski & Oddino) 
users, oddly enough, were Salkowski 
(5th) and Oddino (8th). Pro-Line was 
in all but 3 of the top 11, the other 
hold-out being Dave Brown with World

Engines' Blue Max radio. Proponents of 
single-stick will be pleased to note that 
the top 3 (Miller, Coleman, and Chid- 
gey), in addition to two others, were 
using this mode.

Super Tigre and Ross chopped sharp
ly into Webra’s domination of last year. 
The Blue Head ST ’s pulled 8 of the

Norm Evans checks throttle action (engine's running) before flying 
his 11th place scale DH-1. Ship flew well in spite of stiff breezes.

Cockpit detail of Bob Wischer's 7th place scale Emeraude. This was 
the ship he entered in the 1972 Scale R/C World Championships.
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Another photo of the Aeronca LB  entered in scale by Bill Bertrand, Jim Vanderwalker's big Taylorcraft looks very realistic as it makes a
who also judged C Pattern qualifying. Ship is grey with yellow trim. low, slow pass for the judges. Notice aileron correcting for crosswind.

"O K , who swiped my extension cord?" Bob 
Boucher and his 19th place, electric motor 
powered scale Fournier R-4. It's very quiet!
top 20 airplanes, including the first 4! 
Lou Ross’s powerful “ Black Demon’’ 
6 1 made a very impressive debut, being 
used by Jim Whitley (7th), Ralph 
Brooke (14th), Ed Keck (16th), John 
Agee (19th) and Norm Page (20th). 
Vecos were used by 4 of the top 20, 
while 2 Webras and Jim Martin’s HP 
filled out the balance.

Nationals R/C Pattern competition 
took on a very pleasant new look this 
year as 3 female contestants and one 
female judge joined the activity.

The judge was Sally Brown, wife of 
Dave Brown who placed 10th in Class 
C Expert. Sally was highly recommend
ed by Don Lowe, who annually volun-

"Come on out. Bud, we see ya hiding behind that 'Jug '!" Nosen is really hooking up the bomb 
on his 5th place scale P-47D. Bob Talchik holds on. Bud was last years winner with Skyraider.

Some of Sunday's judges (I to r): Jack Fabbri, Dave Lane, Gary Chaddock, Don Butman, Sally 
Brown, Don Lowe, Bob Upton. Kneeling (I to r): Carl Mueller, Bill Northrop, Mike Mueller.

" I  use these for judging the Double Immelman." Jim Edwards flew 
to Oshkosh in his Pitts. Gary Chaddock and Ron Chidgey ponder.

Two Rhetts don't make a wrong! Rhett Jr. wins the Nats, and Rhett 
Sr. was appointed Chairman of new Pattern fliers association.
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Saturday night's R/C Banquet was also a victory banquet for the Table hoppers Bob Stockwell and Brooklyn's Flying Ace, Harold
Millers, sitting with Jim Whitley, Ron Chidgey, and the Gary Martins. Goldklank making their rounds while the steaks were charcoaling.

The new Pro-Line sport model radio which is 
described in Frank Schwartz's section.

teers to judge Class A and B Pattern on 
the final Sunday. Her experience in 
critiquing Don and Dave during many of 
their practice sessions was more than 
enough to prepare her for the iob.

Contestants Lynda Day, Ramona 
Shultz, and Sandra Smith all flew during 
the Class A and B competition on Sun
day. Lynda, wife of Colin Day who also 
flew on Sunday, is Secretary/Treasurer 
of the MAAC, Model Airplane Associa
tion of Canada (corresponds to our 
AMA), and was seconded by Warren 
Hitchcox, current MAAC President. 
Ramona’s husband Don also flew on 
Sunday, placing 4th in Class A. Sandra 
Smith’s parents, Weldon and Lee Ann 
are perennial Nats R/C officials, and in 
fact, this was the first day of Nats R/C 
week that Sandra herself was not busy 
shagging score sheets back and forth to 
her mother, who is Chief Tabulator.

Scale was dominated by low wing 
mono planes (17 out of 22), and many 
of the ships were reruns from last year. 
John Roth used his 1972 World Cham
pionships Volksplane to take first. Ralph 
Jackson dusted off his Windecker Eagle 
and promoted it Irom 5th last year to 
second this year. Bob Karlsson, old fly
ing buddy from Wilmington, Delaware 
returned with a d ifferent F4U Corsair 
and moved up from last year's 11th 
place to third . . . and there’s your 

Continued on page 68

The chow hounds (I to r) are Jan Sakert, Duke Wilford, and Johnny Alderson, all under the sup
ervision of Nats Exec. Committee member Jan Sakert. Bob Reuther adds his 2 cents .

. . . and once more, for the West Coast, the big R/C Nats winners (I to r): Don Coleman, second; 
Rhett Miller, first; and Ron Chidgey. third. The South has rizz again!
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SUPER DO UBLER SPORT R/C
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SUPER DO UBLER SPORT R/C

of M ODEL B U ILD ER , as it was just one year slides, we decided to give it to you as a partial explanatory. Have fun . . . and let us know 
ago that his "Stephens Akro" was published, construction article. Hopefully we'll have some how yours flies. First one we hear from gets a 
in the Nats issue. Since we needed the space black and white shots of this sharp looking, year tacked on his subscription (or a new one)
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West Coasters made a clean sweep of Formula I (I to r and 1st to 5th): Bob Smith, Jeff Bertken, Kent Nogy. Cliff Weirick, and Dan McCan.

PYLON
By TOM CHRISTOPHER •

PHOTOS BY TOM CHRISTOPHER

•  The 1973 Nationals is now history, 
and what an event for the promotion of 
our sport! This year the Nats were held 
at Oshkosh, Wisconsin, following the 
Experimental Aircraft Association's an
nual meet. This was the first year in 
many that the AMA had to sponsor the 
Nats. Prior to this, the Navy had spon
sored the Nats with great success. We 
attended almost all the combined events 
and categories and must say that the

Bob Smith gets "fueled up" for his next race.
. . . and all this time we thought it was his fly
ing skill that got him all of those wins!

R/C Pylon (FA I) and Formula I drew 
the most spectators and provided the 
real excitement of the entire Nats week.

Registration and processing began 
early Monday, August 6 with R/C pylon 
qualifications starting around 2:00 PM 
the same day. Needless to say, the first 
day was hectic. Not only was there con
fusion as to orientation and location, 
but here comes the wind and rain! 
Speaking of rain, it wasn’t until the 
following Thursday that the weather 
gave us a break and fair but windy con
ditions prevailed for the finals.

R/C pylon (FA I) qualifications were 
held on Monday with only one round 
being run due to the weather. Almost 
immediately, we could see that the 
meet had one competitor in FAI that 
was really ‘‘Top Of The Class.”  The 
Telford-Violctt team turned a 1:34 in 
the wind and rain and everyone started 
scratching their heads as to what had

Dan McCan and father Dwight prepare Dan's Miss BS FA I. Looked 
good in qualifying, but had problems in Finals.

Bob Violett and his super clean, super loud Bobcat. Exhaust (tuned 
stack, pipe, megaphone?) crosses away from official's side. A  joke!
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Mr. Smiles, D. C. May gets it all together with his K& B Stegall Minn
ow. D. C. and Harold Coleson are a couple of fast Georgians!

Rick Kuiper and his GMA PH powered Miss DARA were eighth in 
qualifying but crashed at takeoff in first Finals heat. Too bad . . .

Jerry and Jean Christiansen . .  starter and chief scorer at the Nats, 
are two of Glen Spickler's special pylon crew, from Bakersfield, Ca.

Terry Prather and his Supertigre powered "Tiger Tamer." He 
finished 12th in Formula I and FA I!

happened. Following heats also pro
vided some pretty good times in FAI, 
but none quite as good as Bob Violett’s 
Bobcat.

Tuesday’s schedule called for Formu
la I qualifications, but since only one 
heat of FAI had been run, it was de
cided to run one more heat of FAI 
and two qualification heats of Formula
I. So if you came two thousand or 
twenty miles to the Nats, you had 
better be ready! There was absolutely

no test flying and only two cracks at 
qualifying. This was unfortunate, but 
the officials did not have a choice due 
to the time factor, schedule and that 
weather!

The FAI Finalists (Qualifiers) and 
Qualification times:

1. Bob Violett 1:34
2. Jeff Bcrtken 1:38.8
3. Bob Reuther 1:41
4. James Booker 1:41.7
5. Ron Sheldon 1:43.2

6. Gus Geissinger 1:45
7. Cliff Telford 1:45.8
8. Kent Nogy 1:46.9
9. Dan McCan 1:47.3

10. DougSpreng 1:48.8
11. Bob Root 1:49.5
12. Pete Reed 1:49.5
13. Tom Pownall 1:50
14. Terry Prather 1:50.8
15. Tom Baker 1:51.2
16. Tom Christopher 1:51.4
17. MikcHelsel 1:51.4

Ron Sheldon's "Avanti" was designed by Ed 
Foster. Piped HP powered ship placed 2nd.

Tom Christopher's sleek FA I Pylon P-51Aisan Ed Foster design and is powered with an HP. 
Tom placed 14th in FAI and 10th in Formula I (with Ole Tiger).
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The top 3, Bob Smith, Jeff Bertken, and Kent Nogy, with their 
K&B Schnuerle powered Formula I racers.

Bob Violett and Cliff Telford (r) prepare for 1st place flyoff. Ship is 
Violett designed Bobcat with K& B  Schnuerle power.

Mike Helsel's FAI P-51 is not too hard to distinguish. Ron Sheldon's "Avanti," designed by Ed Foster. Tied for first in 
FA I, lost flyoff with Violett. HP turned 20,000 with 8.75x6 prop!

18. Irwin Funderburk 1:59.8
19. Balko/Browning 2:03
20. . Bob Noll 2:04.6

Bob Violett set the fast qualification 
time of 1:34 with a beautifully built 
and carefully prepared Bobcat that is 
powered this year by a K& B Schnuerle 
port engine. Second fastest time went

to Jeff Bertken with a fixed geared 
Miss BS that looked a little worse for 
wear. None the less, Jeff used a tuned 
piped K&B that really moved well. 
Bob Reuther, 3rd, and Ron Sheldon, 
5th, both had HP-40 powered aircraft.

RC Pylon (FA I) Results I973 AMA 
Nats:

1. Telford/Violett Team (Bob 
Violett)

2. Ron Sheldon
3. James Booker
4. Tom Pownall
5. Bob Root
6. Kent Nogy
7. Tom Baker

Line up of Formula I ships being judged to determine takeoff position. Workmanship and finish 
on most R/C pylon ships far exceeds the average model. Cleanliness adds mph!

Yep. that's one of the East's best pylon fliers. 
Bob Noll, behind the mustache and goggles.
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Cliff Weirick and his 4th place "Rickey Rat" Cliff said this was his 
"last one." We don't really believe that.

Walt Schroder (His Dad has a soft job in White Plains, N. Y.) placed 
16th in Qualifications and moved up to 9th in the Finals.

Vern Smith's FAI ship with homemade engine. It was fastest plane next to Violett's Bobcat. 
It crashed during qualifications when rain water got in the transmitter.

- w t-
r  V  3tS

Bob Violett shows that he really is draggin' his 
feet! "Miss Cosmic Trick" is fast. K& B power.

8. Telford/Violett Team (Cliff 
Telford)

9. Bob Noll
10. Bob Reuther
11. Jeff Bertken
12. Terry Prather
13. Mike Helsel
14. Tom Christopher
15. Pete Reed
16. Gus Geissinger
17. Doug Spreng

Je ff Bertken’s Miss BS had second fastest qual- 
fying speed, but finished in 11th.

18. Irwin Funderburk
19. Dan McCan
20. Balko/Browning Team

Bob Violett, of the Telford/Violett 
team won the FA I RC Pylon event in a 
breeze. The team really deserved to win 
because they brought a well prepared 
team of Violett-designed Bobcat racers 
that were ready! Incidentally, Bob’s 
excellent flying had a little to do with 
the overall results.

Ron Sheldon, flying an Ed Foster 
designed Avanti made it into a fly-off 
for first place with Violett but the 
Sheldon combination just didn’t have 
enough steam left to beat the Bobcat. 
Third place went to the surprise con
tender of the meet . . .  Jim Booker. Jim 
proved to everyone that he really meant 
business as he provided some real tough 
competition in every heat. Better watch 

Continued on page 56
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Beautiful scratch-built model of Howie Keefe's Cox sponsored P-51 unlimited racer, by Ron Norgard, Davenport, Iowa. Has operating flaps and 
canopy, retractible landing gear, and throttle control. Max .80 powered ship placed 4th in Open Scale.

on tro l line
By DALE KIRN

..........................—  r  > -------------------------
A run-down on results in C/L Speed events at the 1973 Nats. 
Next month we will have more details of these and other C/L 
events, plus a full Stunt report by Bart Klapinski.

Φ This month’s column will be devoted 
to the results of the Control Line events 
of the ’73 Nats. Rain and wind hamp
ered the first two days of flying. But 
this is nothing new for the Midwest. It 
is a standard joke that it always rains 
on 1/2A Speed/Proto day at the Nats. 
One new twist this year .. . 1/2A Proto

was flown on Tuesday, and 1/2A speed 
on Wednesday. So, it had to rain on 
both days . . . and it did!!
SPEED

As 1/2A Proto day got off to a late 
start (noon), the flying time was ex
tended one hour . . .  to 6 PM. Very few 
modelers got in all of their flights as

there were just too many planes (111 
entered and 90 processed) and only two 
circles to fly in. The West Coast flyers 
made a strong showing in the 1/2A 
events. There were 45 Juniors flying 
1/2A Proto (Profile), no Seniors or 
Open. In 1/2A Proto, there were 24 
Juniors, 15 Seniors, and 27 in Open.

Mike Bussell with his record setting Class B 
Proto. Junior speed set at 138.35 mph.

First place in Open 1/2A Speed, John Shannon. 
Large ship has tuned exhaust for .049 Tee Dee.

Sam Snyder, Fresno, Cal., was Chief Processor 
in speed events. Thanx Sam. See you next year?
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Third in Class B Open Proto went to Charles Anqston/Phil Bussell Jim and Fran Clem fire up 1/2A Proto Profile for son, Jimmy. He
team. Tuned exhaust rig clocked 151.45 mph. placed secon at 77.35 mph.

Team of Bartley/Garner/Huff took first in A Speed at 168.95 mph. M/Sgt. Gordon Ford and his 19 Ib. B-52H, uses four McCoy 40's.
Rossi .15 with tuned exhaust turned 6 x 9  Tornado Presswood prop. His crew consists of Lt. Jim  Sterzinger and Capt. Terry Sims (I to r).

In 1/2A Speed, there were 19, 14, and 
25 respectively, for a total of 169 planes 
processed to fly in speed!

W INNERS

1/2A Proto (Profile)
JR . Rick Westbrook 77.42 MPH

1/2A Proto
JR . John Westbrook 86.59 MPH 
SR. Mike Langlois 95.91 
OP. Kirn-Kirn Team 93.28 

1/2A Speed
JR . John Westbrook 96.84 MPH 
SR. Jim Wade 102.58 
OP. John Shannon 111.34

There were several 1/2A engines with 
tuned exhaust systems, both in proto 
and speed. But only one was a first 
place winner . . . John Shannon in 
Open 1/2A speed. Left hand propellers 
dominated the 1/2A proto events. 
Shannon and Langlois were the only 
winners using right handed propellers.

Superb T-6 by Florian Piorkowski. Wiped out during flight . . .  a 
victim of the wind.

Dub Jet and John Shannon with their 1st place Class B speed ship. 
Turned 188.01 mph for a new record.
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I
First place in Open Scale was won by Bill Harney, with this fantastically detailed Japanese Zero. Class II Fairey Spearfish by Richard Sawicki, 
All controls work from cockpit, flaps and retract gear operate. Super Tigre .60 power. Westland, Mich. Rossi .60. Fifth in Open.

Cliff Norman "Injects" fuel into his TWA .15. 
This is normal method.

Group shot of carrier planes entered by the Detroit Carrier team. This club did extremely 
well in Class I and II.

Max Snyder won 1st in Junior Class C and set Al and Bea McCarthy (Denver Speed Team), 
record. K&B 40 Schnuerle turned 160.08 mph. Placed 4th at 127.39 mph. Rossi .15 power. Bruce Mathews, Greensburg, Kansas, and his 

K&B .19 (green head) scale Volksplane.
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Familiar sight in speed area was this protective wire screen. It proved its worth on a couple of 
occasions by stopping some "flying objects."

John Westbrook, 1st in Jr . 1/2A Proto and 1st 
in Jr. 1/2A Speed with same ship! Mono-Line.

John Westbrook (Los Angeles, Calif.) 
won two of the Junior 1/2A events. He 
used the same Mono-Line plane (“ Lem
on Twister” ) to win 1/2A Proto and 
1/2A Speed. This clearly shows you 
don’t need a “ dinky”  plane to win in 
1/2A Speed. Jim Wade (Anaheim, 
Calif.) also proved this point by winning 
Senior 1/2A Speed at 102.58 MPH 
with his proto plane.

Several records were set in the other 
events: FAI Speed, Senior, Scott Sny

der, 118.92 MPH . . . B Speed, Junior, 
Mike Bussell, 171.03 . . . B Speed, 
Open, John Shannon, 188.01 . . . B 
Proto, Junior, Mike Bussell, 138.35 . . . 
C Speed, Junior, Max Snyder, 160.08.

Tom Upton surpassed the existing 
Class B Proto at 156.59 MPH but blew 
his engine during the run and was un
able to back-up the flight.

Jet speeds were lower this year than 
expected. All age groups were com
bined in this event. Myrle Hoyt won the

event at 189.80 MPH with his sidewind
er design. Jerry Thomas and Jim Wade 
were flying all metal (upright engine) 
planes. Jerry is planning on producing a 
kit for this plane. If you are interested 
in one, suggest you write: Jerry Thomas, 
503 E. Wright Avenue, Tacoma, Wash
ington 98404.

Entries in A, FA I, B, B Proto, C, 
and Jet speed totalled 265, with 48 
Juniors, 48 Seniors, and 169 Open 
making up the total. Continued page 65

Dick Hall with his very unusual FA I speed plane. Short stroke home- 
built .15 engine is designed to run at 40,000 rpm!

Team entry of John Newton/Jim Nightingale/John Beatty took 1st 
in FA I Speed at 136.90 mph.

Dick Hall's engine with head removed. Note 
neat bellcrank system. Fine workmanship.

John Shannon's modified Tee Dee .049 with tuned exhaust. Homemade prop is 4-1/8 Dia. by 
6 inch pitch.
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You saw this picture some months ago, but we're showing it again because it's the one that inspired us to ask Hal Cover for a construction 
article on the floats. That Puss Moth looks so pretty sitting there we figured you might go for them too.

RUBBER SCALE EDO FLOATS
The Puss Moth, or most any scale ship, for that matter, on floats, is a thing of beauty and a joy forever. 
Use these scale Edo jobs as a basis for putting your model on the water.

•  With the past flying successes exper
ienced with the updated Lanzo Puss 
Moth (M.B. Jan. 1972) it was a natural 
to add floats. Edo floats 1 inch to the 
foot scale (June 1938 Air Trails) were 
selected for this purpose.

Initial flight tests illustrated only 
one problem, a slight tendency to dutch 
roll. Fin area was added to correct this. 
All other flight adjustments were left 
alone.

Several items should be kept in

By HAL COVER
mind when installing floats on any scale 
model. First, is the correct location of 
the step in relation to the center of 
gravity. It should be located slightly 
ahead of the C.G. . . .  2 to 3 percent of 
fuselage length. Next, the float angle 
should be 1.5 to 2.5 degrees positive to 
the thrust line. It is also important to 
mount the floats firmly so no move
ment can occur.
CONSTRUCTION

Cut out two keels from medium 
1/16 sheet . . . don’t forget to cut out 
the center as shown. Four of each 
former should then be cut from medium 
1/16 sheet. You will notice that formers 
No. 3 and No. 5 show notches for the 
inner float struts, but only two of the 
four formers require it. Glue the form
ers to the keels, making sure they are in 
line with each other and at right angles 
to the keel. Glue the two upper 1/8 
square stringers to the No. 1 nose form
er. When dry, glue the two stringers 
in place to each former. Always work 
with both stringers at once, otherwise 
it will be difficult to keep the float 
keel straight. Attach the bottom string
ers in a similar manner. Sand all the 
1/8 square stringers to the correct form
er contour. Continued on page 53
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The Lockport, Illinois "R/C Bird Sanctuary." Scene is the campus/airport at Lewis University, hosts of the 1973 R/C Soaring Championships.

R/c SOARING
A report on the 1973 R/C Soaring Nats by the 1972 LSF Tournament Champion, BA R BA R A  HENON. 
Photos by Dick Shilling, and Lewis University's R. N. Vaughn.

Jeff Mrlik, 12, of the Greater Detroit 
Soaring and Hiking Society was the 
overall Grand National Champion of the 
1973 R/C Soaring Nationals. Jeff flew 
his father’s original design "Astro-Jeff” 
which, independently of Jeff’s win, 
was selected as the best original design 
sailplane in the contest. Cooly compe
tent and showing fewer signs of nervous
ness than many of the other 132 con
testants, Jeff flew consistently through
out the 3 days of the contest. He 
scored 6,342 points out of a possible 
7,000, hitting spots with championship 
precision and flying thermals with the 
ability of a turkey vulture.

No beginner in competition despite 
his youth, Jeff is an active competitor 
in club contests, having finished 2nd 
(Open Class) in this years Snow-Fly 
contest as well as winning Junior con
tests. Apparently, competition with 
fellow members of the Greater Detroit 
Soaring and Hiking Society, such as the 
Old Thermal Master Otto Heithecker 
(3rd Overall at this years Nats), and last 
years’ Grand National Champion, Ray 
Vandierdonck, has honed Je ff’s skills to 
an astonishing edge . . . this was his 
contest all the way.

Once again, the Soaring Nats was 
hosted by the membership of S.O.A.R.

(Silent Order of Aeromodelling by 
Radio), under the leadership of Dan 
Pruss, C.D. Their experience and dedica
tion in hosting the Nats for 3 years in a 
row has really paid off, as this was the 
best run and most completely organized

competition the contestants had ever 
seen. In spite of a slightly late start, 
they managed to get in over 1,000 
flights in the 3 days of competition.

Lewis University, Lockport, Illinois, 
the site of this years contest, is a campus

Somewhere under that hat is Jeff Mrlik, 12 year old member of the Greater Detroit Soaring and 
Hiking Society, who won the whole thing! Dan Pruss (left) and John Nielson congratulate him.
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Some of the scale ships gathered for judging. In the foreground is a Grunau Baby by Max Geier.

of some 850 acres which includes a 
small airport and features a program in 
Aviation Maintainence and a flying 
school, in addition to the more earth- 
bound scholarly programs that one 
would expect at a university. Their co
operation in closing down 2 of the 3 
active runways made the contest possi
ble. The marvelous site, perfectly flat 
and completely covered with grass, was 
the largest field many of the contestants 
had ever seen, much less flown on! In 
spite of weather forecasts which pre
dicted rain and storms, the weather 
was ideal, providing ample lift for those 
who could find it. Large cumulus clouds 
were a magnificent sight to us Southern 
Californians who rarely get to see above 
the smog level.

The events at the contest included 10 
minute precision duration, 2 minute pre
cision, and 3 flights to equal exactly 15 
minutes with precision landings. Separ
ate categories were maintained for Stan
dard (under 100” wingspan) and Open 
class sailplanes, as well as Junior and 
Senior divisions.

Standard Class events were domin
ated by Mark and Rod Smith, a father- 
son team of the Torrey Pines Gulls from 
La Jolla, California. Flying Marks Mod
els Windfree gliders, Mark and Rod 
placed 1st and 2nd respectively in 15 
minute Duration-Precision, followed by 
Bud Grover of the Soaring Union of Los 
Angeles, who also flew a Windfree. Mark 
and Rod also took 1st and 2nd in 10 
minute duration, while 3rd went to 
Rick Lederman. Gary Joseph, of the 
Checkerboard R/C club of Chicago, was 
1st in 2 minute precision, with Mark 
and Rod coming in 2nd and 3rd.

Mark Smith, who was last year’s 
Standard Class winner, has recently 
broken the international closed course 
distance record in Hawaii with his Wind- 
free while on location for the filming 
of the movie Jonathan Livingston Sea
gull, in which Mark flies aerobatics 
with a radio-controlled seagull of his 
own design. Mark was 2nd overall in 
the Soaring Nats this year.

Winner of the Open Class 10 minute 
Precision Duration, as well as the Open 
Class 15 minute Precision Duration, was 
Otto Heithecker of the Central Area 
Radio Drone Squadron (CARDS) and 
the Greater Detroit Soaring and Hiking 
Society. Although he has flown R/C 
for only 3 years, Otto has participated 
in many aspects of model building, in
cluding indoor free flight. He has been 
a member of the Detroit Balsa Bugs, 
a free flight club for 25 years. This ex
perience has provided him with an un
canny sense for finding lift. A rumor

was heard at the contest that on one 
flight a deep voice was heard coming 
from a cloud, it said: “ Otto, It ’s God, 
you’re going down . . . ”

Otto's plane, an original design called 
“ Challenger,”  won the award for the 
best technical achievement at this con
test for spoilers that are actuated by

flaps when the flaps are dropped to an 
angle of over 20°. With this method of 
actuation, only 1 servo is required for 
both flaps and spoilers. This gives him 
the capability of using flaps for the 
launch and when in lift. For landing, 
he flies over the runway with good 
speed and then hits flaps and spoilers,

"Hey, would somebody mind watching the airplane?" From left to right, it's Mark Smith, Ed 
Manning, Rod Smith, and Otto Heithecker. Mark's plane is in the air . . . honest.

Ernie Heyworth holds his original design, "Big Red." With him, in the Mexican sombrero, is 
Preston Estep, Jr.
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Buck Zehr with his quite original design. He's from St. Joseph, Mich. "Hmmm, let me see now . .  . forward is down, back is up . . .  Oh well.
Ship has 13 ft. span, short nose, but swept back wing. maybe I can fake it!" Dave Shadel, SULA , about to launch Monterey.

John C. Hoover squints into the glare, his dad, John L. lends some encouragement, and timing 
is K. Harrenstein. They're all members of the Davison Hill Toppers, Flint, Mich.

c n m r m

Bruce Zabranský, a member of the Checkerboard Field R/C Club, whose flying site in Chicago 
has been the scene of past soaring Nats, with his Windfree and powered hat lifter.

which slows the plane down immedi
ately and gives him great accuracy in 
precision events.

At the end of the 3-flight 15 minute 
Precision Duration, Otto Heithecker and 
Ray Vandierdonck were tied for first 
place. A fly-off took place in which 
and Ray timed each other, showing an 
admirable example of sportsmanship. 
Otto won the fly-off, giving him the 
event. Ray was second, followed by 
Rick Walters of the South Bay Soaring 
Society. Otto also won the 10 minute 
duration event followed by Max Geier 
of S.O.A.R. . . . third was taken by Jeff 
Mrlik.

in the 2 minute precision, Bob Gill 
of the St. Louis Eagles, flying a Graup- 
ner Cirrus, was the winner. Second was 
Dale Nutter, an AMA Soaring Advisory 
Council Member from the Tulsa R/C 
Soaring Club. Third was Milt Woodham 
of the Rocket City Radio Controllers 
(RCRC), Huntsville, Alabama. At the 
award ceremony his win was greeted by 
a blood-curdling screech that was later 
identified as an authentic Rebel Yell. 
Junior overall was won by Jeff Mrlick, 
2nd was Milt Woodham, 3rd was Joe 
Navaro of Fairfield, Conn.

The team awards were as follows: 
Jr. Team was composed of Greg Smith, 
Milt Woodham Jr. and Jim Fitch of the 
RCRC. Senior Team was from the 
Torrey Pines Gulls, La Jolla, Calif., com
posed of Col. Bob Thacker and Mark 
and Rod Smith. They were awarded 
beautiful engraved silver mugs which 
should add a lot of class to their 
drinking!

The AMA award for good sports
manship was awarded by C.D. Dan 
Pruss to the Greater Detroit Soaring 
and Hiking Society, for their assistance 
in running the contest. Dan’s choice 
was greeted with a round of applause 
which indicated that his choice was

appreciated by all who had seen the 
work done by the members of this club.

The decision for best Original Design 
Sailplane and Best Technical Achieve
ment must have been very difficult to 
make. Seemingly there were more ori

ginal designed planes at this meet than 
kits. This large number of well built 
and well flying models made the job of 
picking the best very difficult. Jerry 
Mrlik’s “ Astro-Jeff”  was declared winner 

Continued on page 64
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Franny's
Engine

Forum
By FRANNY WOLF 513 Vesta Place, Reading, Pennsylvania 19605

If you have any questions on glow or ignition engines, write to Franny direct or through the 
M ODEL B U ILD ER . Questions that appear frequently may be published in this column.

"Dear Franny:
In your opinion, is it feasible to use a 

K& B Stallion 35 piston and cylinder assembly 
on a Torp 35 green head? The bore and 
stroke are exactly the same, so are the out
side dimensions and bolt hole pattern. One 
could simply rotate the assembly 180 degrees 
for a left hand exhaust. What I don't know is 
if the Stallion piston will accept theTorp wrist 
pin. Sure hope you can help. G. Mon Fredi 

Fort Pierce, Florida
This is an easy one. Go right ahead, 

as parts fit as you say, including wrist 
pin. The K&B green head was and still is 
a good basic design and it was carried 
over into the newly named Stallion. I 
assume you are an engine collector and 
parts are hard to come by so, go right 
ahead. One thing, though, a real die-hard 
collector will easily detect the switch.
"Dear Franny:

I've heard rumors that O.P.S. will soon 
come out with a twin 1.20 engine; if so, can 
you enlighten me? B. Bilsom

Durham, N. Carolina
Yep, O.P.S. sure is soon coming out 

with a twin, namely B.20 but, and I do 
mean but, in very limited numbers. It 
will be quite an engine and darn expen
sive. It will have two separate cranks 
which are connected by a toothed belt 
(like on dragsters . . .  a Gilmore Belt) 
driven by Pulleys with 10 and 20 teeth. 
One crank configuration, with the crank 
mounted on six ball bearings. They 
claim it puts out 3.5 h.p. at 17,000 
R.P.M.’s. I expect to check one out if 
and when received.
"Dear Franny:

My son is very active in R/C planes and 
recently purchased a 'copter. Neither of us 
can figure out what I consider to be a real 
problem. His Veco .61 runs real good in his 
plane, but just won't run in the chopper. It 
sounds like it's pulling a truck. He did pile 
it in prior to installing in the chopper, but we 
took it out and installed it in another plane 
and it ran good. It just won't run in the 
chopper. Do you think we are going about 
this the wrong way? It vibrates since the 
crack-up.

B. Cameral 
Newark, N.J.

I ’ll bet my bottom dollar the crank 
shaft is bent, or the crank case is out of 
alignment . . .  or both, resulting in ex
cessive vibration. As for its not running 
in the chopper; make certain there is 
crank end play, it needn’t be much 
(about 10 thousandths), when all com
ponents are on the crank. Another 
thing, make positively certain the motor 
mounts are flat on both engine and 
chopper. The only way to check these 
is on a surface plate, using Dial indica
tors. Why not check with a local 
machine shop? They will check it out 
for a nominal fee . . . most likely for 
free.
"Dear Franny:

Being an admirer of Hornet 60 engines, 
do you know who was the original designer?

J. Rowe 
Reading, England

Yep, sure do. As a matter of fact, it 
was originally designed by two guys, 
namely Anderson and Cave, way back in 
1940. It was then called an A-C .60. 
Later on, Ray Snow vastly improved its 
design, put it on the market and named 
it the Hornet. Ray hailed from Califor
nia, and not too many people knew of 
him as an inventor of many articles used 
in every day life. Ray was a dedicated 
model engine manufacturer. His re
vamped Hornet is the grand dad of all 
model speed engines in use today. Too 
bad he passed away last year, as he was 
designing a radical engine prior to his 
death. A lot of eyes would open if some
one wrote of his accomplishments, and 
were there a hall of fame. His name 
should be listed. ) ust prior to his pass
ing away, Ray sent me quite a few 
copies of his inventions and his engine 
activities. Hope this fills you in. If  not, 
write for more info.
"Dear Franny:

I've been told that in order to get full 
potential from my S.T. 61 R/C, I will have

to run five gallons of fuel through it. I would 
appreciate your views. F pointer

Phila., Pa.
Wow! That’s a heck of a lot of juice 

and a lot of dough. Sure hope you're 
not running it that long near neighbors 
. . . you’ll have the cops after you! 
Your S.T. has a chromed liner and it’s 
normal to take longer to break in, but 
holy cow, it shouldn’t take all that 
fuel.

As to fuel, you forgot to mention the 
brand, so while it’s fresh on my mind, 
I ’ll enlighten you on a matter very few 
arc aware of. About the beginning of 
1973, castor oil sky rocketed in cost, 
so many fuel manufacturers, in order to 
keep their products at a reasonable cost 
to modelers, either cut down on castor 
or entirely substituted a synthetic oil. 
In going into this crash program, some 
manufacturers got trigger happy . . . 
didn’t use the correct oil, too little . . . 
or both. The best lube is still castor oil, 
but it must be properly processed to 
remove impurities. Franciscan Labora
tory of California markets degummed 
fortified castor oil, the best in my book. 
Don’t get the idea that I'm downing 
synthetic oils. Ucon is darn good, how
ever, to get the right one is the trick. 
"Dear Franny:

I enjoyed our recent phone conversation 
and if at all possible, you should include a 
part of it in your M ODEL B U ILD ER  column. 
I’m sure it will be of interest to many.

L. Snyder 
Westland, Mich.

Sure thing, since you brought back 
memories of Goldberg Zipper and Sail 
plane free flighters. Like you said, those 
were the good old days. Gas and oil 
fuel, no secrets, and readily available, 
sparked Ohlson 23’s, Brown Jr. 60’s 
and Dennymites. Darn cheap in price 
and cheap to run. How about those 20 
sec. R.O.G. flights? Nodethermalizers at 
first, a short time later pop-up elevators. 
Free flighters today are totally unaware 
we had straight up power flights. I 
remember competing with Goldberg, 
Shulman, etc. we had a ball. Today 
F.F. is highly competitive, with exotic 
bombs out front putting out much 
more power to weight ratio than the 
engines available way back. I feel as 
you do, F.F. is still a good hobby. 
Since space is limited and since you 
asked for a source for sparked engines, 
anyone interested should join M.E.C.A. 
(Model Engine Collectors Assn.) c/o R. 
McClelland, 97 Over Look Road, White 
Plains, N.Y. 10605. Send along $5. for 
a years subscription. Many oldies listed 
in their bulletins, I'm sure you’ll find 
one your looking for. ·
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Charles Schobloher, Detroit, Mich., launches his very stable Beech Staggerwing during F/F Scale at the 1973 Nats. Believe it or not, the takeoff 
area was on the taxi strip used by cars going to and from the C/L and other F/F sites. However, there was tall grass just 20 yards downwind.

FREE FLIGHT SCALE By FERNANDO RAMOS

•  At this year’s Nats there were 47 
models entered in F/F Flying Scale. 
Twenty-five of these were rubber mod
els, and in the power class there was 
one CC>2 model and one powered by an 
electric motor. The quality of the mod
els was, in general, very good, with a 
few quite exceptional. Unfortunately, 
there are still too many models that 
have never been flown prior to the Nats, 
and certainly, this is not the place to be 
unprepared. I had an opportunity to be

Jack McCracken and his 1st place winning 
Sopwith Tripe. It's the plane on the cover.

a scale judge in F/F again this year, so I 
would like to make a few brief com
ments regarding some observations I 
made during both the static and flight 
judging of the models.

First, apparently, many scale model
ers are not aware that up to 50 points 
are possible in the presentation alone. 
Some presentations have been so poorly 
prepared that they received as low as a 
scant 3 points. This can really hurt, 
particularly if the model itself is a good

one. It seems that the F/F fraternity 
spends the least amount of time in this 
area. R/C presentations generally are 
the best done, with C/L right behind . . .  
I think it may be a good idea in a near 
future article to reprint the judges sheet, 
and to go over what is considered a 
good presentation, step by step.

Many models were far too heavy 
for their size and wing loading, and 
their outcome was predictable even be
fore seeing them fly. Granted, the Nats

Tom Staik and his Parks Monocoupe, which was first in Open Rubber Scale. Daughter Rebecca, 
who was second in Junior/Senior, lends a hand for the winding process.
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Winding that Beechcraft is not exactly a one-man job! While Charley 
cranks. Pres Bruning (cap) holds the Beech, Jack Russ guides the 
rubber, and (is it Fred Wunsche or Bob Mosker?) also holds model.

Ron Martelet's "Chambermaid" put in very stable, long flights that 
earned it second place in Open Rubber Scale. An unusual project.

"Now don't worry, this won't hurt me a bit." Bill Bell fuels up his 
SE5A built from Guillow kit.

Matt Gewain's Sig Piper Supercruiser placed 5th in Open Scale Gas. 
Power is a Cox .049 Babe Bee.

for the last several years has been held 
where wind is a definite factor, but a 
heavily loaded scale model is not the 
answer. I personally would rather see a 
larger model with more cc’s up front.

Another problem, also too common, 
was that several models were way over

powered. This is O.K. for an R/C model 
that has throttle control, but not good 
for F/F scale. The object is to have the 
model fly realistically, not like an F.A.I. 
F/F. Choosing an engine is a very im
portant part of flying scale. A diesel 
is really ideally suited for this task.They

can be ‘‘over-propped,’’ giving the model 
the wanted realism in flight.

Judging took place on Tuesday and 
Wednesday, with Thursday being the 
scheduled day for flying. Rain hit Witt- 
man Field on Monday, Tuesday, and 
Wednesday. No, it did not rain on

Lee Webster's little Sopwith Camel placed 3rd 
in "gas." It is powered by a Brown CC>2 . ..

Dan Geldermann, Jr. built this Aeronca Champion from a Guillow kit. He placed 2nd in 
Junior/Senior Scale Gas, using a Cox .020 Pee Wee
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Bruce Mathews releases his Leopard Moth. That strut is about to cancel the flight! Plans were Pres Bruning launches his Savoia Marchetti SM
enlarged from a smaller gas version designed by Bill Warner and published in M.A.N. 81 rubber scale which placed 3rd in Open.

Thursday, but the winds were blowing 
between 20 and 30 mph all during the 
flying. Those who fared best were the 
contestants who were on the flight line 
at 8 o’clock, ready to fly. Jack McCrack
en, the eventual winner in Open Scale 
was the first to put in an official flight 
with his exceptional Sopwith Triplane. 
Always in the winner’s circle was Tom

Stark, with a 2nd place, flying his 
R.E.P. Third place went to Lee Webster, 
who was flying a Peanut size Sopwith 
Camel powered by a Brown CO2. The 
Camel had much detail for its size and 
it flew very well. Bucky Servaites took 
4th with a good size model of the 
Douglas 043-A, and 5th went to 
Matthew Gewain flying a Sig Piper

Super Cruiser.
In rubber power, Tom Stark won 

again, flying a neat Parks Monocoupe. 
Second place by a mere one point was 
Ron Martelet, flying a very unusual sub
ject, a Chamber’s Chambermaid. Ron 
does a beautiful job of building and 
flying. Richard “ Pres”  Bruning was 3rd, 
flying a Savoia Marchetti SM-81. This

Jack McCracken applies the "convince!·" to the Doonside Mills diesel Bill Wargo, Redding, Conn., built this Lockheed Vega "Winnie Mae." 
in Bill Warner's “ Miss Los Angeles" Brown Racer. The Cox .09 was having running problems. It did not place.

Engine running at last. Bill Warner's Brown Racer begins takeoff. For added stability in flight. 
Bill rigged the wings so that they pivot into extra dihedral under flight loads. Cleverrr!

The Brown in flight . . .  just before engine cut. 
Extra dihedral is obvious here.
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Tom Stark and daughter Laurie. She placed 3rd in Junior/Senior 
Scale Rubber with this Tailwind.

Ric Dittman was 1st in Junior/Senior Scale Gas with his Loening 
M-8 . Power is an .010 Cox with 3-3/4 x 2 prop.

Tom Stark's Cox .049 Babe Bee powered REP " K "  placed 2nd in Bruce Mathews' dad, a dentist, holds on to the Leopard Moth while
Open F/F Gas. He's a very strong competitor in F/F scale. he cranks in the winds. Note the tall stuff immediately downwind.

This Monokote covered Skyfarer earned 1st place in Junior/Senior Rubber Scale for Fred 
Calhoun, Jr. Earl Stahl's 1941 plans in M.A.N. were enlarged to build this model.

was another unusual subject weighing 
only 2.5 ounces. Andy Mclsaac had a 
superb flying Itoh N-62. Andy is well 
known for his outstanding indoor model 
of the Hawker Fury. Fifth place went to 
Harold Bill Warner with a model of an 
ultra-light Compte AC-4.

Those of you who follow scale, cer
tainly recognize the names of the win
ners in both events, for these are essen
tially the same names that appear year 
after year. The reason is simple. They 
are prepared! Their models are well 
chosen, built properly, and probably 
above all . . . they are well test flown. 
You too can be a winner if you take 
the time to prepare yourself properly. 
Let’s see if you can do it next year.

In closing, I want to thank all of 
you who complimented both the 
MODEL BU ILD ER  and the editor of 
this column while we were back there 
in Oshkosh. Scale modelers are a great 
bunch, and we enjoyed seeing all of 
you! ·
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"F LY IN G  PEA N UT,”  ANYO NE?
No, we’re not referring to Peanut 

Scale, as you might suspect, but a small 
cardboard model on the back of a new 
cereal box. PEANUT BU TTER  “ crun
chy-sweet,” from the Quaker company, 
features “ Smedlcy’s Flying Peanut”  on 
the back, with an elephant at the con
trols!

According to the official plans, no 
glue is needed, but the parts must be 
cut out and taped together. Others in 
the Quaker squadron, available on other 
cereal boxes, include: Cap'n Crunch’s 
“ Flying Guppie,”  The Berry Bomber, 
and Wilma’s "Sky Whale,”  which sounds 
a little fishy to us. These items might 
also be correctly called Penny Planes, 
since that is what they use for nose 
weight. Judging by their flight perfor
mance, more effort must have been ex
pended on cartoon aspects of the planes, 
than aerodynamic characteristics.
A R EA L LY  SHARP PRODUCT

No pun intended, as we refer to the 
Liber skiver, the best modeling knife to 
grace the old work bench yet. This 
precision tool was originally designed 
for use in microcircuitry, photofabrica
tion, and graphic production, where ut
most accuracy is required. Among its

outstanding features are:
1. The blade-holding collet is posi

tive in action, and is actuated from the 
rear of the tool. Thus, there is no danger 
of loosening during use, yet the blade 
may be readily removed when desired.

2. The handle is of hexagonal cross- 
section, which discourages its rolling 
off the work table (Ever have a knife 
fall on your leg or foot?).

3. The durability of the blades is far 
and away above any modeling brands

"Pie in «he Sky" trophy, awarded at the 
San Marco, California kite contest.

that we have tried. These surgical quality 
items are made from a special stainless 
steel, with a chromium additive.

More esoteric, and difficult to des
cribe in words, the Liber has a fine, 
balanced “ feel”  that makes most other 
modeling knives seem rather crude by 
comparison. Continued on page 58

Flying scale model Spitfire, by Doug McHard of England, soon to appear in a book of WW II 
flying models to be published in Canada.

Shades of the 1930's! A Corben "Super Ace" old fashioned wood solid model "hacked out" by 
Bill Hannan, using the excellent uber skiver model knife shown in the foreground.

Just to show he's not kidding, here's an
other "solid" by Bill, a Pietenpol.
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Walt's son Doug built this replica of a Piper Vagabond that Walt once owned, and for which he still holds fond memories.

By W ALT MOONEY. Our Peanut of the Month is a special favorite of the designer. . .  he owned a full 
scale version for a period of time. Be sure also to note Walt's dissertation on scale scoring, it's a good one!
•  The Vagabond was manufactured by 
Piper in the late 1940’s and was an 
attempt to produce an extremely eco
nomical two place side-by-side airplane. 
It had as few frills as possible. For in
stance, there were no shock absorbers 
on its rigid landing gear, there were no 
stringers on its square steel tube fuse
lage, there was a single door on the right 
side, and there was a single set of con
trols for the pilot only.

The little airplane was a delight to 
fly . . . it was faster than a Cub on the 
same power, and with the smaller wing, 
was less affected by gusts and cross 
winds on the ground. I owned one, and 
loved the little bird. It flew stably and 
landed easily. It would cruise at 87 
mph while burning only three-and-a-half 
gallons an hour. I ’ve regretted selling it 
since the day it flew out of my sight.

So, the model you see is of N4314H, 
a red and white and black exercise in

aeronostalgia. The low aspect ratio wing 
makes the model a good one for the 
small Peanut Scale, and the one photo
graphed is capable of 30 second flights 
indoors and whatever the god of the 
thermals dishes up outside.

Wood sizes are all such that a be
ginner can handle them without too 
much trouble. An experienced builder 
can decrease the sizes or thicknesses of 
the wood and build a lot lighter model 
that would be capable of much longer 
flight times.

The construction of the model fol
lows the most usual practice so a con
struction article is not necessary. Cer
tain points should be mentioned as 
follows:

The fuselage has a square cross sec
tion except at the very front end where 
it is narrower at the bottom than the 
top. Unless you build a very light model, 
the forward cowling can be made of

block balsa cemented to the structure 
and carved to cross section, thus elimin
ating formers and the necessity of wrap- 
cowl. The model shown needed some 
nose weight to balance it, so a little 
more weight and strength won’t hurt.

All the wing ribs are built up as rib 
R2, except the two ribs, R l,  at the cen
ter. The spar is cut out and the two 
center ribs are slipped over it. Then 
build one wing half at a time over the 
plans, using one sixteenth square for 
the bottom of the R2 ribs and slicing 
the tops around a pattern from sheet.

Cement the landing gear fairings to 
the fuselage but not to the wire. With 
the wire free to flex the wheels can 
take an impact without putting the load 
into the fairings and fuselage structure.

The thrust bearing is one of the Peck 
Polymer nylon ones, and the propeller 
is a trimmed plastic one from a North 

Continued on page 60

Generous flying surfaces make the Vagabond an excellent choice for Here’s a bit of a "teaser.”  It's the framework of Walt's subject for
Peanut scale. Note "grain" in the prop. Inked hinge lines nice touch. next month, the beautiful Waco SRE biplane.
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Jim Noonan, of Old Timer fame, launches his entry in the unofficial Rubber Speed event, revived from the "good old days" by the NFFS.

The 1973 Oshkosh Nationals are over, and as expected, Freeflighters came away somewhat dismayed. For 
some philosphical yet pointed observations, let us turn to the NFFS Exec. Director, HARDY BRODERSON.

•  Two minute maxes, seven second en
gine runs.

Talk about a small field event . . . 
this was probably the largest contest on 
the smallest field of all time. Accessible 
by a single lane gravel path, the launch 
area was a recently mowed patch of 
alfalfa nestled between three different 
corn patches with woods downwind.

Charlie Sotich talks about a pretty well known 
model, an all-time top ten. MC for the N FFS  
Symposium, Bob Mueser, listens. Korda, natch!

Make it over the woods and you had 
your choice of several cereals, other 
woods . . .  or the farmers. At one point, 
models were being impounded by a 
farmer who felt his crops were unfairly 
treated by disorganized retrievers, some 
of whom rode trail bikes into his crops. 
An AMA delegation went out to nego
tiate a peace, which included a promise

Photog for many of our Nats F/F pictures, 
Rick Lyons, and his clear mylar covered "Zip- 
Zip", designed by Charlie Sotich.

to pay for damages to crops and the ex
clusion of trail bikes except on the air
port property (this exclusion including 
the public roads). AMA made a major 
PR effort before the Nats to alert the 
adjoining area residents that Freeflight
ers would be visiting them from time to 
time. The farmer who confronted An
drew Chesson with a shot gun had not

Bill Roush launches his Rossi powered FA I job 
which placed him 2nd in the Open Class. He’s 
from La Crosse, Wisconsin.
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Bill Hunter about to "javelin" his Class B Satellite for another max. 
Design is one of the N FFS "Ten Models of the Year "  for 1973.

Jean and son Barry Pailet setting up for an official in A/1. From this 
angle, it looks like a big field . . . only from this angle!

Carl Goldberg figures that if he keeps his Holland Hornet (who?l 
powered Viking (what?) long enough, it will qualify for the Old 
Timer event! Carl Fries, one of N FFS  founders, checks for cobwebs.

Charlie Sotich launches his Wakefield as the com fields and woods 
wait expectantly in the background. This part of Wittman Field 
still has traces of Indian campfires . . .  with hot ashes yet!

been impressed. The contest was notable 
more nearly for those who d id  no t fly. 
At this writing we have only registra
tion data available: 2000 in 1972; 1917 
in 1973, down 10%. No data telling us 
how many actually Hew, as yet, but it 
was clear that no serious contest was 
possible in Unlimited Rubber, and that 
the FAI events were sparsely populated 
for the combined reason of the site and 
the closeness of the Semi Finals. Class 
C Gas turned out to be fairly interesting, 
in that we were able to see the Flunters 
in action, the Satellite having been 
named one of the Ten Models of the 
Year by the NFFS. Eight maxes con
firms the choice. (The Satellite C ity  k i t  
w ill be subject o f  "Products in Use" 
article next month, wen)

One guy who did a lot of flying was 
Bucky Servaites: Grand National 
Champ, and Freeflight Category Champ, 
john Worth’s comment was apt; he

Dave Rounsaville with ST 2 3  powered Midi-Pearl. Dave won Open FAI with his own "Excelsior" 
design, powered by an Anderson modified Rossi. He's from Milford, New Jersey.
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With the help of the SHOCer used in Class B for a 2nd spot. Bob Watson became F/F Category 
Champion for the second year in a row. Ship was published in MB . . . see plans page.

Kit Bays, Ann Arbor, Michigan, with his "Gambit" A/2 Nordic. A^ C^ T^? Hmmm . . . let's see, 
Ann Arbor Category Champion Towline Team? Ann Arbor Cat Calling Tail Tanglers? . . . .  No?

Carrol Allen, 1st in Open Wakefield, compass 
in hand, walking the line in chasing.

didn’t do much complaining! I timed 
his top indoor hand launch flight of a 
minute and ten seconds . . . very im
pressive. Then, he turned right around 
and won a place on the FAI Indoor 
team. Another indoor achievement of 
note is Bob Randolph's new Cabin 
record, which now gives Bob (ah, Col. 
Bob) the record in all 'three ceiling 
categories for cabin.

We lost one more light at the Arm
ory, but gained an almost invisible cable 
hanging down from the empty socket. 
Why did the light fall? The lights arc 
let down by a cable which runs through 
a conduit from the top row of seats 
up to the socket under the truss. Un
hook the cable and snap on a chain 

Continued on page 42

Gene Verslav and Rol Anderson show that every body needs milk! 
It helped Rol win Third in Class B Open.

Bob Haner (left). Marge and Fred Duncan grab a bite to eat after the 
rains on Wednesday. Duncans are busy contest goers on East Coast.
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NATIONAL FREE FLIGHT SOCIETY NEWS

THE NATS
Those of you who attended the 

Nationals this year at Oshkosh can see 
the need for a strong National voice in 
the choice of a Nationals site. For those 
of you who could not attend, I'll briefly 
explain the problem.

The area designated as the free flight 
launch site was quite small and sur
rounded by corn fields. The wind came 
from the southwest or west most of the 
time, causing models to go off the field 
within about 60 to 90 seconds. Chasing 
was very difficult because of woods that 
were almost impassable and corn fields 
that were 6 feet high. John Worth and 
John Clemens tried their very best to 
make the site tolerable, but they had 
too many things that they had no con
trol over going against them . . . namely 
the weather and the FAA. Had they 
been able to shut down Wittman Field 
to normal air traffic, there would have 
been other areas that could have been 
used for free flight.

There are two ways that we, speaking 
now as free flighters, can help in assur
ing that next year’s NATS site will be 
more tolerable. The first is to scout 
around your area and see if there are 
any sites that would meet the require
ments for a national model airplane 
contest. (Don’t forget the other areas 
of our hobby; control line, radio con
trol, etc.) If you think you have a 
possible site, write to the AMA and re
quest their nationals site requirements 
outline sheet. After receiving this out
line, check to make sure your site 
meets all of the basic requirements. 
Then check with the owners of the 
property to see if they would even con
sider having the Nationals there. If  they 
are willing to at least think about it, 
write to the AMA immediately, ex
plaining everything you have done and 
name the person they would contact.

The other way you can help is to 
join the National Free Flight Society. 
The Directors of N FFS can have a very 
good working relationship with the 
AMA, but they need the backing of all 
free flight people. When Hardy Broder- 
sen calls John Worth to express his 
feeling on a subject, J ohn must be aware

that Hardy is representing the bulk of 
free flight people in the U.S. At the 
present time, this is not the case. N FFS 
must grow and it must grow NOW. 
If the complacence continues, we might 
be in the same spot next year that we 
were in at Oshkosh.
N FFS SYMPOSIUM

The N FFS  Symposium meeting this 
year in Oshkosh was attended by about

Mattel’s Joe Jacobson discusses "Superstar" at 
the N FFS Symposium as Bob Mueser looks on. 
Also received "Best Dressed at Nats”  award!!

175 people, lasted until about midnite, 
and was very informative.

The meeting started out with reports 
from Hardy Brodersen, Charlie Sotich, 
and myself. Hardy then introduced John 
Worth, who spoke on the problems of 
choosing a NATS site and then fielded 
questions from the audience. The meet
ing then proceeded with the presenta
tions of some of the 10 models of the 
year. Bill Hunter presented his S A T EL 
L ITE, Bill Chenault, his M INI PEA R L , 
and a representative of Mattel accepted 
the award for the SU PERSTA R . After 
the presentations, Bob Meuser gave his 
report on Canformcd props, and to 
finish up the meeting, Doc Anderson 
gave his report on the Rossi engine.

During Hardy’s speech he made the 
announcement that starting January 1, 
1974 there will be a yearly $5,000.00 
scholarship program. General ground 
work has been laid and methods of 
funding have been worked out. More 
information will be available later. The 
Director of the program is Vick Nipperl, 
from Lake Patrine, New York.
N FFS SU PPLIES

Bill Vanderbeek, in California, now 
has his basement all cleaned up and is in 
business selling all the N FFS  Free Flight 
supplies. Many of these items are either 
hard to find or are not readily available 
through your local hobby shop. Some 
of these items are: light weight fiberglass 
tail booms; 1/8 dia. landing skids with 
2 coils; carbon reinforcing fibers; ma
chined aluminum propeller hubs; etc. 
Write to: Bill Vanderbeek, 630 Ashton 
Avenue, Palo Alto, Calif. 94306, enclose 
a stamped, self addressed envelope and 
he will send you a complete list with
Pr'ccs' Continued on page 64

NFFS M EM BERSH IP AND REN EW AL APPLICATION
(Make checks payable to; National Free Flight Society)

Mail to;

W. Terre Haute, Ind., 47885 1 yr 2 yrs
RES ID EN TS OF FO REIGN  CO UNTRIES S 4 $7

U.S.
RESI-

DENTS

Age 19 
and up

AMA Members 4 7
Non-AMA Members 5 9

Age 15, 16, 17, and 18(Senior) 2 4
Age 14 and under(Junior) 1 2
Family membership* 1 2

All members receive N FFS Digest. 
Family membership tee includes 
all additional family members, but 
no additional copies of the Digest. 
Ages are as of July 1 of current 
year. Please circle applicable fees.
New Member I I
Renewal □
Address Change □
Current expiration date:
Month Year

Name AMA No.

Add ress

City, State Zip

•Please list family members 
Name

AMA No.
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Andrew Bennett, Ann Arbor, Mich, winding 
Wakefield while dad does the anchoring.

Gil Graunke, Bong Eagles member, launches 
" B "  gas job. Looks like another SHOCer.

Pennsylvanian Jim Parker prepares his Starduster for an official.

Continued from page 40  
and feed it up into the conduit, thus 
lowering the light. I watched the opera
tion at close hand. The snap was 
attached to the chain with three turns 
of light copper wire, a recent repair. As 
the chain went up the conduit it snagged 
and the light bounced once or twice. 
The bounce broke the copper wire link 
and the light smashed to the floor. The 
work was done by the custodian who 
was over seventy years old. On such 
fragile details as these depend the for
tunes of our indoor site availability.

Immediately adjacent to the Free- 
flight Nats was a large airport where 
expansive runways were populated by 
Control Liners and Radio Controllers, 
with Scale and Old Timers using one of 
the cross-overs between the main run
way and the taxi strip. This was the 
east-west extension of Wittman Field, 
the operating portion of the airport

being to the east of the Radio Control 
area. I many times drove up and down 
the 6700 foot length of this part of the 
field and bitterly speculated that all 
those control line circles could have 
been placed half again as close together, 
and the RC operation conducted a 
little closer to the CL circles, thus 
giving the Freeflighters about a quarter 
mile of open airport. But as I did so, 
I looked downwind, which was south, 
and saw woods, crops, houses and clut
ter more dense than that which was 
downwind from our alfalfa patch (How 
do I know, I th ink  it was alfalfa). I 
could not fault the choice of launch 
point which apparently afforded the 
better downwind terrain. This was the 
same frustration I had when I first 
visited the site with the Nats planning 
group in early spring . . .  in a sleet 
storm: The site is not acceptable for a 

Con tinued on page 61

George Rivers, Brooklyn Skyscrapers Presi
dent, takes an official in Class G (Guzzling).

*
Ψ

Rob Lyons, Rick's brother, launches “ A " gas 
on test. Heads up for that rubber ship!

Jim Kutkuhn, West Wallingford, Pa., launches 
his FAI power model.
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main sheet
•  In September of 1970, Ray 
Mottinger, in his column ‘Tillertalk” 
announced the formation of the Amer
ican Model Yachting Assn. The express 
purpose of the organization was to pro
mote and provide R/C sailboat comp
etition. The "Chosen Nine,” as the 
first group of officers was called, had 
dreams, but accomplishment has far 
exceeded the wildest of those dreams.

R/C yachting has grown seven times 
in size in the last two years, and the 
growth chart has not shown any sign of 
decreasing. The level of competition has 
become very intense, but it has also 
become much easier to learn how to sail 
and be competitive. Many fine articles 
have appeared in various publications 
recently. The one that seems to have had 
the most impact was the “ Pea Pod” 
(April ‘73 MODEL BU ILD ER ). Our 
fearless editor tells me there is a fleet of 
twelve of them sailing in an Eastern 
group, and that the plans have been 
very much in demand.

Many people were surprised to find

By DON PROUGH

that AM YA was represented with a 
booth at the recent MACS show. I was 
very pleased with the questions that 
people asked, and the response that deal
ers and the public gave us. Steve Robins 
and George Dornis spent a great deal of 
time manning the booth. They both had 
the same two comments . . .  (1) people 
just don’t know what makes a sailboat 
go, and (2) how do you tell someone 
what class of boat to purchase. To 
answer the last comment, any class you 
start with is the best, provided there is 
someone else with a boat of that class in 
your area! If nobody in your area has a 
boat, yo u  decide and then get others 
to join in the fun.

Among the skippers who I know 
down at the local pond, there is a mix
ture of sailing and good fellowship. The 
fun and chatter is one of the very imp
ortant things that keep people sailing. 
Competition has been the basic interest 
of many of the skippers, but all of them 
take the time to instruct the new boat 
owners with tips and hints on sailing and

tuning. If anyone thinks there is little 
knowledge and effort involved once a 
boat is built, they’re in error. Keeping a 
boat in racing trim requires thought and 
effort. The cost factor is nill beyond the 
original investment. All competitors 
have the same wind and water to make 
use of. Races are won and lost by not 
being aware that the wind has changed 
slightly or that there is a slight current 
that can help you.

Information about the various classes 
can be found in back issues of MODEL 
BU ILD ER , or by writing to AM YA  Sec
retary Chuck Black at 4761 Niagra, San 
Diego, CA 92107. The two most popular 
classes (Santa Barbara and 50-800) were 
discussed ip the June and August issues 
of MODEL BU ILD ER . If you do not 
have these issues you can send in for 
them, but when you do, also include 
your subscription application. If you 
don’t have a subscription, shame on 
you! Fill out your application now! 
(R ight in there, D on! You're a good  
"company man ". wen)

The next subject that comes up after 
“ What boat should I get,”  is what to do 
for a winch and what brand of radio to 
use. The winch problem is a lot in the 
field of personal choice, and there are 
only a few that are on the market since 
the supply of surplus Super Hanson 
Drone servos has been used up.

When it comes to a radio, we suggest 
that you see what the other fellows are 
using. Pick a good brand of radio, one 
that can be serviced (if needed) and ret
urned in a reasonable length of time ( 10 
days max). There is nothing more frust
rating than to be landlocked because the 
radio will not work. I have had radio 
trouble, but in every single case it has 
been my failure to charge the batteries 
properly or because we have sailed past 
the capacity of the battery pack. (L ike  
sailplanes, sailboats are vety easy on rad
ios. Controls are no t as touchy, and 
there is no vibration to cause deterior
ation o f  components. Consequently, 
radio qua lity  is no t o f  as great concern 
as i t  is fo r high performance aircraft, 
wen)

Next month there will be a “ Products 
in Use”  report on the Tahoe 600 prod
uced by Victor Models, also their Sail 
Control Unit. I have seen the yacht sail 
and I am sure that you will enjoy the 
report on the kit and its construction.

In a subsequent issue there will be 
some information on the various sail 
control systems and a list of manufac
turers.

If you have any topic that you would 
like covered, drop me a line at P.O. Box 
639, Escondido, CA 92025. ·
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Here's the guy to blame for all this Old Timer business! It's the "Old Man" wearing his "Over the Hill Gang" shirt. New Ruler is R/C version.

p m  S P A R K S

JOHN POND is with us again as he describes the unofficial O.T. R/C activities 
at the 1973 Nats. Next month some details on the F/F O.T. events.

• FUN is the name of the game, 
according to Everett “ Woody” Wood
man, Contest Manager, of the recent 
unofficial Old Timer F/F Radio Con
trol events held at the National Model 
Airplane Championships at Oshkosh. 
After competing in these events, the 
writer sez FUN, FUN, AND MORE 
FUN!

Old Timer F/F R/C events had be
come so popular on the East Coast that 
the Old Time Eagles (strictly an O.T.

Look who showed up at a Nats after all these 
years! Leo Weiss hasn't attended since 1936, 
but has been R/Cing in recent years.

F/F R/C Club), under the spirited 
guidance of “ Woody” Woodman, Joe 
Beshar, and Art Thoms, decided to hold 
the events on an unofficial basis at the 
Nationals under the auspices of the 
Society of Antique Modelers (S.A.M.).

Originally scheduled to be held at 
Bong AFB, a quick meeting was held on 
Tuesday, August 7, to take advantage of 
the offer of the Winnebago County R/C 
Flyers to use their field located about 
eight miles from Wittman Field. Faced

with a trip of 120 miles to Bong AFB, 
plus the fact that 90% of the modelers 
were available in the work hangar, it was 
no great problem to secure approval 
from the majority of the contestants 
to fly locally.

This turned out to be the best darn 
thing the group could have done, as the 
weather turned out fair. (Fair, com
pared with the copious amounts of rain 
and wind received up to then.) A stiff 
breeze did develop later in the morning,

r * m
W æ *

Joe Beshar's good looking R/C Playboy Senior has a rocket climb. Design is very popular among 
R/C and free flight Old Timers. We've got one still in the original kit box, balsa wheels and all.
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Art Thoms' Super Zomby comes gliding in 
after another successful flight.

-  ..........._ « M l ·  M l  I I · !  . I l l -  ·  "  j r  -

Good looking Berkeley Custom Cavalier, a Ben Shereshaw design, as built by Hugh Waechter, 
has been seen at many O.T. contests in the New Jersey area.

We had an enjoyable visit with Bert Pond at the Oshkosh Nationals. 
Bert sends greetings to all the OT’s. He'd like to hear from you.

Art Thoms launches his .020 powered Request replica. This ship, 
originally designed by Frank Ehling, won the event.

but this only helped to generate a few 
of those elusive thermals.

The writer entered his New Ruler 
with Merco 60 power at six pounds and 
thought he had a pretty fair chance. 
What a shock to see those 4 1/2 pound 
Playboy Senior and Comet Sailplane 
models go up! One particular Playboy 
Senior with a Super Tigre 60 really 
bored a hole in the sky. You talk about 
your F.A.I. free flight model climb! In 
20 seconds, these models were dots in 
the sky.

The "Armenian Air Force,”  headed 
up by Joe Beshar (pronounced Besh-r, 
short for Besharian) and his Lieutenant, 
Luke (son), showed the boys how with 
the aforementioned S-T powered Play
boy. The most surprising thing about 
the old timer models is their excellent 
glide despite the added weight of radio 
gear and beefed up structures to take 
the added strain. Although lift was light 
and spotty, the Armenian Commander 
managed better than a ten minute flight.

Luis Rodriguez launches his Forster .29 powered Brooklyn Dodger. Luis and his friends 
came up from Puerto Rico for the Nats.
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How about that?
This facet of Hying looks real promis

ing for the upcoming Texaco Event in 
November. As promised in a previous 
article, results of the R/C event at the 
S.A.M. Annual Old Timer Champion
ships were to be published. However, 
because of the disappointing turnout 
(only two official entries), no mention 
was made. Matter of fact, the event 
turned out to be a real fun thing with all 
the kibitzers getting a chance to fly 
Spiro Nicholaw’s eight foot PB-2. Even 
WCN got in his licks! The writer had an 
ignition powered (Dennymite) Long 
Cabin model with problems of ignition 
interference. We will have more on that 
in subsequent issues!

This leads in to a mention of the 
little publicized Antique Event which 
featured pre-1939 models with ignition 
engines. Fred Collins was the only suc
cessful contestant. Powered by a igni
tion type Forster .99, his big Super- 
Buccaneer was seen buzzing at a low 
level most of the time. This crowd 
pleaser, with its low fly-byes and low 
rpm motor surprised most of the other 
contestants by registering a four minute 
flight. There’s life in those old babies 
yet!

Selling Old Timer R/C free flight is 
going to be a tough job on the west 
coast with the tremendous fields avail
able for free flight. But, with the “ City 
Boys,”  like the writer, this appears to 
be the way to go. Matter of fact, the 

Continued on page 60

To look at 'em, you might think they had class, but we know better, right? MB's General Mana
ger, Anita Northrop, and Mr. Ο. T., John Pond indulge in a formal bow. Attsa nice.

The Armenian Air Force is loose! Joe Beshar tunes Torpedo powered Zipper while Woody 
Woodman holds. Luke Beshar scrambles for the transmitter.

CARL GOLDBERG'S FAMOUS ZIPPER'

•  The “ handwriting on the wall”  ap
peared in the July 1939 issue of Air 
Trails. Carl Goldberg began an article 
entitled “ The I939 Gas Model,”  with 
these words, “ When the thirty-second 
motor run rule was adopted early in 
1938, the boom of large gas models for 
competitive work was sounded.”

Carl went on to explain the theories

behind the design he had created, a 
model which could handle the power of 
a big engine that would be required in 
order to get as much altitude as possible 
with the new “ short” engine run. (Can 
you imagine what would have happened 
if someone had proposed 7 seconds in 
those days?)

The design Carl described was, of

Old Timer Model of the Month
course, his famous Zipper. Advertising 
for the Comet kit had already appeared, 
and for years to come, this pylon ship, 
with its high center of lateral area (a 
total departure from the then popular 
existing theory), was to completely 
dominate the contest scene.

Other important design changes have 
come along in later years but Carl 
Goldberg and his Zipper represented 
the single most significant turning point 
in the history of gas powered free 
flight. From that time onward, the 
competition endurance gas model be
came a functional design in itself that 
no longer bore any but the most ele
mentary resemblance to its man-carry
ing counterpart. It could also be said 
that the evolution was at least inevit
able, if not regretable! The modeler who 
might focus his dissatisfaction on Carl 
for this should remember . . .  the rule 
came first, Carl was only finding a way 
to make the most of it . . . ·
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F/FAI
By

A L  V E L A

•  Please excuse our absence in recent 
issues. We’ve been very busy preparing 
four new ships for the semi-final FAI 
team eliminations and also checking into 
a matter that should be of interest to 
every power flyer . . .  the new Rossi 
15.

As a result of numerous letters and 
phone calls about the Rossi, we wrote 
to the brothers Rossi to find out what 
we could about performance and avail
ability. The engines are not available 
directly but must be purchased through 
Rossi’s U.S. agent, William McGraw 
(Bill's Miniature Engines, Memphis, 
Tenn.). The company address is F. 
LL I. Rossi. Via Del Carabioli, 25060 
Cellatica, Brescia, Italy.

Old Rossi, on the left, compared to the 1973 
model, right.

The 1973 Rossi .15, subject of Al Vela's column this month.
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A study of prop blades (I to r): Rossi, original 
Cox, and Al Vela's own design.

Mr. Rossi also agreed to send us an 
engine for testing. In his letter, he 
claimed 26,000 rpm on the Cox type 
Bartels fiberglass prop. Our bench runs 
indicated 24,500. After burning out 
the three Rossi plugs furnished, we 
started using our own Cox plugs until 
the engine got loosened up.

Now the engine really came to life! 
It turned every prop we tried over 
25,000. Since the Heath Thumb Tach 
only goes to 25,000, the needle was 
getting pegged on every run. We 
borrowed a reed tach with a wider range 
and came up with the following figures:

Bartels 7 x 3-1/2 . . .  26,250
Rossi 7 X 3-1/2 . . .  26,500
Vela (latest) 7 x4 . . .  26,000
N.F.F.S. 7 X 3-1/2 . . .  26,250
(Fuel for all bench and flight tests 

was 75-25 K&B.)
Next we installed the Rossi in our 

partially new (old fuselage, new wing 
and stab) Super Fly for test flights at 
Lake Elsinore. First tests were with 
our own latest design 7 x 4  prop, but 
again, the needle on the tach was 
rolling better than during the bench 
tests! We put a short run on the Seelig 
timer, let go, and BANG . . .  the Super

The new Rossi is on the right. Note the larger venturi.

Al Vela checks the new Rossi in the only way that really counts. Ship is his "Super F ly " design. 
"Climb is like a winged bullet!"

Fly went up like a winged bullet . . . 
beautiful!

We enjoyed this treat several more 
times, trying different props. There is 
no doubt that this new Rossi is more 
powerful, and it also seems to handle a 
lot nicer. The only prop that needed

retrimming was the Rossi, but this 
could have been to match it better with 
the Super Fly.

All in all a wonderful little piece of 
engineering and machining, the best 
masterpiece to come from Italy since 
Michaelangelo. ·
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Fig. 4. Wide fron tires can be used on sports cars because of the Fig. 5. The rear tire bite of Formula cars is less than the sports cars,
fantastic rear tire bite. so front bite is decreased by using narrower tires.

R/C AUTO NEWS By CHUCK HALLUM

•  Today our lesson is tires and fore- 
and-aft weight distribution. I hope I 
present the information in a manner 
that you can understand. There is only 
one curve to consult, so we’ll look at it 
several ways to be sure you are aware 
of what it means.

R/C car tires have the same general 
characteristics as real car tires. Very 
probably, the R/C car tires begin to slip 
a little sooner because they don’t have 
the compliance of pneumatic tires. A 
tire develops side force in relationship 
to the slip angle in which it is operating. 
The slip angle, defined in Figure 1, is the 
result of the tire’s flexibility and is the 
angular difference between the direc
tion the wheel is pointing and the direc
tion it is traveling. When the front 
wheels are turned, the tires assume a 
slip angle after a short delay and develop 
a side force. Then the rear tires develop 
their slip angle and side force as the car 
rotates slightly. Figure 2 shows how a 
tire with given vertical load develops 
cornering force in relation to slip angle. 
Side force increases with slip angle to a 
maximum and then drops off as the tire 
begins to slide.

The lateral force on a pneumatic 
tire can exceed the vertical load on it. 
R/C car tires have considerably less flex
ibility and compliance so they may not 
generate the same amount of side force, 
but they have the same characteristics. 
Also a tire’s lateral force capability does 
not increase proportionally with the 
weight on it. Figure 3 (this is “ the” 
curve) for a full scale tire shows the side 
force capability of a tire vs. the tire 
load with slip angle as the parameter. 
The decrease of relative side force as 
load increases can be seen by looking at

DIRECTION OF 
W H EEL STRA IG H T

AHEAD

/
/

Fig. 1. Defining the concept of slip angle; the departure of a tire's direction of 
travel from the way it is pointing.
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the 12° slip line (maybe too much for 
R/C cars). At a load of 400 lb. the side 
force is 450 lb.; but when the load is 
increased to 600 lb. (a 50% increase) 
the side force capability is only 500 
lb. (a 30% increase).

Why does a lighter car corner better? 
We saw above that for a tire load of 
600 lb. and a 12° slip angle we gener
ated a side force of 590 lb. In this case 
the load is assumed to be the car weight 
on that wheel. Well, if the tire side force 
pushes the front end sideways the lateral 
acceleration would be (remember New
ton’s F=ma, or a = Force/mass).

Force _ 590 _ Q„ ,  
Slde 8 Weight 600 “  ·983 
Now for the lighter car the load and 

side force were 400 lb. and 450 lb. 
respectively. The lateral acceleration of 
the light car is;

Side g = Force _ 450 = 1.125Weight 400
Since the lateral acceleration of the 

lighter car is higher, it can turn a corner 
faster. It doesn’t look like much, but 
cornering time on an R/C track can take 
25 to 50% of the lap time. A little 
change on that much of the time can 
make a big difference.

So you can see that for a given tire, 
a lighter car has higher cornering force 
capability. Figure 3 and the side force 
trend with load also shows why wider 
tires (sort of the same as a lighter car) 
give more traction and side force.

Now we can get down to what the 
weight-to-side force trade-off really 
means. Let’s say you don’t have enough 
front bite at high speed. First we could 
increase the tire width. But we could 
also take some of the weight off the 
front, and the relative side force would 
increase. If there is any aerodynamic 
down force the total load on the tire 
will be relatively larger (on the lighter 
front end) than the actual weight so that 
cornering force is improved. So going 
lighter on the front helps cornering 
capability two ways at high speed.

You’ve got to watch out though, at 
low speed, when lightening the front. 
The rear end is usually a solid axle and 
it’s pretty hard to drag the locked rear 
tires around a corner. For low speed 
front end bite you may have to transfer 
weight forward. Wider tires (or softer, 
or different compound) would also do 
the trick here, as well as at high speed.

The rear tire problem is a little differ
ent because of the torque input. A tire 
only has so much traction capability. If 
you use 50% of it for forward accelera
tion there’s only 50% left for cornering 
force. To get maximum rear side force 
you have to get off the throttle (but no

Fig. 2. Cornering capability of a tire increases with slip angle, 
reaches a peak and drops off . . .  breaks away.

Fig. 3. For a given slip angle, a tire's cornering ability increases with the weight on it, 
but not in direct proportion; it peaks and falls off with further loading.
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Fig. 6 . A harder rubber tire than sketched in Fig. 1 shows a lower Fig. 7. Slip angle of a rear tire is pretty large, but some lightly load
slip angle. ed parts of the tire are sliding.

brake please). To be able to have good 
straight line acceleration (traction) cap
ability at low speed we have to have 
weight. So at low speed we would like 
to put as much weight on the rear end 
as possible.

What happens at speed? Well, if you 
are off the throttle, the same thing as 
the front. But with power applied it's 
different. Let's assume the 12° slip and 
400 lb. load and 450 lb. side force (or 
traction) capability; and use 200 lb. for 
forward acceleration. We have 250 lb. 
available for cornering. Shift the weight 
(not increasing the total) so we have 
500 lb. on the rear giving 530 lb. force 
capability; again take 200 lb. for accel
eration (the same) giving 330 lb. for 
cornering. The weight went up 25% 
while the cornering capability went up 
32%. So under power conditions you 
want the weight to the rear to improve 
rear traction.

Chassis “ tweaking”  can be used to 
great advantage occasionally. Some
times, as a last resort (?), twisting the 
chassis (or loading the suspension) to 
load the outside front wheel can elimi
nate oversteer when turning in one 
direction. Most people think it's only 
because the front tire cornering capabil
ity is decreased. Let’s assume we origin
ally had 400 lb. on each front wheel 
and 600 lb. load on the rears (so we 
can use Figure 3). During cornering we 
might have had a 25% weight shift 
giving front wheel loads of 300 lb. and

500 lb. and rear tire loads of 450 lb. 
and 750 lb. Now the cornering force 
available originally was with 12° slip 
for each wheel, is 375 lb. and 530 lb. 
(905 lb. total) for the front and 490 lb. 
and 670 lb. (1160 lb.) for the rears 
(from Figure 3).

Now let’s “ tweak”  the chassis to load 
the tires to 300 lb. inside and 500 lb. 
outside on the front and 700 lb. inside 
and 500 lb. outside on the rear. For the 
same weight shift during cornering the 
front tire loads arc 200 lb. and 600 lb. 
and the rear loads 550 lb. and 650 lb. 
The side force for the 12° slip angle are 
275 lb. and 590 lb. (865 lb. total) on 
the fronts and 565 lb. and 620 lb. (1190 
lb. total) on the rears. Table I summar
izes all these loads and forces.

Looking at the forces in Table I we 
see that the total front side force did go 
down, but not much. And the rear side 
force came up a tad. So the car changed 
to a little more understeer. What doesn’t 
show up is when you’re on the throttle 
and are using up, say, 200 lb. of the rear 
traction capability. Originally this left 
only 290 lb. for side force on the inside 
wheel, then it would unload (begin 
sliding) onto the other rear tire. With 
the biased load there is 370 lb. for side 
force on the inside wheel. The inside 
wheel side force capability before it 
unloads has gone up 28%. Apparently 
this is where a lot of the benefit is from 
the tire load biasing.

The general idea of weight shifting

and tire selection is to get a well 
balanced, driving wise, car. Pronounced 
understeer or oversteer is not desired 
at any speed regime. Many times the 
ultimate performance has to be lowered 
to allow the drivers to handle the car. 
Formula (Indy type) and Stock cars are 
a good example. Usually, on these cars, 
rear end bite has decreased so much that 
the front end side force capability has 
to be reduced. One way to do this is to 
reduce tire width. Another is to go to 
harder tires, or tires made of a different 
compound.

Figures 4 and 5 show the front end 
of the same chassis that was run in the 
Sports Car class and in the Formula 
class. To make the Indy car handle, 
narrower, harder tires had to be used.

Flarder rubber has less compliance 
than softer rubber (of similar com
pound) and cannot reach the same slip 
angle or provide the friction coefficient 
of the softer rubber. To get an idea of 
what R/C car tires really look like under 
working conditions I tried a simple test. 
In the test I loaded the tire against a 
glass window then put a turning torque 
on the axle. At about the maximum 
torque condition I took photographs 
from under the tread to see what the 
static slip angle looked like. Figure I 
was taken this way. Figure 6 is for a 
harder front tire. In general the torque 
which is an indication of friction and 
static slip angle vary as expected. Soft 
tires the most, hard tires the least
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(friction and slip angle). Figure 7 is a 
rear tire. The static slip angle amazed 
me and the turning torque was the 
biggest value recorded.

A quick summary is in order.
1. A tire has relatively more cor

nering ability (side force) when it is 
lightly loaded. Wider tires on a given 
car will give more cornering capabil
ity.

2. For the front, a weight de
crease will give better cornering 
capability at high speed. At low 
speed, and for small radius corners, 
front weight may help pull around 
the locked rear end.

3. Under acceleration conditions 
(throttle open, medium speed corner
ing) rearward weight helps a little.

4. “ Tweaking” the chassis (bias
ing the tire load) can decrease the 
front cornering capability and im
prove the rear cornering capability 
giving more understeer in one direc
tion.

5. When using tires of the same 
rubber compound, the harder rubber 
usually has less traction.

Well now I guess you know why I 
drive lightweight slightly lower powered 
cars. It might be different if I could be 
in the car. The light weight gives the car 
a little better cornering ability and the 
lower power keeps that inside rear 
wheel from slipping as much.

Edo Floats . .  Continued from page 25  
Plank the sides with straight grain 

1/32 sheet which has been soaked in 
water. Titebond works well for sheeting, 
and masking tape holds the sheeting in 
place without marking the wood. Trim 
and sand the edges and then plank the 
bottom, but do not wet this sheeting. 
After the bottom has been trimmed, 
sand the sides and bottom to a smooth 
finish.

Make the two inner float struts from 
medium hard 1/8 x 1/2 and 1/8 x 3/4. 
Sand to a streamlined shape. Cut a slot 
in the float inner side sheeting at form
ers 3 and 5, then position and glue the 
struts to the floats. Centerline to center- 
line distance should be 9-1/2 inches. 
Make sure they are parallel and square 
to each other. Cut out the aluminum 
float mounts A and B. Bend as shown, 
and using 5 minute epoxy, bond them 
to the inner float struts. After you are 
sure they are positioned correctly and 
are firmly in place, the top planking 
can then be added. Trim and add the 
nose blocks. Sand to a smooth finish 
and put on two coats of sanding sealer. 
Re-sand and cover with tissue. Apply

4 coats of 50/50 dope and thinner to 
all surfaces.
FIN

The fin is constructed from light 1/8 
sheet with the outline laminated from 
four strips of light 1/32 x 1/8. A 
detailed description of how to laminate 
is in the Puss Moth article M.B. jan. 
1972. Sand the fin to a streamlined 
shape and cover with tissue.
FLO AT ATTACHMENT

The author’s Puss Moth has detach
able landing gear, which makes the 
float attachment easy. The wire struts 
plug into the fuselage and are held in 
place with rubber bands. If your plane 
has a permanent landing gear, install 
the floats by removing the wheels and 
attaching the gear to mounts “ B .”  The 
front wire should then be attached to 
the front landing gear at the fuselage. 
The 3/64 wire attaches to the wing 
strut hook. Adjust the wire lengths to 
accommodate your landing gear but be 
sure to keep 1.5 to 2.5 degrees positive 
float angle. The wires are held to the 
floats by washers soldered on either 
side of mounts A and B.
FLY IN G

The Puss Moth should require no 
changes in its flight trim, assuming the 
extra fin is straight. The water rudders 
should be bent slightly to the right. The 
author’s plane is flown with 16 strands 
of Pirelli and with very conservative 
winds (75%) it turns in flights of one 
minute to 1:15 off the water.

P y lo n ......... Continued from page 19
this fellow from now on!! Fourth place 
went to Tom Pownall of FM PRA, with 
probably the best looking FAI airplane 
at the contest. Tom wasn’t quite as fast 
as some, but his consistent flying put 
him in the fourth spot at the Nats.

In the FAI RC Pylon event we ob
served the following: There are a few of 
the new rules for FA I that are really 
good. The 80/20 methanol to castor oil 
is a real improvement, along with the 
use of a fuel shut-off. The new wheel 
dimension (2.25 dia.) is really practical 
now. However, the silencer, muffler, or 
tuned pipe (USA only) is a joke! The 
winning Bobcat was as loud as any 
Formula I racer at the Nats . . .  if you 
stood on the right side of the aircraft! 
It was slightly quieter on the left (judges 
side) because the augmented exhaust 
stack (not a tuned pipe, but maybe a 
tuned exhaust extractor or stack?) ex
ited the inverted engine and then turned 
aft of the firewall through the fuselage 
to put the exhaust outlet on the right 
side between the firewall and the wing 
. . . clever!! Continued on page 56

W e
live our 

philosophy!!
RS Systems

has engineered and built a radio 
that is reliable then backed it 

with Short-Time Service based on a 
guarantee that has no equal.. 

For 1973 select the R/C System 
designed with the extra margin 

of built-in quality.
See your local hobby dealer, ask 

about the unusual guarantee and 
feel what an R/S System can mean i, 

to your flying enjoyment. I

2407 SOUTH BROADWAY 
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92707

TELEPHONE (714) 979-5822! ,
_____________________________A
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The G reat Age o f S a it. . .  Lives Again

in  these A uthentic Scale M od el K its

mm e a s y  t o  b u il d
r . We know it seems unbelievable, but it's true.

New techniques in the heretofore difficult rigging 
installation and ratline making, are simplified so that 
almost anyone can produce a craftsman-like job. Density 
selected prime balsa wood is a real pleasure to work with, and 
the step-by-step plan is simple and complete.

¥ r-

THEY'RE COMPLETE*
With machine carved hulls, that require only a little trimming 
and sanding. Kits include many finely detailed cast metal 
fittings (as required for each kit) such as: Cannon, Life 
Boats, Windlass, Anchors, Steering Wheel-Wheel 
House, Water Cask, 
head, etc. Brass Chain, 
line, Printed Cloth Sails,
Pedestals and much more

Icenwntnotfa

SCHOONER
BLUE NOSE
KIT G3 —  Length 11’A "

SPANISH
GALLEON

KIT G1 —  Length 10"

THEY'RE UNIQUE
Because such amazing detail and 

authenticity is achieved in kits 
that are relatively easy to build. 

Plans include full size, as well as 
assembly drawings for each step of 

the way. Authentic color scheme 
shows on full color kit box lid.

THEY'RE HISTORIC

I IC C  c p i

CONSTITUTION
KIT G2 —  Length 11"

THEY'RE ONL Y

Plying the Spanish Main, the Galleons 
carried the treasures of the New World back 

to Spain. Outfitted with cannon they were used 
both as merchant men and warships . . . The Blazing 

Guns of the C onstitu tion  helped to establish our Nation. Now 
enshrined in Boston Harbor, it is the oldest commissioned vessel 

in the U.S. Navy . . .  Built by Angus L. Walters the B luenose  was one of 
the finest Schooners to take the water. It came to world-wide fame racing 

against the G ertrude  L. Thebaud. B luenose  captured the hearts of U.S. and 
Canada to such an extent, that today it is on the back of every Canadian Dime.

S r - *

•  CARVED WOOD HULLS
•  CLOTH SAILS
•  CAST METAL FITTINGS

A ND  THEY'RE A T  YOUR DEALERS N O W
GET OVER AND SEE THEM . . .  BUY ALL THREE!



you don't have to STAND OFF to adm ire this
SPECIAL THANKS
The beautiful Citabria is manufactured 
by one of the oldest and respected 
names in American Aviation, The 
Bellanca Corporation, who so graciously 
provided us with the plans, photos and 
details of the full size aircraft. With 
this illustrious lineage, it is not surpris
ing that the Citabria is just about 
unbeatable as a fun plane. Primary 
trainer, or for Aerobatics.

CITABRIA IS  FOR YOU
If you're a Sport Flier, if you have a 
feeling for Scale, if you love R/C*, 
then this is your ship. It’s a beautiful 
machine that builds easy — goes to
gether fast — plenty of room for any 
equipment— rugged for hard use— 
flies great — and is just about the right 
size.

CITABRIA

Span 54 “ Area IS sq.in. Length 36" For Engines.23 to .35 Scale: 161“  Equals 12 JO"

ABO UT THE K IT  ITSELF
This kit is a real joy . . . Balsa Wood is 
the finest grade, density-selected and 
sanded to micrometer tolerance; as is 
the imported Finland Birch Plywood. 
Every part is numbered to insure fast 
and accurate assembly as shown on 
the easy step-by-step plans.
* Can b«· flown Cunir. i Line t - mslrurt· ·<·. 

cn plan

THE FUSELAGE
Fuselage sides are die cut full length. 
Cabin sides and inner doublers are 
plywood as are the firewall and land
ing gear bulkheads. It’s easily as
sembled with die cut balsa bulkheads, 
nose block, formed music wire landing 
gear, custom dural engine mounts, etc. 
Cowling and wheel pants are rugged 
plastic.

W ING AN D TAIL SURFACES
Complete wing is built on work bench 
without having to remove it — so it's 
flat and warp-free. Parts are die cut 
and carved. Balsa sheet cover makes 
for tough wing. Wing is installed like 
it ought to be — with dowel pins and 
nylon screw in wood nut-block. No un
sightly rubber bands to deteriorate.

break or slip. Rudder and Stab are 
die cut sheet for simplicity and no 
warp. Included is all the linkage hard
ware; pushrods. aileron and elevator 
horns, bellcranks. clevis, connectors, 
etc., plus giant authentic decals, plas
tic windows, etc., etc.

STRUCTURE
Frame Photo reveals the excel
lence of the design engineering 
of the kit. Although structure 
is relatively simple, it is one of 
fine detail and great strength.

over seven feet o f  sheer grace and beauty. . .

SPAN: 87%«
LENGTH:37%
WEIGHT: 12 oz.
SCALE: 1.5 Equals 12.0

GREAT FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
A real soaring machine is this model Cirrus. 
Eiffel 400 soaring wing section seeks out and 
takes full advantage of every thermal current. 
Can be flown Tow Line - Free Flight, Single 
Channel or pulse R/C for Slope and Thermal 
Soaring. Large Cockpit area provides ample 
room for R/C Equipment.

A FINE KIT
Top quality Balsa used throughout. All parts 
accurately die cut and numbered to insure fast 
accurate assembly, as shown on the detailed 
plan. Also included are shaped trailing edges, 
finished nose cone, giant clear canopy, authen
tic decals, full size plans with step-by-step 
drawings and instructions, etc.

ST ER L IN G  M O D ELS ·  BELF IELD  AVE and W lS T E t  ST ·  PH ILA  PA  19144 
If no doo l· ' ovoilobl·. duet· orders occep 'ed— with 1 0 %  odd itionol chorge lor 
handling ond shipping 160 C m.mmum m U S  . S ' 25 minimum outside U S )  

Coiolog of entire lino o· o irplan# control lino modol kit». I  C sto le ond 
Trompr kits, boot model k ilt , accessories, etc 25c enclosed

Secrets of Model Airpion# Bu ild ing Including des-gn. construction, 
coverm g. finishing flym g adjusting, control systems, etc 25c enclosed 

Π  Secrets of Control lin e  ond Corner Fly ing Including preflight. solomg. 
truntmg Com er ruies ond regulations, Corrier flym g hints and control 
Im e in sta llation  instructions 25c enclosed No checks O n ly  U S money
orders or currency occepted

Nom a _____________  ________________________

A d d ress ______________________________C ity _________________ Sto le __________ Ζ·ρ __________

»JjAERJGg

*<1 »o'·0

AVAILABLE 
IN CANADA



K&B 40S R /c engines
qualified 17 out of 20* at the AMA 

1973 NATS for the finals of

FORMULA I 
R/C

PYLON
A n d ...m e  results say ii ALL!

In the Finals K & B  .40S R/Cs placed as follows:
1st—Bobby Smith

2nd—Jeff Bertken 5th—Dan McCan
3rd—Kent Nogey 6th—Harold Coleson
4th—Cliff Weirick 7th-D. C. May

as well as
9th 10th, 11th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th.

'  Proving their consistency, only 9 seconds separated 1 st and 20th places in the qualifying trials.

F.A.I. R/C PYLON RACING 1 s t- Bob Violet
The K&B .40S made its mark too!

FREE FLIGHT C U-CONTROL CLASS C
GAS OPEN JR .S P E E D
1 st—Bill Hunter 1st —Max Snyder

2nd—Hulan Matthies a new record—160.08 m.p.h.

K&B MANUFACTURING
DIVISIO N OF AUR O RA P R O D U C TS  CORP 

12152 WOODRUFF AVE DOWNEY. CALIFORNIA 90241

Pylon ........  Continued from page 19
Anyway, as much as we like FAI 

Pylon, we feel that it is just a matter of 
time before the event will finish itself. 
( I f  i t  does, how w ill we fie ld  a US Team 
fo r international com petition? wen) 
When the Nats only draws 37 entries, 
the event is in real trouble. At the last 
FAI Pylon event held in Southern Calif
ornia, there were only 8 entries. It's 
only a matter of time! As we said, we 
like the event tremendously, but there 
are too many grey areas in the rules and 
many of them really aren’t enforced or 
enforceable! (This is a jo b  fo r  our F A I 
Rep. to handle, wen)

Let us tell you of a little success 
story! Last year at the ‘72 Nats, Bob 
Smith was prepared . . .  He had every
thing going his way; a well seasoned 
Miss DARA, a top qualifying world 
record lime, and above all, a lovely 
new wife, Cathy. Bob had his Lee 
Custom K& B doing things that were 
really astounding people, and he looked 
unbeatable. But, there was one little 
thing that Bob didn’t take with him last 
year . . . that was “ Ole Lady Luck.” 
She even denied Bob the honor of com
pleting all the final heats at the ’72 
Nats, as she commanded his radio to 
malfunction, causing Bob to crash. That

was last year!
This year, Bob started the season off 

slower than usual by having problems 
that are quite common to all of us. 
However, since the last two races Bob 
Smith started his move for ‘73. At the 
Western Formula I Championships at 
Bakersfield, in a fly-off for first between 
Larry Leonard, and Dan McCan and 
Smith, Leonard went on to win, McCan 
was second and Smith crashed for third. 
This left Smith without an aircraft for 
the upcoming ‘73 Nats.

This being our second year in For
mula I, we decided to attend the Nation
als. We called Bob Smith one week be
fore the Nats and he agreed to transport 
our equipment to Oshkosh in his super- 
equipped van. Thursday before the Nats, 
we carried our equipment over to Pan
orama City, California, and found Bob 
and Chuck Smith frantically working on 
Bob’s Miss DARA. The one he was to 
fly at the Nats!!! We understand that 
the DARA was finished that afternoon, 
test flown that evening, and Bob and 
Cathy left for the Nats the next morn
ing!

This year, Bob Smith won the For
mula I Nationals with the top qualifying 
time, and five straight wins in the finals, 
and we have to say that with an airplane 
that had had only one flight before the 
event, this was some feat! Well done 
Bob!

It probably sounds as though Bob 
Smith didn't really have any competi
tion. He probably had more competi
tion this year than in any previous 
National event. With the new engines 
that are now available, the speeds were 
fantastic. There are plenty of K& B pro
duction Schnuerles available, along with 
the new Super-Tigre X-40, the new OPS 
40 and the HP-40. These arc all 
Schnuerle ported engines and they are 
now available. There were only nine 
seconds difference in the lop to the 
slowest qualifying time. Fastest was 
Bob Smith’s 1:21, slowest was R.B. 
Moncrief's 1:30. (It was later found 
that the course was a little short for the 
Formula I qualifying rounds). Listed 
below are the Formula I qualifiers and 
their times. If  you add about 4.3 
seconds to the times, they would be 
more realistic, due to the short course:

1. Bob Smith 1:21
2. Kent Nogy 1:21.9
3. Dan McCan 1:22.2
4. Harold Coleson 1:22.6
5. Terry Prather 1:23
6. D.C. May 1:24.2
7. Ron Sheldon 1:24.7
8. Rick Kuiper 1:25.1
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S u - P r - R O
t h e  A U  WEATHER p u s h  r o d

BEATS THE OTHERS HOT OR COLD 
C O M P L E T E  W IT H  A L L  H A R D W A R E

44" L O N G  AND  F L E X I B L E
P L A I N F I E L D .  I L L I N O I S  6 0 5 4 4

MAKERS OF ADVANCED PUSH RODS SYSTEMS: PROROD-NYROD-MASTEROD & MASTEROD-XF
9. Ed Rankin 1:25.8

10. Irwin Funderburk 1:26
11. Cliff Weirick 1:26.4
12. Tom Christopher 1:26.7
13. JeffBertken 1:26.8
14. Bob Violett 1:27.1
15. Don Downing 1:28.3
16. Walt Schroder 1:29.4
17. Gregory Doe 1:29.5
18. Joe Bridi 1:29.9
19. Whit Stock well 1:29.9
20. R.B. Moncrief 1:30

There were four Miss DARAS in the 
top ten finishers with the top three 
spots going to the sexy, sleek PB 
Products equipment. The other DARA 
finished in fifth place, flown by Dan 
McCan. Cliff Weirick put the only

Stafford Rickey Rat in the fourth slot, 
with the Stegall Minnows of Harold 
Colcson and D.C. May capturing sixth 
and seventh place. Ron Sheldon put the 
Ed Foster designed El Bandido in the 
eighth place position, with the beautiful 
mid winged Cosmic Wind of R.W. 
Schroder taking ninth. Tom Christo

pher (Altsa me!) placed the one and 
only Formula I Stafford designed 
“ trick" Ole Tiger in the tenth spot. 
Lee Custom K&B engines were in four 
of the top ten aircraft, with the first 
two places going to the Lee-groomed 
K&B Schnuerles. There was one Super- 
Tigre in the top ten . . . that being 
groomed by Ron Sheldon of Northern 
California.

There were a couple of hard luck 
stories at the Nats. Ron Schorr of 
Southern California just missed qualify
ing in RC Pylon and Formula I by a 
few tenths of a second in both events! 
It ’s too bad that everyone didn’t have at 
least three chances to qualify! Bob 
Root looked as though he had qualify

ing in the bag until he was the unfor
tunate victim of a mid-air with his beau
tiful Lovings Love, Root designed air
craft. Young Rick Kuiper, who really 
had his GMA HP-40 powered Miss 
DARA smoking, crashed in his first 
heat on takeoff in the Formula I finals. 
Next year Rick!!

f4 *  "

O R B IT E E R  1/2A-A Price - $6.95 
CONTEST OR SPORT F R E E  FL IG H T  
FOR CAT. I or CAT II. W E IG H T  7 OZ.

FLASH ! !
Keith Whitney sets Open 1/2A Cat II record 
of 27 minutes with O R B IT EER  at 14th 
Utah State Annual.

R U M P L E R  T A U B E  Price-S8.50
40" W INGSPAN
FOR .020 TO .049 EN G IN ES
FLY  R/C PU LSE OR MULTI-CHANNEL
STAND-OFF SCA LE . . F R EE  FL IG H T
W EIGH S 14 OZ. WITH PU LSE  . . OR
18 - 20 OZ. WITH MINI-MULTI . .  .
California residents add 5% Tax.

C O M P E T IT IO N  M O D E L S  IN C .
P.O. Box 8012

LONG BEACH, C A L IFO R N IA  90808

Our observations on Formula I are 
as follows: The scale or handicap judg
ing was excellent, contrary to some of 
the comments that we heard. This is 
something that everyone likes to com
ment on, but hardly anyone wants the 
job of scale judging. Hank Pohlman, 
Pete Reed, and Frank Morosky . . . 
Good jo b !

At last there is a Formula I engine 
that you can buy at your local dealer 
and be competitive . . .  the new K&B 
Schnuerle. R E A L LY !! Try one and you 
will see what we mean. The new Super- 
Tigre X-40 is going to be good in FA I,

FO RM ULA  I Results, 1973 AMA Nationals
1. B. Smith PB Miss DARA Lee K&B
2. J. Bertkcn PB Miss DARA Lee K&B

(1:23.8 fastest time)
3. K. Nogy PB Miss DARA K&B Sch.
4. C. Weirick Stafford Rickey Rat Theobald K&B
5. D. McCan PB Miss DARA Lee K&B
6. H. Coleson Stegall Minnow K&B Sch.
7. D.C. May Stegall Minnow K&B Sch.
8. R. Sheldon Foster El Bandido Sheldon Super Tigre
9. R.W. Schroder Miss Cosmic Wind K&B Sch.

10. T. Christopher Stafford Ole Tiger Lee K&B
11. 1. Funderburk Minnow K&B Sch.
12. T. Prather Minnow Aldrich Super Tigre
13. B. Violett Miss Cosmic Trick K&B Sch.
14. D. Downing Minnow K&B Sch.
15. E. Rankin PB Miss DARA Lee K&B
16. J. Bridi Minnow K&B Sch.
17. W. Slockwell Minnow K&B Sch.
18. G. Doe Stegall Minnow K& B Sch.
19. R.B. Moncrief PB Miss DARA K&B Sch.
20. R. Kuiper PB Miss DARA HP by Aldrich
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MwniiohfK
FEMALE ROD END ’ --- A «.

m a l e  r o d  FN n

Rod End
No

Dim.
A

Dim
B

Type Body
materiel

Bail
material Thread

Weight
Price

2 RfF n 6 ΙΛ 3/8 tvmjlr " ·* rtarnvnrit tlm- ?y> 1 60 St Jb
3 Her 348 118 3/8 Irmjlf tIMH >Μ..|«·Η>Ι fftv« 348 1 ·* SI 75
2 REF 440 /•8 3/8 Mori ►vffVrwvl Mrt 4 40 1 M SI 75
3 REM 7?« I 0 3/8 m * i M fit«* ?** i rut SI 75
7 REM 348 1 0 3/8 m.4.· lint hantrnp.1 fir» .< » i n> $1 75
3 R t M 440 1 3/8 9/16 rn.il« vterrt IiumIximnI \l**< 4 40 3*1 St 75

Ύ Υ

DETAILED
5 D IFFER EN T SIZES 

(mctud'xq PSlDl

/  /
W

C A N O P IE S
IN 15 DIFFERENT TYPES

Standard.........................S i.85 ea.
S p tc u l .. .  ..................... .$1 .9 5  M.
Drtjilrtl ........................ $2.35 M.

Brllcranks-Flap 
horm— Elevator 
horn« Push rodt 
Etc .-O V E R  60 
NEW ITEMS

- Κ Γ FREE

SPRING STEFL—  
ELEV HORN & 
HARDWARE

SPRINGSTEEL— / | I ' l l  IN/ W HIfl IS  IO N  I I

NYLON TUBES— / ^  
Hi JOHNSON MODEL PROD. INC. 1669 12th St. Santa Monica. Ca. 90404

Good things come 
in many packages.
We make over 160 
various model 
accessories for 
Radio Control,
Free FIight and 
U-Control.

Tatone Products 
are at a ll dealers. 
If  no hobby shop 
is convenient, send 
25c for illustrated  
catalog.

TATONE PRODUCTS

Hi-Start
COMPLETE ASSEM BLY, 
INCLUDING:

100' - 5/16" O.D. Surgical Tubing 
400' - Heavy Duty (126 lb. test) 

Nylon Twine
Stake, rings, swivels and reel

$25 POSTPAID
READY TO D EL IV ER  
Check or Money Order 

D E A L E R  IN Q U IR IE S  IN V IT E D
RON KOPP

8010 W. Waterford Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wise.

NEW LY M ANUFACTURED 
1/4 X 32 SPARK PLUGS

S Now you can once again run 
your old ignition engines and 
join the Old Timer movement.
$2.25 ea., plus 504 postageIt u c O

C-j IGNITION EN G IN ES
1 SU PER  CYCLONE

ANDERSON SP IT F IR E

($1.00 postage per engine) 
COILS, S5.50 

CO NDENSERS, S1.00 
List, 25i  Dealer inquiries invited. 

C O M IN G  SOON...New .29 ignition engine.
REMCO MFG. CO.

P.O. Box 22414, Denver, Colo. 80222

and with a little work by Aldrich or 
Sheldon . . . Look Out!! Rick Kuipcr 
showed us in qualifying that the HP-40 
is competitive. And don’t count out 
the old Super-Tigre. Terry Prather will 
put the number on you when you are 
least expecting it! The OPS looks good! 
Props are the thing now. All kinds of 
trick props appeared this year. Paul 
White and Roger Theobald were really 
working overtime putting them out for 
the West Coast fellas. This is where it is 
right now!!

We thought that the Nats were very 
exciting this year. We also realize that

this event was extremely hard to put 
together this year. We think the Oshkosh 
area is ideal for pylon. With the exper
ience gained from this event, the follow
ing Nats will be even better. Many 
thanks should go to Glen Spickler, 
Jerry and Jean Christiansen, Jack Fab- 
bri, Howard Nupen, Ken and Loretta 
Hall, Jan Sakert, Dave Lane, Bob Upton, 
Bob Stockwcll’s colorful commentary 
on the Public Address System, and to 
many, many others who we know 
played an important part in putting on 
a very successful racing program for 
the I973 Nationals. We can haidly wait 
until next year!!! ·

Hannan........ Continued from  page 34
Send a stamped envelope for more 

information:
uber Grafic Instruments 
Box 4
Palo Alto, California 94302 

PLANS AHEAD
A truly beautiful set of scale draw

ings arrived at the ''Hangar”  recently, 
and were the handiwork of Peter W. 
Westburg, 834 Seventh St. No. 6, Santa 
Monica, California 90403.

Drawn to a scale of 1”  = 1’, these 
masterpieces should satisfy the most nit
picking of scale modelers, as they fea
ture a wealth of details and dimensions, 
not usually found on drawings of small
er scale. Subjects offered at present 
include aircraft by Douglas, Fokker, 
Davis, and General. See the Classified 
Ad on page 63 of this issue.
A D ESIG N ER  MUSES

Ever wonder what motivates a model 
aircraft designer? Recently, we received 
a long letter from Frank Scott, who has 
been responsible for a series of models, 
which have appeared in Junior Aircraft 
Modeler, Sig Air-Modeler, Model Air
plane News, and American Aircraft 
Modeler. In addition, Frank has long 
been a kite enthusiast, and has made 
original design contributions to that

sphere of interest. Obviously, money 
can’t be the motive, as any designer 
will tell you that the financial rewards 
are small in proportion to the time in
vested. But there are certain fringe 
benefits . . .  as presented in Frank’s 
words:

"I think we design airplanes 'cause 
we like it. And I think whether we 
acknowledge it or not, there’s deep 
within model designers an old-time 
backyard Yankee tinkercr bolting to
gether what may be the first flying con
traption (never mind that thousands 
have flown before), and when our little 
ships dare too close to a tree, we are up 
there, Walter Mittying around, kicking 
an imaginary rudder-bar, and yanking 
a phantom joy stick.

“ Too, when I gel a new ship finished 
and it’s finally trimmed out, that first 
really good flight, when it leaps from 
my hand and its wings bear it relent
lessly upwards, . . . why that’s when the 
sun breaks through the clouds and the 
angels sing. That can’t happen with 
somebody else’s design . . . the angels 
sang for H IM .’’
A PLACE TO FLY

Doubtless almost everyone has ex
perienced the frustration of trying to do 
a little model flying fairly near home. 
What with the rampant “ developers,” 
freeway expansion, etc., available sites 
are fast disappearing. But, perhaps the 
most discouraging situation of all, is that 
some groups seem to carry an excess 
of “ horsepower”  in deciding the use of 
existing recreation land. Essentially, it 
all seems to boil down to the fact that 
certain “ sports,”  such as baseball, golf, 
and football, are politically OK, whereas 
the lunatic fringe, such as model aero
plane flyers, are simply not in the run; 
ning. Dave Stott, of Bridgeport, Conn
ecticut sums it up this way:

“ Getting permission for use of State 
land, will be like getting thermals in 

Continued on page 60
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Choose
Heathkít

čhanne

ACAN
HANDLE

m m ■ m  //
-  —  m * M ____________________________

____  ____  ______  1 1 1 .1
V jg r  ---—- ----------- -------------

M uW : 7  ■ / MT Get your hands on the new Heathkit GDA-1057 Systems and
■ J K  you fly with dual-axis stick control, and a super slim case with • . /B f comfortable adjustable hand strap. And what is initially a neat

' , r . ; . A V  3-channel transmitter, easily becomes a 4-channel unit with the 
. T  ·' ·- ’ · simple addition of an optional modification kit. That way you can

order 3 now. add the fourth later. Or order 4 to begin with.
/B m  The Heathkit GDA-1057 System uses the flight proven circuitry 

found in the popular Heathkit GD-19. The GDA-1057-1 3-Channel 
Transmitter comes with a 2-axis stick assembly. Add the GDA-1057-4 

3 CHanne! System modification and put 3 channels on the stick with the fourth controlled
option installed ' / by a thumb tab. The GDA-1057-1 Transmitter is available on all R/C

/  frequencies, and is housed in a slender new case for positive one-hand
/  action during launch or engine adjustment. Other top-flight features

/
include all nickel-cadmium battery packs with external charging unit, 
vinyl-covered front panel, telescoping whip antenna, and relative power 
output meter that doubles as a battery-charging indicator. The new 
compact GDA-1057-2 3-Channel Receiver has a molded nylon case 
and connector block for servos and receiver battery pack. It's com

patible with all Heathkit servos, and the GDA-1057-4 mod kit converts 
it to 4-channels too.

SPEC IAL SYSTEM PRICE -1 — Order 3-Channel Transmitter, Receiver.
Receiver Battery, two GDA-19-4 Standard Servos, $139.95*

' /  SPEC IAL SYSTEM PRICE -2  — Order same system as above,
3-Channel System f f i f  substituting GDA-405-44 Miniature Servos, $149.95.*

‘ SPECIAL SYSTEM PRICE * 3  — Order same system as above, 
substituting GDA-505-44 Sub-miniature Servos, $149.95.*

7  /  Available on all 3 frequency bands. Specify frequency when ordering.
H S E Š ^ S a ^ f f i S r  Kit GDA-1057-1, 3-channel transmitter, 4 lbs.......................................................... 74.95*

Kit GDA-1057-4, 4-channel modification pack for both
V  transmitter and receiver. 1 lb...................................................................................19.95*

/  Kit GDA-1057-2, 3-channel receiver. 1 lb.................................................................34.95*
m B S  Kit GDA-405-3, receiver battery. 1 lb......................................................................... 9.95*

Kit GDA-19-4, standard servo. 1 lb...........................................................................19.95*
Kit GDA-405-44, miniature servo. 1 lb..................................................................... 24.95*

Kit GDA-505-44, sub-miniature servo, 1 lb.............................................................. 24.95*

VISIT YOUR NEAREST HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER . . . OR  SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS -  ARIZ.: Phoenix; 
CALIF.: Anaheim, El Cerrito, Los Angeles, Pomona, 
Redwood City, San Diego (La Mesa). Woodland Hills; 
COLO.: Denver; CONN.: Hartford (Avon); FLA.: Miami 
(Hialeah); GA.: Atlanta; ILL.: Chicago, Downers Grove; 
IND.: Indianapolis; KANSAS: Kansas City (Mission): 
MD.: Baltimore, Rockville; MASS.: Boston (Wellesley); 
MICH.: Detroit; MINN.: Minneapolis (Hopkins); MO.: 
St Louis; N.J.: Fair Lawn; N.Y.: Buffalo (Amherst), New 
York City, Jericho; L.I.: Rochester; OHIO: Cincinnati 
(Woodlawn), Cleveland; PA.: Philadelphia, Pittsburgh; 
R.I.: Providence (Warwick); TEXAS: Dallas, Houston; 
WASH.: Seattle; W IS.: Milwaukee.

World's
largest

selection
of

electronic 
kits

HEATH

Γ
I
I
I
ί
I
I
I
I
I
I
L

Schlum berger
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 238-10
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

□  Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

□  Enclosed is $_______________________ , plus shipping.
please send model(s)___________________________________________

Name______________________________________________________________

Address____________________________________________________________

City_________________________ State_______________Zip_______________
•Mail order prices; F.O. B. factory. RC-103
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SANTA BARBARA 
ONE DESIGN. More than five hundred 
sold — and #10 can still beat «500* 1 
Length 70 in., mast 72 in., sail area 1100 
sq. in., displacement 28 lb. Prefinished 
fiberglass hull, deck, cabin and 
keel................................... $165.00

SOLING-M. Scaled 
from the exciting new Olympic-class 
three-man keel boat. Length 50 in., mast 
60 in., sr.il area 800 sq. in., displacement 
18 lb. For American Model Yachting 
Association 50/800 "M " class racing. 
Prefinished fiberglass hull and deck, 
machined cast-iron keel . . . $125.00

BOTH KITS include finished Dacron® 
sails, spruce spar blanks, stainless rigging, 
brass fittings, and die-cast aluminum 
rudder. For two- or three-channel r/c 
operation with the Vortex sail control 
unit.

SAIL CONTROL UNIT with gel/cell® 
battery and charger.............. S75.00

SEE YOUR  

HOBBY D E A LE R !

210 Ea\t O 'tega Street 
Sant« Barbara, CA 93101 

Telephone «8051 963-1636

Hannan........ Continued from  page 58
Nome, Alaska. I am so sick of the gen
eralities the politicos have in regard to 
model airplanes. All the letters and art
icles in modeling mags will not help a 
bit, as they are read by modelers only. 
You have got to have stuff like that 
published in something that will be 
seen by the politicians. I will try to cool 
off my Irish with this bit of humor, 
by Fritz Koolhoven, in regard to his 
F.K. 55 mid-engine fighter. ‘There is 
nothing as maneauverable as a politician, 
for like my F.K. 55, his brain is located 
at his C.G.” ' Unquote, Dave Stott.

Anyone out there have any construc
tive thoughts about this?
HUMOR CORNER

Ed Lockhart must take the blame for 
this month’s parting madness:

“ Do you know about MACHing 
birds? They fly so fast they have to 
nest in trajec-trees!”  ·

Plug Sparks. .  Continued from  page 47  
writer is going on record to offer tro
phies at the upcoming Texaco Event on 
November 4 for the best times registered 
by R/C O.T. models. No Fooling! The 
trophies are available now! Let’s hope 
we get a better turnout this time!

Almost forgot to give you the re
sults of the unofficial Old Timer F/F

R/C events, huh? Well, here they are 
(best three out of six flight):

ANTIQUE
1. Fred Collins (Super Buccaneer)

604 Sec.
CLASS AB

1. W. Woodman (Buccaneer) 478 Sec.
2. Art Thoms (Clipper) 367 Sec.

CLASS C
1. Joe Beshar (Sailplane) 1844 Sec.
2. Luke Beshar (Playboy) 1213 Sec. 
SUDDEN AFTERTH O UG H T

In the first article on old timer free 
flight R/C models, the writer asked for 
comments. He is properly appreciative 
of all the personal letters received. The 
favorable comments at the Nationals 
were even better, but fellas! Ya missed 
the boat! The intent was to have “ Dad” 
Northrop find out how popular this new 
phase of modeling has become and to 
continue giving space to this new facet 
of modeling. If  you are going to ex
press your appreciation, write this maga
zine and lettum know! After all, com
munication is what gets things done. We 
could use the national exposure! (No 
sweat John . . .  We don 7 need any con
vincing to keep "Plug Sparks" alive . . .  
it's  our weakness! However, w e’d  s ti l l 
like  to  see those letters . . .  and photos, 
wen)

In that same line, the writer is again 
soliciting reader opinion. After viewing 
the red hot climbs of the old timers 
with modern motors, and discussing 
the problem with members of the Old 
Time Eagles, the writer would like to 
propose a revision to the present tenta
tive O.T. F/F R/C rules. As it stands, 
the model is completely controlled 
throughout the flight. To beat the 
power rat race that is developing, the 
author proposes the following rule: 
“ During the entire motor run, the model 
shall be uncontrolled by radio. The 
motor may be stopped at any time by 
radio, however. Any other use of radio 
during the power run will void that 
flight.”  Whatcha think? Will the rule 
do what is intended, i.e., reduce the 
amount of power presently being used? 
Let’s hear from you! ·
Mooney . . . .  Continued from page 35  
Pacific Sleek Streak ready-to-fly.

Three intentional deviations from 
exact scale were made and arc indicated 
on the plans. The horizontal tail area 
was increased, the dihedral angle was 
increased, and the landing gear was 
lengthened so a larger propeller could 
be used for R.O.G. flights.

Model articles for things like this 
Vagabond tend to be repetitive, so for a 
little variation I want to expound my 
views on scale rules and judging.

For my background, so you can 
determine what credence you want to 
put on my opinions, I have been build
ing models for 39 years. I have built all 
types of models, display, FF, CL, HL, 
TL, RC, and scale. I have placed several 
times, and won once in FF  scale at the 
Nats. I set a National record in Clipper 
Cargo at Dallas. I have been a scale 
judge several times at the Flightmaster’s 
annual for R/C and I have also judged 
stunt and combat at several U/C con
tests. Scale is what I like best.

I believe that modeling is fun and 
that it is a good hobby for anyone, but 
especially for kids to get into. Therefore
I would like to see rules that would not 
discourage beginners. Basically, this re
quires the minimum of rules and the 
simplest of judging systems.

At the present time, according to my 
own experience, the AM A scale judging 
system is so complex that the most con- 
sciencious, hardest trying judge cannot 
do an objective job. All those numbers 
just serve to provide an opportunity for 
numerical errors and to obscure the 
objective of the judging which is simply 
to determine which model is better than 
the other. At several contests I ’ve at
tended, after the prize awarding, errors 
in arithmatic have been found that
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GOLDEN AGE 
MODEL ACCESSORIES

SMOOTH CONTOUR  
WHEELS

o
% "  THROUGH 5 Vi" DIA.

VINTAGE WHEELS

G
% "  THROUGH 5" DIA.

SPINNERS

ih
1 Vi" THROUGH 3Vi" DIA.

SCALE PILOTS

RACING
AVAILABLE IN 1" 

THROUGH 25/8" SCALE

SCALE ENGINE KITS

WRIGHT J-5 "WHIRLWIND" 
1 Vi" SCALE

ENGINE
CYLINDERS

f
UNIVERSAL P & W  "WASP"

Vi", v*" r ,  iy 2", & 2"
SEND 25c FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

^  W i l l i  AMS DEPARTMENT MB . 181 B STREET
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA 92069

changed the results. This should never 
happen, but is bound to continue with 
these complex rules.

My suggestion for scale judging is to 
simply rank the models visually. Put 
the best model on one end of a lineup 
and the poorest on the other. Arrange 
the others according to quality in be
tween. Now the judge can more easily 
be objective because he only had to 
compare two models at a time and there 
are no chances for arithmatic errors. 
The judging of 30 models can be done 
in this fashion in less than twenty min
utes. With the present AM A rules it 
takes that long to add, multiply, and 
check the numbers for five models.

Once the models are lined up they 
simply get their position as a rank num
ber. (This procedure has been used in  
R/C py lon  w ith  complete success fo r  
around 2 years, wen)

Naturally, a modeler who has a long 
flying model likes rules that will let it 
win, while at the same time, a modeler 
who has a super scale model that does 
not fly too long wants the rule to favor 
his type of model. For almost as long as 
I can remember (and probably since the 
dawn of time), there have been com
plaints about rules that favor one side or 
type.

Therefore I believe that rules should 
favor neither. In the case of flying 
scale, FLY IN G  and SCALE should have 
equal weight. To do this, the models 
simply need to be ranked by their flying 
ability. The best flying model getting 
first rank, or one point for flight, and 
the second best two points, etc. Inter
estingly, any kind of flight judging can 
be used; duration, power to glide ratio, 
judging for similarity to full scale 
realism . . . whatever.

Now you add the model's scale rank 
and flight rank together and the model 
with the lowest total wins. No one has 
trouble adding two simple numbers to
gether so arithmatic has been removed 
as a problem.

Of course, the ranking system can 
easily result in ties. This is solved sim
ply by deciding ahead of time whether 
the model with the best scale rank or 
best flight rank will take the tie. This 
could even be done at the contest by 
taking a vote from the entrants, "A ll 
those in favor of flights taking the tie 
raise their right hands.”

This system probably won’t make 
everyone happy, but it will certainly 
keep flying scale from becoming one 
sided. Neither the super scale ship nor 
the super flight ship will have an inor
dinate advantage. I ’ve noticed over the 
years that it is these two types that tend

to discourage entry in scale contests.
The really sharp builders and flyers 

will still win the contests and this is as it 
should be because they put the chal
lenge and the motivation in front of the 
rest of us.

I wouldn't consider this on a Nation
al scale, but in a local club where there 
are only one or two experts, you can 
handicap them by giving a winning 
model one rank point. After two or 
three wins, the expert will have to build 
a new model to compete in his club 
contest. This will eliminate the discour
aging aspect of having the same model 
clean up in all the club contests. ·
F/F Nats. . .  Continued from page 42 
Freeflight Nationals, but other choices 
are not available; make the best of it, 
and fly a contest. A two minute Nats? 
Once you are into it, making two 
minutes has its challenges. A lot of gas 
jobs were not meant for seven seconds, 
being nose up and at about three quar
ter speed as compared to their normal 
pattern. Little altitude, with a lot of it 
lost in a poor transition. Five seconds 
in the flyoff makes it a contest. We also 
had some wind, gents. Except for Satur
day and Sunday, it was blowing out 
towards the woods, oats and shotguns. 
This made for close timing on fuses

with some early DTs, and much lost 
time retrieving. The wind blew holes in 
the thermals, making lift spotty, hard 
to find. But the gentlemen flew and we 
had a contest. They flew with differing 
degrees of good grace: One extreme is 
Bucky, I guess, who produced points; 
the other is the guy who didn’t fly at 
all, packed up and went home. In the 
middle we had all kinds, with mixed 
Max productivity, much profanity, a 
building of pressure and a distillation of 
opinion in which AMA became a four 
letter word. I think that the background 
on the choice of Oshkosh for the ‘73 
Nats has had enough coverage . . . 
Chanute not being confirmed before 
the cutoff time, thus having to fall 
back on the EA A  facilities and Wittman 
field. The final conclusion we can draw 
is that AMA tried well enough, but did 
not succeed in delivering an acceptable 
Freeflight Nats.

So? Tell it to your AMA District VP. 
Tell it to your N FFS Director. Send 
him a letter. Tell him how bad it was 
but keep talking . . . tell him what ideas 
you have on how to make it work, 
where to find that five minute field 
with additional landscape beyond for 
the seven minute fuse. Information and 
constructive contributions are now in
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\ / å  á *  L  r / i  i  ■ slope&thermal:LiJL̂ uJTj LiJLij
The "H i-Perform ance C om pact"

FEATURES

slope&thermal soaring sailplane

contour-sanded wing ribs 

machined balsa & plywood parts 

plug-in wing panels & stabilizer 

spruce spars 

a ll flying s tab ilize r 

8 hour building time

SPECIFICATIONS  

w ing  span 7? inches 

le n g th  3 9  in ch e s  \

w e ig h t 34 ounces \

p rice  $27.50
it n o t a t you r d e a le r order d ire c t
C a liI  Res add 5% Tax d e a le r inqu iries  'hv

( ^ \  LIMITED
^ ^  b o x39745 t A C a llt 90039

■ iN J O Y M F t/T  / ! < ,  

R/C SAILING

K I T S  F E A T U R E :
• Preformed plasiic hull, deck and components 

for simple 2 evening assembly.
• Sails fabricated from Nylon Spinnaker Sailcloth
• Complete hardware package.
•Step by step instructions include R/C details. 
TAHOE. 600 BALLAST RKG AVAILABLE. $3.50ppd 
SAIL CONTROL UNIT (up to 36 m models)$22.95 Complete
SAIL CONTROL CONVERSION KIT USING YOUR 
ROTARY OUTPUT SERVO MECHANICS. $10 95 ppd

V I C T O R  MODEL P R O D U C T S
B ox  2 1 6 8  De pt .  A.  D o w n e y .  C a l i f .  9 0 2 4 2

+ Calit. Res. Add 5%  Tax______Dealer Inquiries Invited

order.
Some of the Nats associated activities 

were in evidence. The National Free 
Flight Society had a combined general 
meeting and Symposium. The program 
included John Worth, the Canadian 
Film Board Movie "180 Is Max,”  the 
presentation of the N FFS Ten Models 
of the Year, including in-person inter
views with Bill blunter (Satellite); Bill 
Chenault (Mini Pearl), and proxy pre
sentation of the Korda Wake as an 
Oldtimer event by Charley Sotich; Bob 
White’s Unlimited “ Twin Fin;”  Don 
Chancey’s "Bo  Weevil”  and a sales re

presentative from the Mattell Corpora
tion, who patiently sat through all of 
our meeting dealing with the Nats pro
blems, and made a very interesting and 
informative presentation on the “ Super- 
star.”  Bob Meuser ran this part of the 
meeting, as well as the technical section, 
in which his and Doc Anderson’s papers 
were presented. My feeling was that it 
was a good meeting. It had better 
attendance (I guess 225) than former 
years, and it produced a resolution, con
firmed by vigorous acclamation, of 
thumbs-down on Oshkosh as a Nats site.

Unofficial events were there again. 
Old Timers were very well represented, 
although having to fly in a vicious wind 
which took them off the field in a few 
seconds. I watched Sal Taibi chase his 
model, running like an elk (not quite 
like an antelope). If I can run that well 
when I ’m his age, well . . .

Payload, Cargo and Helicopter were 
conducted by the N FFS, with John 
Thornhill in charge. And something 
new (old): Rubber Speed. A two hun
dred foot course with a one hundred 
foot wide gale. First place was over 50 
mph, second over 40 mph. A good 
crowd, and a fair entry, promising for 
next year and for the revival of this 
interesting event.

Incidentally, it suited the site. The 
N FFS has posted a one hundred dollar 
prize for the first model to do one 
hundred miles per hour in a sanctioned 
competition. Bob Meuser, not to be 
outdone, has offered 500 for the first 
500 mph.

One subject which is now in focus, 
which formerly has had only regional 
currency, is trail bikes. Trail bikes are 
noisey, make dust, move fast, add to the 
clutter of the field, and carry some of 
the bad connotations which some 
people have about motorcycles in gen
eral. They offer a danger which we have 
not had at the Nats before: they can

run into us, they can prejudice the 
neighborhood against our use of the 
field or adjoining terrain . . . “ Look 
at that creep with his long hair roaring 
around on that motorcycle”  . . . How
ever, travel is broadening. I had the 
opportunity to fly at Taft at the West 
Coast Free Flight Championships three 
times. The first year I chased in a car 
(a rented Ford LTD). The only one on 
the field to use a car, I felt like an 
outcast. I drove around the downwind 
side of the activity, zigzagging around 
the brush. I usually got there late, and 
some guy on a bike had my ship and his 
own already heading back with it when 
I met him half way. The next year I 
smashed everything up before the first 
official on the first day, so it was leisure 
time . . .  Time to try riding one of those 
bikes. The next year I rented one, 
learned to run it with one hand (gotta 
have an automatic gear shift, dad) and 
was able to retrieve just fine. I was even 
able to get to the Kitty Litter plant in 
time to see the ship come in, and for 
anyone who has tried it, that ain’t bad. 
Then, when the rented bike sprung a 
leak from a spill (it happens), I borrowed 
someone’s Honda BOMB, with a few 
more levers . . . and horses . . . (way 
over my head). The ship was going down 
behind a rise, so I accelerated . . . right 
over the handlebars onto, my shoulder 
and hip. The blood clot on the hip 
stayed two months, was the size of a 
22 strand unlimited motor in a Glad 
Bag, and cost a 15 dollar prescription 
to dissolve. So Trail Bikes have their 
problems. Not the least of which is 
acceptance by us guys back east, and a 
discipline about their use on our more 
confined flying areas.

The trail bike precipitated the pro
blem with the farmers at Oshkosh. The 
farmers had been alerted by visits from 
AM A before the Nats. Retrieving by 
foot had been going on for some time 
without complaint. Then someone took 
his trail bike through a field of young 
oats . . . Shotguns. Impoundment. Con
frontation with AMA delegation, and 
peace without trail bikes. Same old 
story, gents: some idiot queered it for 
us. We have to control the idiots. I have 
this general encouragement for those of 
us who are not yet acclimated to the 
phenomenon T R A I L  B IKES:  They are 
a very valid tool in the pursuit of the 
Max, specially if you are flying FAI 
rounds, or multiple AMA events. Try to 
understand the beast and make it work 
for you. If  you are running a contest 
where the countryside is in crops, spell 
out the ground rules for the benefit of 

Continued on page 64
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EVERY DUMAS RC MODEL SAYS

FLY ME!
Evolution/2

Little brother of Evolution for RC 
flying on minimum budget 66" wing 
for soaring, gliding, or power for 
slow training flights converts to 42" 
wing for sport flying 1/2A engine

Kit RC-9 $14.95

Mod Pod
Fun airplane for everyone.

54" wing, free flight, glider 
soarer or single line 

'leather power" with 
.049 engine.

Triton Dramatically 
new full house competition RC plane 

Designed by Jim Kirkland. 
Wingspan 62" for 45 and 

60 engines.

Hi-Lo Evolution
Really 8 planes in one 48" 
or 75" wing a glider, soarer, 

trainer, or sport 
plane for engines 
up to .19.
Kit RC 11

^  S T  $24.95

W ^ r  Hi-Pro 
Glider

Brand new high performance 
glider that's easy to build Fiber
glass fuselage Combines beauty 

and competition level per
formance. 101" wingspan

Kit RC-12
/ V x .  $39.95

Dumas kits are famous for 
their clear, easy-to-follow plans. 
Equally important, each kit 
comes with cleanly die-cut parts 
of high quality balsa, plywood, 
hardwood, and other materials.

If your bag is sport, training 
or gliding, you probably already 
know how popular our Hi-Lo

dumas
planes

Evolution and Evolution/2 kits 
are. Our fun plane . . .  Mod Pod 
. . .  can’t be matched for simple, 
inexpensive flying: RC, free

flight, or “teather power” !
Whether you build and fly for 

fun or competition, the Dumas 
Planes line of RC models has a 
kit designed for your enjoyment 
and pride.

See your hobby dealer or 
send 25C for our catalog of 
model plane and boat kits.

Dumas Products, Inc.,
790 South Park Avenue, Tucson, Arizona 85719
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1909 ANTOINETTE 

•■UP-SHOT"
P L A N S  O T H I N G S

FOKKER DVI PIETENPOL "A IR  CAMPER"

"BO N ZO " RACER "SODA CRACKER"

FOKKER F II

REX RACER
BD-4

AVRO “ G "

DRUINE “ TURBULENT"
AND MANY MORE !

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE W. C. H A N N A N ,  G R A P H I C S  ·  B O X  A  
E S C O N D ID O  ·  C A L IF O R N IA  ·  92025

n /fø ·
Box 26263 s *a j ?s/7  '
Indianapolis, Ind. 46226
HL·*t LO-page ca ta lo g  FM-u on ly b0<t ppO.
RE* l MAPIan S e r ie s  o f s c a le  3-views fo r  the 
sol id modelers, s c ra tc h  b u ild e rs  and p lan  
c o l le c to r s ,  in f a v o r it e  s c a le s :
h o ,______  Oescr io t ion____________ / /l8 1172
MAPIan-l Ryan FR-l F i r e b a l l  S 1,00 $ .50
MAPIan-2 Handley Page neyford  - 1.00
MAPIan-3 B lackburn  F ireb rand  V 1.00 .50
MAPI an-L Havy/Wright NW-I 1.00 .50
MAPIan-5 Vu ltee P-66 Vanguard 1.00 .50
RE* l  Modern i  s t ic  P lan s  Peanut S c a le  S e r ie s :
P-l F a ir c h i ld  KR-21 13" span $ 1.00
P-2 Mr. M u llig an  DGA-6 " " 1.00
P-3 hughes H-l ra ce r " "  1.00
P-L A via  Ě-53L F ig h te r " "  1.00
P-5 Waco 220 Taperwing " "  / .00
P-6 Beech Bonanza V-Tail " w / .00
P-7 C u rt is s  AE-3 Page ra ce r ·· "  / .00
Ρ-Θ Gray Ghost (p u sh e r) " "  1.00
P-9 P-5 IB  Mustang " "  / 00
P-IO C h e s te r 's  Goon " * / .00
P- l 1 P-5 ID Mustang " "  / .00
P-12 Stin so n  R e lia n t  SR-8 " "  / .00
P-13 Howard DGA-I5P ·· "  / .00
P- l L Vought OS2U-3 K · fish e r " "  / .00
P-15 Stearman PT-17 Kaydet " "  / .00
P-16 C h e s te r 's  jeep ·' "  / .00
P-17 Cosmicw ind L i t t l e  io n i " "  1.00
Ρ- Ιβ Corbin Super Ace ·· "  / .00
SPECJA l I A l l  IQ in  s p e c ia l p i an/pack 13.95
HE*l Ja n ic k  Peanut S c a le  P la n s :
H-IOO W itt man Tailw ind 13" span $ .75
H-IO P ip e r  Cub, c l  ipped 12 3/L II II .75
L-IOO F a ir c h i ld  PT-19 13" II .75
L-IO jo d e l MD" 150 13" .75
S£í<elAL,l A t! four d a n s  fo r on ly OO<\J

*e ca r ry  cu t-to-s i ze d e a r  p la s t ic  fo r  Mat
te l  vac-U-Forms, 20 sheets per package:
.005 $1.00/pkg. .010 $/.25 lpkg .
Postage : add 10% 3rd C la s s , 25% 1st C la ss . 
P la s t ic  S c a le  k i t s :  A i r f ix .  A irfram e , Frog, 
F u jim i, Hasegava, Hawk, H e l le r ,  L & S Labs, 
MPC, Czech KZP, Monogram, H i c h i mo, RARE-
p lanes, Lindberg , P y ro , Revel I , Jam iya .........
cadger A ir-B rushes, Imrey/R is le y  and P o l ly  
S p a in ts , many decal l in e s  S a c ce sso r ie s .  
R egu la r, fre e  b u lle t in s  to steady customers. 
Same-day shipment on a l l  o rd ers , v ia  fa s t  
and sa fe  U .P .S .  to  U3 s ta te s ,  o thers  go the 
qu ickest and b e s t. Servicem en, t r y  us - we 
a r ^ ^ x p e ^ e n c e ^ o v e r ^ e a ^ ^ a c k ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

F/F Nats. . .  Continued from  page 62 
both the farmer and the modeler. Make 
the trail bike a part of your planning. 
If it becomes an unplanned intrusion it 
can cost you your flying site.

The next Nats?
AMA is in a study period. Gathering 

data, proposals, recommendations. It 
has heard all the gripes, knows a few 
more which you don’t know about, 
probably. Wants constructive contribu
tions. Oshkosh is a fading memory, but 
a hard and well learned lesson. A lesson 
in the strategy and timing of securing 
Nats sites. And of the relative value of

the quality of the site for flying versus 
its available support facilities.

At this writing, Chanute field in 
Illinois is the best candidate for the ‘74 
Nats site which AMA has under consid
eration. Discussions are presently in
volved with obtaining additional support 
from the Air Force beyond the simple 
offer to make the site available. In 
addition, Pentagon approval is still to be 
obtained. As a freeflight site, Chanute 
is rated only slightly better than Glen
view, which was a three minute field at 
best.

I view this as exactly the right time 
to bring the Freeflight Nats site require
ments into focus, the first requirement 
of which is that it be a five minute 
field in the average poor weather typical 
for the area; in addition, that the quality 
of freeflight competition is of first im
portance, coming before mandatory 
combination with Control Line and 
Radio Control; and that the social as
pects, or the creature comfort problems, 
not be determining considerations but 
be provided for after the requirements 
for the quality of the site and the 
quality of the competition are secured. 
Anything less is less than a Freeflight
Nationals. ·
N F F S ........  Continued from page 41
N FFS PLANS & PUBLICATIO N S

Jack Shafer, P.O. Box 322, Dallas, 
Oregon 97338, is handling all back 
issues of the Digest, Symposium Re
ports, and plans of the ten models of the 
year, plus other plans of interest to the 
free flighter. He also has T-shirts, rub
ber bird stamps, and other goodies. 
Write to him and enclose a stamped self 
addressed envelope for a list with prices. 
N EXT  MONTH

News about the National Free Flight 
Society Scholarship Program. News a- 
bout a possible membership price break 
for Clubs. Plus information about a new 
membership list from NFFS. ·

Soaring........  Continued from  page 28
of the best Original Design Sailplane. 
This gorgeous model of 12’-7”  span was 
equipped with spoilers and had slight 
polyhedral. An all-flying horizontal 
stab and all-flying rudder gave it good 
manuverability for its size. The fuse
lage was longer than usual, resulting in a 
long tail moment. It was difficult to 
believe that except for a brief contact 
with modeling as a child, Mr. Mrlik has 
been building for just over a year. The 
color scheme of the model was red and 
white which was used on both wing and 
fuselage. The fuselage was his own 
fiberglass production for which he 
carved the plug, did the lay-up, etc. -a 
really beautiful job! Otto Heithecker, 
as previously mentioned, won Best 
Technical Achievement with his spoiler/ 
flap hookup.

Scale this year was dominated by the 
team of Hugh Stock and Preston Estep 
Jr., Flying Soarcraft’s Glasflugel 604 
and Kestrel 19 models, they finished 
first and second, with Jim Simpson’s 
Nimbus third. The Chicago Scalemasters 
provided the 3 judges; Bill Naylor, Tom 
Englesby and Ron Connor.

One of the many high points of the 
Soaring Nationals was the banquet held 
on the second night of the contest. 
Attended by most contestants, it was 
held in the Lewis University cafeteria 
and ably MC’d by contest Registrar J ohn 
Neilson. Along with good food, the 
contestants were greeted to a draw
ing of no less than 72 door prizes! 
Every table had one or two winners, 
and we were treated to the frequent 
spectacle of people who had just said “ I 
never win anything” giving a happy 
grin as their number was called. The big 
prizes were a winch built by aS.O.A.R. 
member, an EK  Logitrol radio presented 
by the manufacturer, and a year’s sup
ply of Midwest balsa won by a lady who 
we hope will start building sailplanes and
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GO ULTRASONIC!! CLEAN YOUR ENGINE 
THE SPACE-AGE WAY

FOR THE ULTIM ATE IN ENGINE CLEANING, CHOOSE A 
"BRAN SO N IC " ULTRASONIC C LEA N ER  TANK. V E R Y  U SE
FUL FOR CLUBS, OR OWN ONE YO U RSELF. IT ALSO f  
CLEANS JEW ELR Y , UTENSILS, DRAWING PENS,
PRECISION PARTS, MECHANISMS. „
MADE OF STA IN LESS STEEL.
SOLID STATE 
C IRCUITRY.

41ft..

8

L L *
« fr  t

1 £______*=» Cleans more thoroughly
_ than any other method.

R EV IT A L IZ E THAT CRUDDY ENG INE
AND MAKE

FRANNY'S CHROME
Send self-addressed, stamped 
envelope fo r further details.

513 VESTA  PLACE 
READING, PENNA. 19605

LOOK L IK E  NEW !!

MODEL
ENGINE

SPEC IA LISTS

DEALER IN Q U IR IES IN V IT E D

put it to good use. All eyes longingly 
passed over the Schwinn 10 speed bicyc
le which was to be awarded to the 
winner of the contest, which, appro
priately enough, turned out to be Jeff 
Mrlik. Many people chatted with Linda 
Porter, without being fully aware that 
she was the sole scorekeeper in the con
test, figuring everybody’s score and 
having the winners of all events a little 
over one hour after the end of the con
test . . .  Linda, you’re appreciated!

After the banquet, the Lewis Univer
sity dormitory facilities, where many of 
the flyers roomed for the contest, pro
vided an unusual opportunity for con
testants to get together and exchange 
ideas and information. Many bull ses
sions lasted well into the night. This 
too, is an important part of the Nats.

The Nats serves modelers on many 
levels; competition with the best fliers 
in the country, exchange of information 
and ideas, the gradual realization on the 
part of all that there are more regional 
similarities than differences in this sport, 
and the making of good friends from 
all parts of the country. All these things 
were well taken care of by this years 
R/C Soaring Nationals. ·

C/L . . . . . . .  Continued from page 23
W INNERS

A Speed
JR. Max Snyder 147.85 MPH
SR. Mike Langlois 158.53
OP. Bartley-Garner-Huff

168.95

FAI Speed
JR . Glen Vasant 112.98 MPH
SR. Scott Snyder 118.92
OP. Newton-Nightingale-Beatty

136.90

B Speed
JR . Mike Bussell 171.03 MPH
SR. Brian Pardue 160.65
OP. John Shannon 188.01

B Proto
JR . Mike Bussell 138.35 MPH
SR. Mike Langlois 142.40
OP. Tom Upton 156.59

C Speed
JR . Max Snyder 160.08 MPH
SR. Mike Langlois 181.93
OP. Bartley-Garner-Huff

188.60

Jet Speed
(J r.-Sr.-Op.) Myrlc Hoyt

189.80 MPH

SCALE
There were 42 scale planes entered, 

(11 Juniors, 5 Seniors, and 26 Open), 
but flying was difficult due to the 
strong wind. Many planes crashed be
cause they were unable to fly safely 
in the wind. Bill Harney won Open with 
his magnificent Jap Zero.

W INNERS
JR . William Hoover 291 Pts.
SR. Mark Bauer 260
OP. Bill Harney 512

C A R R IER
The runway was covered with ’em! 

Total of 142 planes entered. Strongest 
Club representation was by the Detroit 
Carrier Team which won many of the 
events. There were 11 Juniors, 33 Sen
iors, and 98 Open, with the majority 
in the Profile Class.

W INNERS
Class 1

JR . Robert Sawicki 521.36 Pts.
SR. Mark Dombrowski 514.83
OP. Richard Sawicki 572.71

Class II
J R. Robert Sawicki 509.84 Pts.
SR. Paul Tegel 465.28
OP. Terry Herron 591.02

Profile
JR . Robert Dombrowski

SR. Jeff Rein
311.65 Pts. 
324.13

OP. Harry Higley 376.23
I was unable to observe the other 

control-line events in action, but here 
are some Statistics: There were 131 
entered in Scale Racing, 82 in Rat Race, 
107 in Stunt, 166 in Combat, and 24 
(Open only) in FA I Team Racing.
W IN N ERS

JR .
Scale Racing 

Douglas Harris 7:18.0
SR. John Huntsverge 8:31.2
OP. Ulous Harris 6:50.4

JR .
Rat Race 

Jeff Ackerman 5:22.5
SR. Howard Hess 5:34.0
OP. John Ballard 4:53.2

JR .
Combat 

Bill Vojslavek
SR. J. Green
OP. Mark Pattie

OP.
FAI

Albritton-Joy Team
4:43.65

We’ll have a complete run-down, with 
photos, on C /L Stunt by Bart Klapinski 
in the next issue. ·
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KIRN-KRAFT PRODUCTS WIN 
Ί/2Α SPEED AND 1/2A PROTO 
AT THE 1973 NATIONALS !
Just look at these results:

1/2A PROTO PR O F ILE  (Jr)
1 st Rick Westbrook 77.42 mph
2 nd Jim m y Clem 77.35
3rd Bruce Pailet 77.16

1/2A PROTO (Jr)
1 st John  Westbrook 86.59 mph
2 nd G len VanSant 83.96
3rd Jim m y Clem 82.73

1/2A PROTO (Sr)
2 nd Jim  Wade 94.06 mph

1/2A PROTO (Op)
1 st K irn-K irn (Tearn ) 93.28 mph

1/2A SPEED  (Jr)
1 st John  Westbrook 96.84 mph
2 nd Glen VanSant 92.27
3rd M ichael Bussell 92.08

1/2A SPEED  (Sr)
1st Jim  Wade 102.58 mph
All of the above winners used Kirn-Kraft 
equipment to help them win. Now is the 
time for you to get started in 1/2A Proto 
or Speed with proven products. Send 10ť 
now for the latest listing of 1/2A engines, 
engine parts, and plane accessories.

TORKY 1/2 A PROTO (PROFILE)

Custom made k it  - balsa/hardwood. Tank 
and landing gear assembly com pletely f in 
ished! No d rilling  or soldering required! A ll 
necessary hardware included. PRICE: S 10.50

FRONT NEEDLE V A L V E  ASSEM BLY 
For Tee Dee .049 or .051

FE A TU R E S

1. 128 threads per inch for finer 
adjustments.

2 Nylon seal over threads and 
needle valve body which keeps 
air from sucking down the 
thread area. Prevents “ false"

<c/ needle settings.

This custom needle valve assembly will help you 
get more consistent engine runs flight after flight.

PISTON/ROD RESET TOOL 
For Tee Dee .049 or 051

B EN EFITS
1. Assures peak engine perform 

ance.
2. Extends engine life
3 Eliminates the possibility of 

breaking crankshaft when en 
gme is run at high RPM.

Tool made from hardened steel

Send check or money order. No C.O.D. available. 
Mail order only

K I R N - K R A F T
SEN D  10 e FOR L IST  OF P.O. BOX 224
OTHER 1/2A ITEM S ANAHEIM, CALIF. 92805

S2.95

Counter........  Continued from page 7
Operating on a 9 volt transistor battery, 
the completely assembled unit has a 
telescoping probe which allows the user 
to obtain readings from hard-to-get-at 
places. With vastly improved sensitivity, 
the tach sells for $29.95.

Royal is also adding the Royal Hiness 
line of glow engines. Twelve models will 
be available in late December or early 
January. There are standard and R/C 
.09 engines for $14.45 and $17.95, 
standard and R/C .20 engines for $ 19.95 
and $23.45, a .20 R/C car engine for 
$23.45, and a .20 marine engine for 
$29.95. Other engines, not priced as 
yet, will include .22 standard and R/C, 
.40 standard and R/C tw in (!), and 
.60 standard and R/C twin(!). All en
gines have twin ball bearings except the 
.09’s, which arc rear bearing only.

More on these when they arrive.
* * *

Flylinc Models, 10643 Ashby Place, 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030, has announced 
the first of a scries of 3/4 and 1 inch 
scale model kits from the Classis era of 
aviation. The 22-1/2 inch span Velie 
Monocoupe can be flown with rubber, 
C02, or .010 power, costs S4.95. Next 
to be released is a 34-1/2 inch span 
Bellanca Skyrocket for .020 power and 
small multi or pulse radios. Ship will also 
do nicely on rubber power. All kits will 
include top quality printed balsa, scale 
wheels, decals, and super detail plans by 
Herb Clukey.

* * *

Victor Model Products, Box 2168 
Dept. A, Downey, California 90242, is 
adding an “ M ”  Class (50-800) boat to 
its line of R/C sailing yachts. In keeping 
with the construction method used on 
its 25 3/4 inch long beginner’s Snipe 
and 36/600 Tahoe 600, the hull of the 
“ M”  Class “ Victor”  is of preformed 
high impact plastic. Dacron sails are

R U BBER  SCALE PLA N S FOR S IX  (6 ) 
FLIGHT-PROVEN. R A R E  & UNUSUAL  
RACING PLA N ES: CRO S8 Y, FLOYD  
BEAN, TWO FO LK ERT S, SM IRN O FF  
BEARCAT , and CHAM BERM A ID .

Complete set, postpaid, only $4.00 
order from:

CLO U D BU STER  V EN T U R E
P.O. Box 2921, Livonia, Mich. 48154

completely finished. The deck, keel, 
hatch, and bulkheads are also complete
ly formed, trimmed and ready for easy 
and fast assembly. Price is expected to 
be around $60 and deliveries should 
start by the time this is published. The 
company also manufactures a sail con
trol unit based on non-surplus com
ponents.

* * *

By the time this is released, M&P 
Design Group will have a new address 
and phone number. Try P.O. Box 338, 
Lone Oak, Texas 75453 . . . (214) 
662-3211 and sec what happens!

The company offers “ Nemesis II,”  
“ Mongoose,”  and “ Midi Pearl”  for your 
modeling fancy.

Nemisis II is a fast combat ship for 
.35 engines, price $7.98. The Howard 
Rush design won the 1970 Nats Open 
Championship, and took 1, 2, 3 in 
Open this year.

The Mongoose is a slow combat job 
for .15 to .23 engines, price $7.98. 
Designed by Dick Mathis, it’s also suit
able for training and sport stunt.

The Midi-Pearl is an A/B-FAI free 
flight for .15 to .33 engines, price 
$15.98. Designed by Bill Chenault, it 
won four (4) first places at the 1973 
Nationals.

All three kits include wood selected 
for weight and proper grain for warp 
and crash resistance. All parts are com
pletely cut, with die-cut ribs and all 
other parts machine shaped.
Workbench . . .  Continued from  page 5 
called scale for Fred Hulen, Kansas City, 
Mo., who won with his near-perfect 
Spitfire.

“ He carved his own mold and made 
his own fiberglass fuselage . . . and 
messed with retracts until he had exact 
compound geometry of retraction as on 
the original. On test flight, the gears 
were driven through the top of the 
wing . . .  a lot of foam showing . . .  was
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1st Place'WMifpN 
National & Regioriaf Goi

i'rV'l

Lb^dina' &5 öS:.V.1̂  oz./sq- ft

-v, Available only firorr»; .·'

"3704 Montgomery'Ďri\ 
'SáeW aek^CAvSSÍÍO1

QuaHrjMRT/C Sttjtylaries.

O A K C R A F T
Proven — Highest Performance Model Sailplane currently available

eötrel  19

repaired Friday night before the contest 
by Fred and myself at Jim Fosgate’s 
house.

“ He did not get full points on retracts 
though . . .  the judge did not think he 
raised or lowered them at exactly the 
right point in takeoff and land
ing ( !  wen). His score was also cut down 
on flaps for the same ambiguous reason
ing ( ! !  wen).

“ How about credit for this win?”
Thanks, 

Charley Reed”
Credit given, and hereby acknowledg

ed. Please also note our astonishment at 
the judging. This fortifies our previous 
comments about scale operations count
ing as maneuvers.

Along with this month’s Peanut Scale 
construction article, Walt Mooney sent 
us the following letter in which he com
ments on the Sport versus AMA Scale 
debate which we generated a few 
months back:

“ Dear Bill: In your latest issue there 
are a lot of comments about Sport 
Scale versus AMA Scale, particularly 
with respect to RC. I feel there has been 
a basic error made in ever coming up 
with Sport Scale. The objective, as I 
see it, was to encourage scale flying in 
greater numbers by eliminating the dis
couraging aspects of the super scale 
ships that were capable of winning 
every time they were entered. What is 
really going to happen is that AMA 
Scale, except possibly at the Nats for a 
few years, will be killed.

“ What should have been done was a 
changing of the AMA rules. Several 
approaches could be taken . . . for 
instance, one or more of the following:

Allow a Nats winner to compete 
only in one additional Nats contest. 
Modify the rules so that neither Scale 
points nor aerobatic points are so 
devastating.
“ Basically, Sport Scale is wrong be

cause it is trying to encourage medio- 
cracy. In spite of this, the sharp guys 
will keep building more and more de
tailed models for sport scale. They will 
keep winning and giving headaches to 
the rule makers who think they can im
prove things in this world by penalizing 
the good guys.

“ Two sets of scale rules for RC is a 
bummer . . . what is needed is a better, 
simpler set of AMA rules. Maybe the 
AMA rules will die quickly and the 
Sport Scale rules can be modified to 
take the best aspects of both systems.”

Walt has also added a very interesting 
discussion on the end of his Piper Vaga
bond construction article in which he 
expounds his views on scale rules and 
judging. Be sure to read this, because we 
feel it has the makings for the best 
possible solution to flying (R/C, U/C, or 
F/F) scale scoring that we’ve seen. In 
fact, we wish he would put it in the 
form of an official proposal.

The fidelity/workmanship judging 
portion of Walt’s suggestion is particular
ly interesting, since the method has been 
used very successfully in Formula I R/C 
Pylon racing for a couple of years. As an 
experiment, Tom Laurie and your editor 
pre-judged the 9 scale entries in the 
1973 LSF  Tournament in this fashion. 
It took about 15 minutes. We then went 
into the full AMA scoring system on 
each scale entry, which took a total of 3 
hours. Comparing notes afterwards, we 
found that only one plane was two not

#
FLY LINE MODELS
PRESENTS THE FIRST IN A SERIES OF 

CLASSICS IN 3 4 & | INCH SCALE

E 7  The |92«i

•  TjcĚí Afanocoufie
22 V2~ WINGSPAN FOP 

RUBBER. C02.0R 010 POWER a B it 
OF NOSTALGIA ANOA 0ELIGHT 
TO Bu ilO »4.85

.«L 1 ^ 1

AND COMING SOON 
The historic

B e l l a n c a  
S k y r o c k e t

34 1/2 WINGSPAN. .020 POWER
FOR PULSE AND SMALL MJlTl RADIO CONTROL UNITS 
CAN BE FLOWN FREE FLIGHT ON RUBBER POWER

ALLKJTS INCLUDE TOP OUALI Tv PRINTED BALSA. 
SCALE WHEELS. OECALS. AND SUPER DETAIL 
ROLLED PLANS BY HERB ClUKEV FLY LINE MODELS 

10643 ASHBY PL 
SEE YOUR LOCAL HOBBY DEALER· FAIRFAX. VA

IIMMID AJTMl IOÍ A«l*l> 22030

ches higher than our original visual 
judging put it, the actual point differ
ence being minimal. All the rest remain
ed the same!
TH INGS TO DO

The Flightmasters’ Fifth Annual 
Jumbo Scale meet is coming up on 
December 9, 1973. Last year, Peanut 
Scale was added to this affair, and will 
be included again this year. The contest 
is scheduled from 8:00 AM to 12 noon, 
and has been moved to Lake Elsinore.

Jumbo rules (it's rubber power, of 
course) specify 48 inch minimum span 
for monoplanes and 36 inch minimum 
span for multi-wing planes. Model must 
have a pilot in proper position, and must 
R.O.G. (20 seconds minimum flight dur
ation to qualify). Maximum flight time 
cannot exceed scale points. Average two 
best flights out of six officials. No fold
ing props permitted, but free-wheclers 
are O.K. Models using D.T. fuse must 
have snuffer tubes. Three-views required. 
Scale judging after flying. Entry fee 
$2.00.
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V I N T A G E  E - C  F L A N S
9 FT. J-3 Csb 
PIANS..........$10.95

P lartic  Engine 
C0ÄL........... $  7.00

Edo F loa t·
PIANS.........$ U .00

73'CATALOG..* 25# 
OVER 50 Plan* f f

SID MORGAN 13157 Ormond^ollerLlle^M ich. 1^8111* U.S.A.

9 FT.PIPER J-3 CUB ON FLOATS 

Dealer· A D istributor* WRITE /

FRAN N Y 'S CHROME
MODEL ENGINE SPECIALISTS

Hard Chrome, Hop-up, Fuels, 
Engines, Parts. List 25d 

513 Vesta Place Reading, Pa 19605

WALT MOONEY 
PRESENTS 
A FOLIO OF WELL 
TESTED DESIGNS 
INCLUDING 13 
PEANUT SCALE 
PLANS, PLUS 2 
BONUS PLANS 
FOR OTHER 
TYPES. 15 IN ALL

ALSO FEATURED 
ARE CONSTRUCTION 
ARTICLES (2) AND A 

PAGE OF PHOTOS 
SHOWING THE 

ACTUAL MODELS
SEND $ 5 . 0 0  ( P O S T P AIO Ϊ

T0: WALT MOONEY
2 9 1 2  C A B R ILL O  MESA 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 

9 2 1 2 3

Peanut rules specify 13 inch maxi
mum span, best flight out of four 
officials (20 seconds minimum to 
qualify), hand launch, Mooney type 
judging after flying, three-views requir
ed Entry fee is $1.00.

Every year we swear we’ll have a 
model to enter for the next contest. . . 
maybe this year . . .

* * *

The Association of Greater Chicago 
Radio Control Clubs is holding the first 
Modeling Expo for the Chicago area on 
Nov. 10 and I I  at Lewis University in 
Lockport, Illinois, site of the 1973 Nat
ional R/C Soaring Championships.

The Expo will consist of 17,000 sq. 
ft. of under-roof display area, over 50 
acres of land for model airplane demo
nstrations and a track for model cars.

As a result of publicity and advert
ising, over 10,000 visitors are expected 
to attend the two day affair. The loca
tion is about 45 minutes from the 
Chicago Loop.

The EAA will have a static display 
and possibly a minor fly-in. Area radio 
control airplane, car, and boat clubs 
have been contracted for static and live 
displays.

Manufacturers, wholesalers, hobby 
shops are invited to contact Dave Gauer, 
832-C Colonial Drive, Wheeling, III. 
60090, (312) 537-4068, or Rick Glos, 
721 Autumn Drive, Roselle, Illinois 
60172, (312) 894-9468.
BU LLET IN  BOARD

Orange County Electronics, Orange, 
California, a manufacturer of printed 
circuit boards, including P.C. boards 
used by the R/C industry, has purchased 
a controlling interest in RS Systems, and 
has retained Bob Novak, founder of RS 
Systems, as President. The firm is also 
associated with Model Dynamics, manu
facturer of the Gryphon and Shriek kits. 
One of its principals, Roy Womack Jr., 
has been appointed Vice-President and 
General Manager.

The reorganization will provide RS 
Systems financial stability, corporate 
management, and production and qual
ity control to supplement the existing 
capabilities. It will also assure that RS 
Systems will continue to retain a prom
inent position in the R/C industry.

* * *

Lou Ross, builder of the famous Ross 
Twins, and the powerful new “ Black 
Demon" single cylinder 61 (which was

in 5 of the 20 top qualifiers’ airplanes in 
this year’s Class C Pattern Expert Cat
egory at the Nationals), has separated 
from Northfield Precision Instrument 
Corporation.

All correspondance should now be 
directed to Ross Power Inc., 577 
Waukena Ave., Oceanside, New York, 
11572. Lou can be reached by phone at 
(516) 536-8743. ·

R/C Nats . .  Continued from page 13 
FAI R/C Scale team for 1974! Next 
was Walt Moucha with his very familiar 
Fly Baby. Last year’s winner Frank 
(Bud) Nosen placed a new P-47D in 
5th. Sixth was Charles Nelson with a 
Curtiss OX-5 engine that looked real 
enough to run.

Bob Wischer placed 7th with his 
1972 W/C Emeraude, Claude McCull
ough was in 8th with his super-sanitary 
Shinn which placed 6th last year. Bill 
Bertrand at least had something new 
and different, an Aeronca LB  low wing 
which was very realistic in performance 
. . . 9th. And in 10th place was Bob 
Underwood’s Bonzo, which proved that 
some scale ships can even fly at slower- 
than-scale speeds!

With few exceptions, it would seem 
that scale entries were on the conserva
tive side . . . possible contestants were 
thinking in terms of the FAI team 
selection, and were staying away from 
the more spectacular . . . and harder to 
fly . . . multi-engined, multi-winged 
designs. Another factor could be the 
wind. If they were expecting what they 
got . . . winds across the runway that 
sometimes gusted to 25 knots . . . you 
could hardly disagree with the favored 
configuration.

One ship, though it did not score 
highly, certainly made an impression 
on the spectators . . .  at least those who 
weren’t deaf! Bob Boucher’s Fournier 
R-4 was powered by one of his Astro 
Flite company’s electric motors. We
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INC.
HRE — 210 Bearing Blocks
(CAN D O U B L E  A S W IN G
T U B E  M O UN TS) , HRE — 001 Chassis

CUSTOM R/C 
CAR PARTS

TH O RP, T A U R U S  OR 
A SSO C IA T ED  W H E E L S

HRE -
Power Adjustable 
Rear End $16.95
IN C L U D ES : M A C H IN ED  B E A R IN G  
B LO C K S , (4) PO W ER  A D JU S T M EN T  
S P A C ER S , AN D  B A L L  B E A R IN G S .

HRE -  019 
Engine Mount 
(for Veco 19) 

S8.95

U SE  A N Y  1/4" D IA . 
A X L E ,  AND T A U R U S . 
A SSO C IA T ED , O R  M RP 
G EA R S .

HRE Inc., P.O. Box 4658, Irvine, California 92664

think he’ll have to add a small electric 
horn.. . . just so you can hear the darn 
thing when it’s coming at you!

There have been and will be lots of 
varied comments about the Oshkosh 
Nationals. From the R/C contestant’s 
point of view, we’d say it wasn’t too 
bad. The runway was a heck of a lot 
smoother than the one at Glenview. On 
the other hand, it was a helluva long 
walk from the pits to the ready box. 
And it is possible to do something about 
the weather . . . don’t be there!

judging was apparently quite satis
factory. We say "apparently”  because 
neither Bob Upton, Deputy Chief Judge, 
nor your editor, as Chief Judge, heard 
any complaints. Matter of fact, many 
contestants took the time to tell us it 
was excellent. When you consider that 
most people speak up only when they 
don’t like something, that ain’t too bad.

From the R/C officials point of view, 
Oshkosh had its problems. There wasn’t 
an open restaurant to be found at 
7:00 AM within reasonable driving dis
tance of the college dormitories. At the 
field, the mnway was subject to closing 
on 5 minutes notice to make it avail
able for full size aircraft. This was the 
reason for the far-off pit areas and for 
the difficulty we had in getting back 
and forth to the two sites. Still, in 
retrospect, it wasn’t all that bad . . . 
most of the problems somehow related 
to the weather. When it was nice, it was 
beautiful . . . expecially to Californians 
who enjoyed seeing blue sky and white 
clouds . . . but when it was bad, it was 
BAD! Being in lake country, the Osh
kosh weather situation may be stimula
ting to human life because of its fre
quent changes, but the odds of getting 
7 or 8 days in a row of good modeling 
weather are too low.

After 25 years of Navy help and 
then hanging way out on a limb late 
into the year before knowing when and 
where it would happen, we were damn 
lucky to have a Nationals at all in 1973. 
Let’s hope that everyone, AMA officials, 
Nats officials, and contestants . . . have 
learned enough from this year’s exper
iences to get it all together in 1974.

One last comment on the 1973 
Nationals . . . may it always be remem
bered as the Oshkosh Nationals . . . 
singular.
and now . . .  back to Frank Schwartz

It is expected that the Ross single 
.61 engine will make it’s debut in some 
strength at the Nationals, and if they 
perform half as well as Jim Whitley’s 
does, they will be nothing short of sen
sational. Early figures indicate that they 
will pull like crazy and turn better than

the so-called "best” engines around. 
Prices will not be in the cheapie range, 
but to have the best and finest engine 
available, as well as the fact that it is 
made here in the U.S. and parts are 
available when needed .. . and at reason
able prices . . . makes it probably the 
most desirable engine yet offered. Over
all price for the engine is in the very 
low hundred dollar range . . . which is 
what you would expect to pay in this 
day and age for what appears to be the 
best going. If  that isn’t enough, it will 
drop right in where your Webra was; 
mounting holes, carburetor linkage and 
length are the same. Production models 
have a Perry Carburetor and my first 
glimpses of the engines . . . both in 
natural metal and black anodized got 
the old ticker pounding . . . this is one 
I've got to have! Incidentally, Lou Ross 
has separated from Northfield Precision. 
His address is now: Ross Power Inc., 
577 Waukena Ave., Oceanside, N.Y. 
11572, Phone (516) 536-8743.

Cliff Weirick, Kraft Systems, says 
that many flyers think their radios fail 
for no particular reason at all . . . and 
he confirms my comments last month 
on batteries. However, he says to take a 
good look at your throttle linkage . . . 
many flyers (and probably more than

-JOIN -
the silent realm of flight 

become a 

ECSS Member
• Monthly Journal
• Membership Card
• Pocket size rules
• Constitution and By-Laws

For complimentary copy of 
SA ILPLA N E

W R IT E
Clive Sadler, Sec. ECSS 

46 Oakcrest Drive 
Dover, DE 19901

you think) have their throttle servo 
jammed against the limits on high 
motor. Perhaps you don’t realize that 
when this throttle servo is jammed 
against the stops on high or low motor, 
the drain on the power system (your 
poor overworked nicads) goes sky high 
..  . all’s well for a couple of flights, then 
all of a sudden the set goes dead and 
you crash . . . you blame it on the radio 
and actually you caused it and didn't
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I T ’ S  H E R E !
A SOLDERING IRON THAT WORKS 
"IN  THE M IDDLE OF NO W HERE!"

Cordless, rechargable soldering instrum ent that 
w ill become standard equipm ent in  every modeler's 
too l inventory.

It's  a necessity at the fly ing  field, b u t yo u 'll soon 
be using i t  regularly at home too. Freedom from  that 
power cord really grows on you!

Tip heat over 700 °F almost immediately after pushing 
the button! Don't be holding the tip when you turn it on! 
Built-in work light and pilot light. Remove tip and use iron 
as a flashlight in emergencies.

•  MB7500 $19.95
Complete with 110 volt charging base and fine tip.

•  M B  7565 S18.95
Complete with 12 volt auto charger and fine tip.

•  M B  7585 S4.95
Separate 12 volt auto charger. Fits cigarette lighter socket.

•  M B  7535 Regular tip - 5/32" diameter $2.00
•  M B  7545 Fine tip - 1 /16" diameter S2.50

All items sent 3rd Class postpaid. Add 10% for 1st Class. 
No COD's please. California residents add 5% Sales Tax.

UILDER PRODUCTS
1900 E. Edinger Ave., Santa Ana, California 92705

know it. Check your installation and 
make sure the servo doesn’t have to 
maintain itself in a constant “ push”  or 
“ pull”  attitude and you can save your 
plane, as well as lots of grief.

I ’ve done some checking. Here’s how 
it works: If you have a three-wire system 
(no center tap on the power pack), you 
can make a harness or in-line jumper 
and break one lead and put a 0-200 
milliamp meter in series with the broken 
line. Then plug in the servo and note 
the resting current. In my Pro-Line the 
resting current per servo was just about 
20 milliamperes per servo. When the 
servo was in transit the current went to 
about 120 milliamperes. I found right 
off that when my throttle servo was set 
in low motor, and I had low motor 
trim, that the servo was pulling against 
the stop and the drain on the battery 
pack by way of the servo was contin
uously 120 plus milliamperes! All that 
was needed was one complete turn in 
the throttle arm clevis and the situation 
was remedied. A crash due to battery 
exhaustion was averted right on the 
bench. Then I found the rudder push 
rod was binding at one extreme of 
travel with the same high drain condi
tion and corrected that, too. As long as 
I ’ve been around R/C and that is a good 
25 years or more, I find there is still 
much to learn.

"O rig ina l yes, 
beautiful no."

(Here’s one more thing to learn, 
Frank. There is a much quicker and 
easier way to  fin d  out i f  y o u r  th ro ttle  
. . .  o r any . . . servo is bound up. With 
the radio on and the servo operated to  
either extreme position, such as "h i-h i"  
o r " lo w -lo w ,"  i f  it  is bound up i t  w ill 
buzz. I f  y o u  have any doubts about 
y o u r hearing ab ility , p u t y o u r hand on 
the c r itte r . . .  i t  w ill be vibrating . . . 
straining at the leash, so to speak. I t ’s 
quite noticeable. A long the same line, 
high battery drain w ill also come from  a 
partia lly  bound up linkage. This could  
be harder to discover because the stupid  
servo doesn’t  know  enough to q u it when 
i t ’s being overworked . . . b u t i t  does 
groan a b it !  When you 've  completed a 
linkage to any moving p a rt o f  y o u r  
plane, boat, car, o r w hatever. . .  operate 
the servo a few times and listen to the 
sound o f  the gears as the ou tpu t moves 
back and fo rth . Now, disconnect the 
linkage at the servo, and operate it  
again . . . back and forth . Does i t  move 
faster? Does the w hirring o f  the gears 
sound higher in  tone? Is the servo mov
ing easy when unhooked, and groaning 
when doing its jo b ?  I f  it  does, y o u ’ve 
got a battery-draining b ind  in the lin k 
age. F ind  it and get r id  o f  i t  now ! D o n ’t  
be like  the car salesman who says "That
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Non-commercial: Rate is 25 cents per word with a minimum of $3.00 worth. 
Commercial: Rate is 40 cents per word with a minimum of $5.00 worth. No 
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"TOW /CHUTE" Designed for R/C Gliders. 
Controlled Fa ll. . . Strong and Ultralight . . . 
Stays closed during tow. $8.00 postpaid. 
J. L. White, 19372 Worchester Lane, 
Huntington Beach, California 92646

Fantastic - New - Model Airplane SQUAD
RON K ITES. Winds, thermals, breezes all 
love these flying marvels. Easy to build be
ginners' kits include pre-colored covering 
material - wingspan 4 feet, takeoff weight 
4 ounces, 4 kits available.

$6.95 RED BARON and $6.50 for the 
SOPWITH CAM EL, SU PER  STAR, and 
F3F-2. Send to SQUADRON K ITES , 12821 
Martha Ann Dr., Los Alamitos, Ca. 90720 
Add $1.00 postage. California customers 
add sales tax.

SCALE PLANS. Big 30 x 42 Bluelines. All 
1" = 1 foot. 3-Sheet sets: Douglas 0-25C, 
YO-31A/0-31B, YO-31C/Y10-43, 0-43A, 
0-46A, Fokker D-17; $4.50 each. 2-Sheet 
sets: Douglas 0-38, Davis D-1K; $3.00 each. 
General Western Meteor, 1 sheet; $1.50. 
Mailed folded and oostpaid. PET ER  W. 
W ESTBURG , 834 Seventh St., No. 6 
Santa Monica, California 09403.

COLUMBIA,Chamberlain's Bellanca of New 
York to Berlin fame. A beautiful 3/4" exact 
replica of museum quality. Offset printed on 
two large sheets. Designed by Sturiale for 
Smithsonian contest in 1934. We have many 
other fine printed plans. Send large SASE  
for catalog. J. W. F ITZG IBBO N , Box 13, 
Braintree, Mass. 02184

EIG H TEEN  PEANUT SCA LE PLANS $13.95 
Send self addressed stamped envelope for list. 
M ODERNISTIC M ODELS, Box 6932, 
Burbank, California 91510

"D O - IT - Y O U R S ELF  A ER O D ES IG N " — 
Sailplanes, FF , HLG, R/C Sport. Charts, 
instructions - $4.95.
Eric Lister, 953 Klockner Rd. Trenton, 
New Jersey 08619.

2" Scale Sopwith Camel plans. September 
Model Builder cover, $4.00. 2" Nieuport 28, 
Albatross DVA, $4.95. Aeromodeller rubber 
FF , UC, 3-views. World's largest selection of 
scale plans. Illustrated Catalog, $1.00 
BOB HOLMAN PLANS, P.O. Box 741B, 
San Bernardino, Ca. 92402

problem w ill go away after you 've run 
i t  a while. "  End o f  lesson, wen)

We recently asked for ideas on how 
to finish foam model components. Here 
is part of a letter from Jim Newman, of 
Midwest Products Co.

“ Our Chipmunk which was displayed 
at Toledo and N.Y. was finished by 
sanding overall with No. 400 paper, 
nicks filled with spacklc. A filler was 
mixed by thinning Elmer’s White Glue 
50/50 with water and loaded with tal
cum until just still brushable. In our 
case, the model required three coats. . .  
lightly sanded between each. Using Mar
tin Senour Aerosol Auto Enamel, we 
applied two coats each of the red, white, 
and blue, with white applied first. Be 
careful in masking, it is better to re
move some of the tape’s tack by pulling 
between finger and thumb, as it is so 
easy to lift some of the white. 
N O TH IN G  seems to adhere to foam 
too well . . . except dirt! No ‘rubbing 
out’ was done. But for display, a couple 
of coats of wax polish was applied.”

About the time this column goes to 
press, Pro-Line electronics will have in 
production their “ Challenger”  series of 
equipment. Prior to this time, Pro-Line 
has only offered their one series. Sport 
flyers who might have opted for one 
of the top radios were often motivated 
by price considerations to choose other 
brands. Now this “ Challenger”  series 
offers all the reliability and careful 
attention to engineering in a lesser 
priced set suitable for sport or contest 
work. The transmitter is in the standard 
Pro-Line white case. Sticks arc the new 
D&R molded nylon open gimbal sticks.

This outfit is a five channel set; has 
switch for retracts, and a button for 
“ Buddy Box”  operation. The trans
mitter RF deck is the same unit used 
in their best set and the decoder has 
I.C.’s for fast assembly and cost savings. 
The receiver is packaged in a matching 
white case and again, although it has

Pro-Line’s excellent F.E.T. front end, 
the decoder uses two I.C.’s to save 
money and assembly costs. Servos are 
the PLS-15 size.

Your editor predicts that since this 
set offers all the advanced technological 
features of it’s big brother, in addition 
to Pro-Line’s reliability, that it will be 
well received and very popular. Pro-Line 
appeared to be the choice of a majority 
of the C-Expcrt contestants at this years 
Nats, along with Kraft. I cornered Jim 
Fosgate, the modest genius behind all 
the Pro-Line products and secured the 
photos in this article, as well as the 
preceding information . . .  my first 
scoop! Complete set lists for $379.95 
and deliveries have begun.

Also saw prototypes of the Sullivan 
electric starter due for “ soon”  produc

tion. Molded nylon front housing (no 
gear box) in bright yellow with the 
drive cup bolted to the shaft (Hooray!). 
Has surgical rubber drive insert and 
there are no gears or gear boxes to 
possibly give trouble. A built on squeeze 
switch works well, and the little beauty 
is priced at only $27.95.
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FULL-SIZE PLANS
(with instructions)

SERV ICE

No. 10731 SU PER  D O UBLER  $4.00
Shoulder wing, pylon racerish sport R/C 
for .35 to .40 engines. By Brad Shepherd

No. 10732 SCALE EDO FLOATS $1.50 
Scale floats for Lanzo Puss Moth or your 
favorjte ship ■ 22" long. By Hal Cover.

No. 1073-ÓT GO LDBERG  Z IPPER  $3.00
Most famous of all OT gas models, ended 
cabin era. Redrawn by Phil Bernhardt.

No. 9731 Q U ARTER  M IDGET P-40 $3.00
Easily built R/C model of famous fighter 
for racing, sport, stunt. By Jack Sheeks.

No. 9732 FAIman 7 $3.00
Small but potent power ship for .09 eng. 
Simple, inexpensive. By Bob Stalick

No. 9733POU D U C IE L  $1.50
Cute little all-balsa semi-scale model of 
famous homebuilt. CO2 . By Dan Walton.

No. 973-OT SPOOK 48 $3.00
Well-known gull wing design qualifies for 
Antique Old Timers. By Snyder & Muir.

N o.8731 FO K K ER  D-VI $4.00
WW-I biplane fighter at 2"= 1' scale for 
R/C and .40 engines. By Philip C. Foster.

No.873-OT 1931 R U BB ER  M ODEL $225
Record setting 1931 fuselage rubber job. 
Span 38". New plans by Phil Bernhardt.

No. 7731 L.I.A.H.O. $2.50
Trike geared pusher R/C sport plane for 
Cox .049. Different! By Bob Janiger.

No. 7732 SQ UA RE CAT $2.50
Easy building profile carrier C/L for .36 
engines. No gimmicks. By John James.

No. 773-OT LANZO 8' GAS M ODEL $4.50
Chet Lanzo's famous "Record Breaker.”  
Two large plan sheets. By Phil Bernhardt.

No. 6731 WACO YKS-6 $3.50
Winner of 1972 Nationals F/F Scale Gas 
event. Span 33-1/4". By Bill Warner.

No. 6732 DRAGGIN ' FLY  $3.50
Lightweight R/C glider for thermal soar
ing. Wingspan 7 feet. By Duane Hyer.

No. 673-OT A LBATRO SS $3.75
Class C gas ship designed by George 
Reich. Redrawn by Phil Berhardt.

No. 6733 HUNTINGTON H-12 $1.50
Rubber scale model of first US home- 
built. Span 19". By Walt Mooney.

No. 5732 WOODWIND $2.50
A/2 glider with sturdy, warp-proof, all
sheet wing. Span 78". By John Krouse.

No. 5733 TEA K ETTLE $1.50
Twin-boom pusher for the 8rown CO2 
engine. Span 15". By Daniel Walton.

N0 . 5 7 3 -OT-I A ERBO  .020 $2.00
Replica of 1941 Class A Nats winner. 
Span 30". Redesigned by Phil Bernhardt.

No. 4731 B R IE G L E B  BG-12 $3.00
Easily built 100" scale sailplane for slope 
or thermal soaring. By Chris Christen.

No. 4732 ESP IR ITU  DE SAN LU IS  $1.75
Single or 2-channel semi-scale using Sig 
45" foam wing. By Dave Thornburg.

No. 4733 PEA  POD $325
A 36" long R/C sailboat easily made of 
1/8" Luan mahogany. Clever sail control. 
Full size patterns. By Tom Protheroe.

No. 1731 SPROOSE GOOSE $4.00
EAA type R/C sport biplane, mostly 
spruce, for 60 engines. By Bill Northrop

No. 1732 SPECTRAL $225
Single channel R/C soarer, 57" span, 
weighs 8 oz. Easily built. Andy McAfee

No. 12721 DON Q UIXO TE $3.00
An 85" span R/C glider of classic lines. 
Easy to build. By Dave Thornburg

No. 12722 TOAD $3.00
One-design pylon racer for 40 engines. 
Also for sport flying. By R/C Bees

No. 12723 FO RTY N IN ER  $150
Great little all sheet balsa F/F sport rub
ber model. Span 24" By Dave Thornburg

No. 11721 TO RKY $150
Half-A Profile Proto U-Control speed 
model Great for Juniors. By Dale Kirn

No. 11722 SEA G U LL  $4.50
R/C flying boat-amphibian for .29 to 
45 engines. Span 27" By Neil Whitman

No. 11723 SK Y R A ID ER  AD-4B $1.50
Rubber powered, 27-1/2 inch free-flight 
scale. Great flyer By Walt Mooney

No. 10721 STEPHENS AKRO  $4.00
R/C Standoff scale of popular aerobatic 
ship, for 35- 40 eng By Brad Shepherd

No. 10722 M INI ■ FA I $2.00
High performing .010 powered miniat
ure F/F. Only 24" span. Loren Williams

No. 9721 CO LEEN  12 $3.00
Graceful 8 ft. V-tail soarer has slope or 
thermal wing plans. By Randy Warner

No. 9722 BABY  BOOMER $1.50
Twin-boom sport free flight pusher for 
.020 power. By Art Reiners

No. 9723 L IT T LE  TOOT $3.50
Semi-scale R/C bipe for 40 engines. 
Great performer1 By Denny Elder

No. 8722 CO U N TERFE IT . A/1 $3.00
High performance competition A/1 Nor
dic flying wing glider By Bob Provart

No. 8723 TA YLO RC RA FT , F/F $1.50
Rubber powered, 24-inch scale seaplane. 
An excellent flyer By Walt Mooney

No. 8724 SHO ESTRING . R/C S3.00
Easily built Quarter Midget racer, fits 
10% thickness rule By Brad Shepherd

No. 7721 FA IR C H ILD  51 S3.00
One inch scale Classic for R/C. also F/F 
gas or rubber By Hurst Bowers

No. 7722 SAM · 5 $2 50
Top-notch competition Nordic A/2. Full 
wing plan. A winner. By Ron Evans

No. 7723 COMANCHE "C "  $3.25
Quick and easy to build, 58" span stand
off scale. 40 power By Jim Sunday

No. 7724 T R A V EL A IR  2000· S4.00
Two inch full scale Classic R/C biplane. 
Proven flier. 60 power By Bill Northrop

No. 6721 W A K EF IELD  $250
Highest placing U.S. entry in 1971 
World Championships. By Bob White

No. 6722 M ONGSTER $350
Two inch scale quarter midget EAA  type 
biplane pylon racer By Ed Nobora

No. 6723 C A L IFO R N IA  CO ASTER  $3.50 
All sheet balsa R/C soarer featuring a 9 
foot Jedelsky wing. By Mat Tennison

No. 5721 SEA H O RSE II $3.75
Excellent trainer, designed for land or 
sea, 19 to 35 power. By George Wilson

No. 5722 HUMMING B IRD  $3.00
Radio controlled F/F Scale early English 
lightplane, .049. By Walt Mooney

No. 5723 W HETSTONE $1.75
Half-A Combat ship to sharpen your re
flexes for contests. By Steve Fauble

No. 3721 Y A N K EE  G U LL  $3.75
Expandable R/C soaring glider with 8'- 
4" to 12'-0" wing span. By Le Gray

No. 3722 M ISS COSMIC W IND $2.75
Contest winning Quarter Midget racer. 
Fast, easy building. By Fred Reese

No. 2721 M INNOW $250
Control-line Profile Goodyear racer. 
"Cosmic Wind " By John Penhallow

No. 2723 E-Z BOY $2.75
Half-A competition free-f I ight for '72 
rules and all modelers. By Al Vela

No. 1721 SHOCER $350
Hot Class A/B Free Flight contender for 
1972 Rules By Mel Schmidt

No. 1722 PUSS MOTH $3.00
Chet Lanzo's famous rubber F/F scale 
Puss Moth returns1 By Hal Cover

No. 1723 W HITE TRASH $3.00
A proven, trophy winning R/C sailplane 
with 7 and 10 ft. span. By Rick Walters

No. 12711 CURT ISS W RIGH T  JR . $3.50
Two inch scale model of famous pusher 
light plane R/C By Ralph Fidance

No. 12712 TWIN T RA IN ER  $3.00
Sport R/C model for two 30 to .50 
engines By Bill Northrop

No. 11711 NANCY $2.75
Scale-like. 96" span R/C glider featuring 
easy construction. By Jack Elam

No. 11712 Bl-PRENTICE $2.75
Training type R/C biplane for fun flying. 
Uses 29- 50 engines. By Bill Northrop

N o .9711 BEANPATCH $3.50
An EAA  scale-like model for sport R/C 
45 power. By Bob Upton

No. 9712 FA IR C H ILD  22 $2.25
Scale old-timer for single channel radio 
or freeflight 020 power. By Tom Laurie

Price includes Third Class postage and 
reprint of building instructions. Add 35 
cents PER  PLAN for First Class postage 
Add 50 cents for orders Outside of USA  
C A L IFO R N IA  RESI DENTS ADD 5% TAX. 
SEND TO: THE M ODEL B U ILD ER  

PLA N S SER V IC E  
12552 DEL R EY  DR. 

SANTA ANA. C A L IFO R N IA  
92705
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6190 EAST EVANS AVENUE · DENVER, COLORADO 80202
ROYAL PRODUCTS c o rpo ratio n

Complete 
Parts 

Center

Complete 
Service 
Center

.49 Mercos
.49 R/C ................ $64.95
.49 Marine R/C ....$69.95 
.49 Stunt ...............$58.95

.61 Mercos
.61 R/C .................$69.95
.61 Marine R/C $74.95
.61 Stunt ............$62.95

THE

MERCO
FAMILY CIRCLE

. . . and at the center of it all is Merco’s 
own special brand of quality— a quality 
which emphasizes operational ease and 
reliability. In short, the Merco family is 
handcrafted to perform. Its new carbu
retor features improved idling consist
ency and a more positive midrange 
response. Its twin high speed ball-bear
ings and phosphor bronze bushings 
improve running consistency while its 
ability to run on low nitro fuel improves 
economy. When added all together, the 
Merco family is truly one of distinction.
Visit your local dealer soon ana see for 
yourself.

.29 Mercos
.29 R/C ................ $32.95
.29 Marine R/C $42.95
.29 Stunt ...............$26.95

.35 Mercos
.35 R/C ................ $34.95
.35 Marine R/C .$44.95
.35 Stunt .............. $28.95

'  /

Dealer Inquiries Invited



Never before in Radio Control’s history have there 
ever been so many low cost “sport" type systems 
available to the modeler. Unfortunately many of 
these systems are stripped versions of more 
expensive “competition” rigs; the “kid 
brothers” of the line. Some offer transmitters 
powered by dry cells; servos on most use 
center tapped power supplies providing less 
power and resolution; some quote low 
weight ratings (and low flight time) from 
their 225 mah batteries; practically all 
have minimal guarantees of a few short 
months.

Before you’re trapped into supporting 
someone’s “kid brother” compare the 
field with one system that features 
“sport” system price with 
“competition” system quality.
Nowhere in MRC’s new Mark V 
system can the prospective 
purchaser find any concession to 
price— it’s all top quality with 
contest style performance, power, 
resolution, and reliability. Compare 
Mark V’s low drain integrated 
circuits; high resolution, high power, 
low drain 3 wire servos; highly 
selective, double tuned front end 
receiver; military spec gold plated 
connectors; ball bearing pivoted sticks; 
high power, long range transmitter; quality 
nickle cadmium cells in both transmitter and 
receiver; and a separate, isolated charging 
system. All this with a one year guarantee!
Mark V by MRC doesn’t take a back seat to any 
system— sport or competition; it’s front line all 
the way. No one will ever call Mark V any system’s 
“kid brother”!


